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Terms
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BUSINESS

|

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

nvariably

MANCFACTIJRERft,

85r* Market and Express Wagons constantly
hand.
may21dlm

AND

BT’Consignments promptly and iaitli ully attend...

ST., OVER LANE & LITTLE
mar6dtt
PORTLAND, ME.

Lime,

Pry Goods, Woolens,
Washington

Gas

Merchants,

TRAVELERS’ CREDITS issued
don and Paris, available in all parts ot

LOANH OP STEKLINlii made to
chants upon favorable terms.

in

Portland._

AND

HO North

OFFER FOR SALE

35.000 Portl’d building loan Bonds
“
25.000 Portland Municipal

St., Boston,

OFFER FOR NALJE
Ben

Refined Bar Iron,
Tin Plates,
Bands aud Scrolls, Terue Plates for
Roofing,
Plate, Angle aud T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Iron,
B >lt lion. Spike Iron,
Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Ship and Railroad Spikes, Imitation and French PolOval and hall round Iron,
islied Sheet iron.
Shoe Shapes, Horse Kails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Korway ami Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc.
and Shapes,
Bauca, Straits & Eng Tin.
Korway Kail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel oi every description,
Kettles,
Tinmen's lurnisli’g goods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.

Hoops,

25.000 Portland aid of It. Bd.
20.000 Toivn of Dexter

“

20.000 Chicago 7 pr. ct. school
10.000 St. Louis Currency Os

“

On

“

Bonds!

KINDS.

Making,

Millinery

OF

Straw

and

GOODS!
No.

IS

DL EKiNLS, MILLIKEN & CO.,

Milk

Street,

BOSTON.

J0BBEB8 OE

EASTERN

Dlt Y

GOODS,
WOOLENS,
the
day
spacious
removed to
new and
erected tbr them

by

them

Obdway.
April 23,18o8. d6w

T. T.

8t.,

previous to the

Wiilard T. Brown, I
„___
Portland.
Walter H. Brown, J
Sole Wholesale Agents for the Boston Match Co.
lor Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Co., J.
W. Perkins
Co., Josiali H. Drummond, Burgess,
Fol.es & Co.
june26dt,f

TARTAR,

JOSE Eli

«£c.,

BELL

Cor. Commercial and Park Streets.
N.
most

B,—Our Coffee is* prepared by the oldest and
experienced Boaster in the city.

eThoW,

Counsellor and Attorney
,;l

Taylor’* Patent € rank Door Bell,
Where no wires are used.
Houses, Hotels and
Steamboats fitted at short nolice. Specimens of my
work can be seen in some of prim ipal Hotels in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.

Law,

And Solicitor in
Bankruptcy, g
JAUNCEST COURT,
Wall Street, ... New York
City.

Mar 26-dlwtheu eod2m

&£r*’Comniisbioner for Maine and Massachusetts.

Dr. W.R. Johnson,

Jan. 29 dtf

W. H.

PHILLIPS,

DENTIST,

1-3 f>ree Street,
H. Hay’s Aoothecary Store.
{gP^Ktlier administered when desired and thought
advisable.
jy22eodtf

CARPENTER, BUILDER,

Office No. 13

Second House from II.

And Ship Joiner.
03E*Circular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mouldings of all kinds, Doors, Sash and Blinds made
or

Opposite Deering

G. & J. T. DONNELL.
Cordage Mituuiacturcrs,

Merchant

jau8d6m

PAIXTKH.

Oflce at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Scblotterbeck &

Co.,

303 Coosrm bl, Porlland, His,
Oue door above Brown.
ja12dtf

ER.

never

use.

examine the Collar at the store ot
BASSETT & BEAK SB,
No 236 Congress St.
may7tf

References—David Keazer, Esq E. McKennev &
Co., W. & C. R. Milliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H. !
Weston & Co.
junelldtf

CARRIAGES !
GRAND “OPENING!

|

Manufacturers and dealers In

«£■

OF THE-

J. M. KIMBALL & CO’S,

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
■nsttuners and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n

302

JXo.

nil*
both

bestmaterialsnd by EXPERIENCED

Mur 21-dlt

Ac

descriptions;

in the world.

Cuf-under
Ac.

ot all

descriptions made

carriage establishment in
to order. Being the
having had over thirty
the state, ^the. senior
years experience) and ‘'knowing our business” and
giving it our personal attention, we can safely say
that we defy competition as to quality of work, style
and elegance ot finish, and our low. prices bring
these very d sirable Carriages within the reach ot all.
ISr^Call and examine and be satisfied.
J. M. Kimball.
Z. Thompson, Jr.

partner

FURNITURE,

CROCKER,

AND ORNAMENTAL

the employment of the Horse
BEING longeron
Company,
pleased

y atumded

to'f’ W'lituuillS' "Ulj J«b

Me.

Workpron.pt-

|

PROVED, from tbe most ample experience, a>i entire success; Simple—Prompt- Efficient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
pertectiy adiptcd to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to b<; free from danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable.
They have r&ise-l the highest commendation Irom all, and will always render satislav-

HAVE

:: 8i

::

*‘

44

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

44
44
44

APla

__may 21-dtt
Wanted Immediately!

Ij^ROM

to four

44

JERRIS,

CLASS

a
one

private family.
well

May

STEWARD OF UNION CLUB.

_

dtf

19

Boarders Wanted.
three eeuilemen
with

■

site

rooms

the Park.

and board in

Address

can be accommodated
a private family oppo-

A. P. REED,
Post Office Box 1953.
may Hit!

Ketereuce required.

Wanted.

Also

a

partner with 200

or

FIRST

at

^
May 18-dtf

C roup, Cough, difficult Breath ng, 25
Halt Mhcum,Erysipelas,Eruptions, 25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains, 25
Fever A Ague, Chill Fever, Ague, 50
50
File*, blind or bleeding,
Oplhalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
C’ntarrh, acute orcronie, IntiuenzA.50

44

44
44
44
44
44

Whooping Cough,violent Coughs.50
50
Asthma, Oppressed Breathing,

44
44

Discharges,Impaired Hearing,50
Ncr«fula,enlargi;dGlands,Swellings, 50
Geueral I)ebiliiy,Physi alWeakness,50
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretion*
Mcasickucss, sickness from riding, 50
50
Gravel,
Kidney-Disease,
Nervous Debility,
Seminal
Ear

44
44
44
44
44
41

Emissions,

50
Mouth, Canker,
Urinary Weakucs>, wetting bed, 50
Pniuful Period*, with Spasms,
50
1 00
Muttering* at Mange of L{fe,
E pilepsy .Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 100
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Throat 50
FAMILY CASES

44
44
44
41

morocco

Insurance

Life

with 20 to 28 vials.from $5 to $M
Specifics tor all Private Disease*, both
for Curing and for Frevcutive treatment, in vials and pocket, cases,.$ l to $5
5g|r*These Remedies by the case or single Box are
sent to any part of tbe Country, by mail or express,
free ot charge on receipt of the price.
Address
Humphrey’s Specific
HOMfEOPATHTC MEDICINE COMP Y
Office and Depot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter as above, tor all forms of disF.

Swcctzor and Crosman

TV.

Newark,

Jolm

Crockett’s

AGAIN

OPEN I

Wanted Immediately 130 Exchange Street.
At the old stand
tried office

CONGRESS

FURNITURE

STREET,

Employers! Girls! Men! Boys!
Agents! Everybody!

“wk still
live,”
having spared no pains in advertising, See
we liave daily arriving
by the St John boats,
and from all quarters, large numbers of first
rate
Provincial and American Girls, and are confident
that we can upply a’l persons
Girls for any
wanting
respectable employment.
We have rhe custom now of more than 1500 Families, 100 Hotels, &c„ in this city and throughout
New Engfand.and guarantee satisfaction.
Particular attention paid to
supplying

AND-

CROCKERY

AND

Summer Houses and Hotels
Everywhere with good, RELIABLE HELP.
a!L?Tluations supplied to Employers gratis!
dnT! *0© Agent.
*4!,,J.W““,*de’rer>r
Wanted
to canvass lor
new articles
place in New England to apply for biild
situations is at the

The best

A.

J.

COX

351 1-S
May 16-dtf

&

CO.,

Congress Street,

of

all kinds,

Window

Shades !

cheapest lot

the

Glass, Tin and Wooden Ware!
In

fact every nameable thing in the house ftirnishing
line at

Hooper
ISO

&

$6,000,006.
Annual Dividends 50 per ct. in Three Years.

Annual Income

Dividends Declared to Members;

$7,000,000.

over

This Company is STflTCTLIt
MUTUAL,-Ot has no “Leech-like
Slockholdei s’’—pays no bonuses to officers, nor immoderate commissions
to Agents.
Care in the selection of risks, and economy in expenditure, are the
distinguishing features of its management.

83fEvery desirable or advantageous feature, new or old, has either
been introduced or adopted by this Company.
Dividends can remain with the Company to accumulate and he paid
with the policy. After a tew years it will thus become sell sustaining.
It has always made Annual Dividends.
It never hazards principal tor interests, and has never lost
from in vestments.

Railroad
to see my
i Khali be
mends at my Shoe
Store, 132 Middle Street, where
I shall c onttnue the purchase of
Mutilated Currency
or ft not too badly torn will
take It in exchange for
Boots ami Siloes.
M. ti. PALMEK.
February 4. eodtt

dollar

a

It expenses ot management have been for a series of years lower, while
its ratio of surplus has been and still is, proportionality larger, than any
other Company ; from which it necessarily and mathematically follows:
1st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords

The Greatest Safety and

Members.

to its

Security

2d—That as it consumes the least of its income in running expenses,
IT HAS THE MOST LEFT EOlt ITS MEMEEltS, and is therefore

TSic

Company

Cheapest

Insure

to

In!

To every man who invests his money in Life Insurance—be it much
or little—these considerations are of paramount and vital importance,
and nowhere else but in Life Insurance would they ever be disregarded.
All persons desiring reliable and accurate information concerning
the standing and condition of the various Life Insurance Companies of
tins Country, are invited to call at my Office, where access to all the Deports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for obtaining sucb information as will stand the lest of coming years’ will be
cheerfully and freely luinished.

April 23-dtf

New

Hampshire

Remember!

•ANTED— *C4ENT*-$75 to $2u0 per
month, everywhere, male and female, to
introduce the GENUINE IMPR,VEl>
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch,hem
fed, tuck, quilt, cord, biud, braid, autl embroider in a most superior manner. Price
only $18. Fully warranted for five years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine that
sew

more

a

elastic

stronger,

team

thaw

more
ours.

beautiful,

or

It makes the

“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stiteh
can be cut,
and still the cloth cannot be pulled
without
We pay Agents from $75
apart,
tearing it.
to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission
*10111 which twice that amount can be made. Address SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURG, PA., or BOSTON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other
parties palming oft wortli’css cast-iron machines, unber ihe same name or otherwise. Ours is the
only
genuine and really practical cheap machine manutactnred.
may 16-I&wlm

Book

Agents Wanted
For “PEOPLE'S BOOK OF BIOOBAPHr."
.JAMES PAKTON, the “Prince o- Bioerai.herg,” containing lives oi distinguished persons of
all ages and countries. Women as well as Men. A
handsome octavo book ot over CTO pages, illustrated
with 12 beautitul Steel Engravings. No competition.
Agents say it sells taster than any book they ever
sold. Terms liberal. Send for descriptive circular.
A. S. HALE & CO., Hartford, Conn.
April 23. d&wSw 18

BY

Wanted to Charter.
VESSELS

to load
“Guano” at
“Swan Island,” “RodonNorth ol
vessels lor coal from
New York to Aspinwall and Deals
!■■■»•
from St Johns NB, to Ports in the United
Kiugdom
6
Apply to
INGRAHAM & WHITCOMB,
85 Commercial Street,
ap28dtl
Me.

“Sombrero,”

and “Orchilhi,” tor Porls
_do,”
“Hatteras.” Also

!

are

FITZGERALD

Keeps Hoop Skirts & Corsets.
Remember !

Remember !

Keeps Laces & Embroideries.
Remember,
FITZGERA ID’S

‘Household Words’

AT

Nos.

184 and

t3T*TIiey t

slate for

186 Pore

an

30.

AT

PRICES!

dim

Tilton
Desire to call

Streer,

supply dry painterb’ sand anti ground

patent roofing.
C. C.

WHITNEY,9 Agent.
*

TO LET.

more

PROTECTION in the

FIRST RATE SAFE,
At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY Si WATERHOUSE,

Street.

Middle Street, Portland.

at 110 Nudbury
Hired, Boston.
SaT“Seeonil-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton Si McFarland’s Safes, can order of
Finery, Waterhouso & Co.

Or

•Ian 15—sxlstw in each mo&adv remainder of time

The Cooking Miracle of the Age

OookiDg Apparatus.

Cheap,

Simple, Economical!

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can be
put on any
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house 1'iec from otiensive odors in
cooking. I is results astonish all who try it.
HF’Send tor a Circular.

A

Remember,
FITZGERALD
goods from importers anil manui'acturThis coupled
undersell any
store in the State. Alii
goods marked in plain figures; we ignore the .Tew system, anil sell at
ONE PRICE.
his

eis, thereby saving one PBOFIT.
with light expenses enables him to

FITZGERA ID,

Fop nsiIc, (im nlMo Town and Count?
Right** in flic Kiatc, by
JOHN COUSENS,
3-<ltt
ian

_Kennebunk,

Me.

Board

ANDandgood
their wives

rooms cati

of ‘Tlie Mart.’

Danlortli street.

or

be

obtained for gentlemen

single gentlemen,

at No 87

marl?6dtt

April 28-dtf

LETTERS OFCREDIT
FOR THE

Travelers

USE OF

in

Issued upon T.ondon and Paris,

Page, Richardson
Ieb27d6m

New Boarding House.
board, suits and single rooms, furrpo LET, with
X nislied and unlurnislied, at 6« P ee Street.
(Argus and Mirror copy.
May 18. dtt

Europe, Peruvian Guano Substitute.

Available in all the cities ot Europe and the East, by

&

Co.,

114 State St., Ronton.

<?fc SONS’ Raw Boue Super Phosphate ot
in Barrels and Sacks, for sale by

BAUGH
Lime

J. G. LOVEJOT,
May 2,1868,-d

33 Commercial st.
w

IS

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
MARKET

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that his
friends will drop
in *
and help him
out.”
He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with every variety in
the way ot'

old.

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
Ice Cream, &c., &<•.
The above place will be open on MONDAY next,
March 23d, 18G8.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he
has secured the services or Me. BENJAMIN BARNETT, the well known Frkkch Cock, who lias for
so many years officiated at most of the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.
ISAAC HAKIVCITI.
March 21. dtt

J. M.

may21dlw

PAINTER!
-AND

PAPER HANGER,
JPOltTLAND,

twelve rooms, convenient for
House or private lainilv. Apply to
A. K. SHURTLEFF,
No 1 Union Wharf.

entrance.

pass its

The location is very
the accommodation ot
travelers andevery^way
city boarders. Tbe lessee will have to
for

furnish the house, Proposals for lease will be received any time within two weeks from date.
Addrtss or apply to

E. GILLESPIE,

on the
premises, or at 44 Atlantic St.
t,
,,
Portland, May 18, 1868.
_ma>19-dtf

0
p,?c
May 5.

se-

ApNATH’L. F. DEERING,
d3wat Maine Savings Bank.

May

19.

BANK,

Fire

Enquire

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, tbree-storv brick house,with fVeeTHE
stone trimmings, number 35
High street,
hor particulars inquire at No 30
Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M. and 3P. M.

Nteel Cheats* Vault Doors, Shatters and
Money Boxes.

STEAM FIRE-PROOF SAFES!
THE

for
sale
Or TO XjY2T.
Store No. 3 Galt Block.
Possession given April 1st.

Enquire

of

marSIdtl_I’ll Alt I. KM PERRY,
TO LET !
A HALL 43 BY 73

111

THIS

purchasers by
CHAS. STAPLES & SON,

Under the superintendence of MR. <>EO. L. DAMON, junior member ot the iirm, formerly Superintendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Worka HIS Commercial Ntreef, Portland, Maine.
®"We would refer to the Sa'es n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. (ieo. W.
woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as
specimens of our work.
March 2, 1867. d3m

nL.iCK

WALNUT
EXTENSION

TABLES,
#1.GS

Per

Foot !

H. R. BURROUGHS,

FEET,

Thomas Building?, LANCASTER HALL.
exchange street,

May

For Sale or To Oet.
nrst-class, three story brick house, with freestone
trimmings, number thirty five High street.
or particulars
HE

T,,,,

inquire at the house

Rooms,
"piiFASANT
1
and their wives.

8-dtf

No.

31 Free

PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

Varnishing

W.

Enquire

at No. 12

BIock-_

Clapp’s

teblTdtf

Medical Notice.
^'•CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special
lention to Disea

Mar 21-dtf

es ot the
Eye. No. 301J
Ollice hours trom 11 A. M. to 1 P.
M.
Muv
tt

KINDS OF job PRINTING
ALLpromptly
executed this Ofllce.

Polishing done nt
notice, hr
P. I'llEEM AN.

Cleansed

Congress St

neatly

and

and

short

C L O T H I TV CJt

4

at

Street-

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing

lel9dtf

with Board, for gentlemen

OF

FOR

GRANT,

ILLINOIS.

VICE-PRESIDENT,

SCHUYLER
OF

COLFAX,

INDIANA.

Mr. Frwmlca'n

Argument.

Mr. Fessenden’s long argument bungs upon these two propositions. Urst that the
President had on tin 21th of February last a
right to remove the Secretary of War. Second that the case of the

Secretary

was

not

embraced in the Tenure of Olllce act. Backed by the deliberate, and conscientious opin-

ions ofother men, whose rank as statesmen
and lawyers is not inferior to Mr. Fessenden’s, we do not hesitate to say the converse
of these two propositions is the sounder and
belter sustained law.
The only warrant in the Constitution that
Mr. Fessenden can find for the first proposition is in these words:
The Executive power shall he vested in
dent of the United States ol America.

a

Presi-

He says that the first Congress by legislative implication put a construction upon this
clause which lias ever since been accepted.
This is the statute:
Sec rioN 2. And be it further enacted that there
shall be in the said department an interior officer,
&e., who, whenever tLe told principal officer shall
berem red from office by the President of the United
States, or in any oilier case of vacancy, shall during
such vacancy have the charge, <$rc.

Now this enactment is either,first

a

controi-

ing legislative

construction of the Coustitu-,
it is the mere opinion of the members
tion,
of the first Congress, who voted tor it. Suppose it be the 'iormer, then the implication of
a removal by the President can only be of a
legal and constitutional removal. It cannot
imply an illegal and arbitrary removal. The
intendment of ihe act is that the President
may remove, just as he might appoint, only
“with the sanction of the Senate.” But if
legislation can either authoritatively interpret,
or supplement the Constitution, it tollows,
that
the latest
legislation supplants the
earlier. The latest act proprio vit/ore reall
peals
legislation inconsistent with itself,
as the last will abrogates an
earlier one.
Whatever may be the scope of the tenure-otoffice act, if it was a subject upon which Congress was competent to legislate, and this
Mr. Fessenden assumes in deferring to the
legislative const! net ion of the first Congress,
then it evidently became a legislative eoustruetion, that ail officers appointed by the
President and Senate could not be constitutionally removed by the President alone.
Or take the other supposition that this act of the
first Congress could not vary or control or
even interpret the language of the Constitution, and is to be respected only, as the opinion of the men who voted tor ii.
Why should
the opinion of those statesmen bo deterred to
in prelerence to the opinions ot Webster, Evans and Holmes in 1830, or to the
opinions
ot Spalding, Edmunds and Trumbull in 1807.
The views entertained in the first Congress
ot the constitutional limitations of the Exec
utive were held with reiercnce to the Executive power in the moderate and prudent
handeof Washington, amt before any abuses
had grown out ol a too liberal construction ;
They were speculative views. The scruples
of Webster and other statesmen, who endeavored unsuccessfully to curb the arbitary
assumptions of General Jackson, were suggested by a practical exemplification of the
enormous corruption which the exercise ot a
mere
inferential power to remove officers
constitutionally appointed, upon purely partisan grounds, had introduced into our politics.
But the occasion upon which Mr. Fessenden’s opinion was pronounced was one to
which an original and statesman like review
of all earlier doctrines whether held by legislature, political writeis or even courts, wasdue.
7 he Senate was claimed to be sitting as a
court: as suen court it was not bound to take
precedents Irom even the Supreme Court,
much less from the loose and incisdental remarks dropped in a legislative debate over
another than the question now put in issue.
It was a court that was itself to make a precedent.
It was its luiiction to rescue the
constitution from the lalsb interpretations, by
which it had been corrupted. The monstrous
claim of holding all the offices under the government as mere sp-ils to be divided among
the partisans ot the President in the proportion of the zeal witli which they had adhered to his personal fortunes, first distinctly
announced in Jackson's administration, but
never so indecently exercised as when Johnson so far lultilled his threat of “kicking out”
the officers of the law whom lie had appointed for voting lor him, tor not partaking in
his treachery, urgently required an authoritative denial. The question of the President’s
power was before the highest the ablest court
known to the Constitution for a decision
from which there could be no appeal.
It
came belore it, emphasized by the practice of
partisan abuse, illustrated by an exhaustive
debate partiscipated in on both sides by the
best and best-equipped legal minds in the
country. It cauie belore it not incidentally
but was the very yi.it of the matter involved
in the executive act lor which the President
was on trial.
It was certainly due to the historic dignity of this great occasion to entertain this question ol constitutional power as
it it had never been, as in lact it never has
been, settled before.
Dxamimng it as an open question, to what
conclusion must any candid mind have arrived? If the President alone may remove
any officer he derives the power, either by a
direct grant, or as a part of his executive
power, or as incident to his right to appoint.
Nobody has ever pretended that tlie power is
directly granted. The general executive power
would not in the absence of any provision of
the Constitution allow the President lo appoint any olhey ollici r than his own subordinates in the execution of the laws, and those
he might also remove. It would not embrace
But the
any judicial or legislative officer.
Constitution lias made provision for every
executive officer under itself and lor all that
may ever be created in these wo.ds.
Art. 2.—He [the President] shall nominate, by
and with the advice and content of the'Senate, shall
appoiut ambassadors and other public ministers and
consuls, judges oi the Supreme Co nt and other ofor

ficers of the United Staten whose appointments arc
herein otherwise provided lor, and wnich shall

not

l>e established by law.
The general executive power is limited by
these provisions, which apply to all officers
of the. United States including offices to he
established by law. Now, there is no residuary executive power, under which tlie President may appoint to office.
The residuary
power as to determining how our officers
shall be appointed is conferred not
upon the
President hut upon Congress, as most other
residuary powers are, in these words:
But the Congress may by law vest the appointof such interior officers as
they may think proper, in the President atone, in the courts of law or In
the heads ot Departments.
ment

If ther whole appointing power is embraced
in those express provisions of the Constitution, what subject matter is left lor the general executive power to operate upou.
Tne
right to remove is claimed lo be incidental
But an incidental
to the right to appoint.
power cannot be greater than the granted
To appoint
power to which it is incident.

existing

seem to he
power, but
office, which he
holds just as a President holds his oilice, by
the law to which both arc amenable is not u
necessary but is a much larger and more extraordinary exercise of executive power. If
the lesser and principal power is limited in
the Constitution by the sanction of the Senate, how cau tiie greater and incidental [lower exist independently of such sanction?
Not finding the authority to remove in llie
executive power, is it an incident of the ap-

a

man to an

office would

common exercise of executive
to temove a man from an

a

2S feet Ilieh,

OVKK lUERcnANTX’ EXCHANGE.
For particulars, &c,
apply to
W. W. THOMAS, JR.,
maiuati_On the premises

1T

BEST IN THE WORLD.

Safe lias been tested with safes of every other maim fact nre, and the result has been total
destruction to contents of all save the Steam KireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, with or without Steel Burglar Proot Boxes, and fitted up to suit

April 21-dtf

and

Safes !

of

CHARLES MCCARTHY,
No. 99 Middle Street.

apr25dti_

HOUSE

Proof

over

McDonald.

Tinting

dlw

in McCarthy’s Block,
A Stora No.OFFICE
181 Fore Street,
recently occupied by
J.

and

Walla*
Wood and Marble Imitated,
and Woods filled in Wax or Oil*

To Let

FRONT

ME.

-AND

Hotel for Lease.
..771Je.toteI,iJ1 P"rtlan<l, on the corner of
Middle and India streets, known as tbe St.
Lawrence House, having been
entirely rc! constructed and enlarged, and furnished
jWitn all the modern improvements, win be
ready to lease by Jun eflrst. Said hotel con41
llP8 thirty• two s eeping rooms, large and pleasant
Office, Parlors, Src. Is witbin less tlian two minutes
walk ot the Grand Trunk
Depot, Liverpool Steamers,
Boston Steamers and Halifax
Steamers, and the
Horse Cars
desirable m

ROLSTO\,

^Whitening, Coloring

Containing

Boarding

and furnished

°1"

To Let,

M

SQUARE,

which he has renovared throughout,
lor a first class

A good six and one-half Octavo PiansPorte, roundcornersand Rosewood Case.
w. H. JERRIS.

^^^Applylo

w.

ZIMMERMAN’S

STORE IS IN THE ‘MART,’

in the field again, and would announce to his old
friends and the public generally, that he has bought
out the old

Piano-Forte to Let.
i_.j

T_„
than

40

Steam

BAR TV 1 M

INTo. £21 XJTVIOJV STREET,

HL Brick store on
Exchange Street, being the
cond store from the corner ot M ddle St.

McIParland,

the attention to the fact that

0
©

Portland,

To be Let.

&

Of their Safes gave AMPLE
late tire. Parties desiring a

FITZGERALD’S

Proprietor

and

Company
gelling

Paints of all Kinds,

April

FITZGERALD

270 Congress

manufacturing

LOW

Keeps Parasols and Sun Umbrellas.

are

City

—*-

FITZGERALD

Prices

THE

Lead

N-

House to Let,

MANVBACTOBY.

Forest

rf

Not ice.

„„

and New Brunswick.

PAINT

FITZGERALD

0

dlw

3
brick Store, No. 51 Union St. Also 2
Office 72 Exchange Street, Boyd's Block.
3 stories Hopkins’ Block 14) 1-2 Middle St.
ONEamt story
Appty to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
WARREN
SPARROW, STATE AGENT May 21-dtt

Maine,

%

s

FEW gentlemen boarders, and a gentleman and
wiie, can be accommodated at No. 4 Locust St.
May l? c!4w*

will

Portland.

GS^'Cash paid for second-hand furniture
Carpetings, Stores, Ac., Ac.
Aprl3eodtf

SAMUEL WALKER & CO.,
Publishers, 3 Tremont Row, Boston.

A

over

Eaton’s,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

Boarders Wanted.

Assets Over $15,000,000.

Portland.

ALSO,

“History'of

1868.

iu

Nice Gilt Shades at 75 cts,

Crafts, author of a
the Southern
Kebell ion.” Illus (rated. Pi ice, paper covers, 50
ct9.;
in cloth, gill, 75 cts.
An authentic Life, and the
cheapest and most popular.
AGENTS WANTED everywhere. The most liberal teims offered. Send for Circulars.
Copies forwarded, jiostage paid, on receipt of price.
May 21,

WARE I

CARPETIIOS

OF ULYSSES S. GRANT. Hi.
Boyhood,
LIFE
Campaigns and Services. Military and Civil. By
W. A.

Charter Perpetual.

18do.

Organized,

Co, Agents*

OLDEST PLACE OP BUSINESS

at 3 Free Street.
A. E. WEBB.

Old General Agency and
Employment Of\lce.
G9^Be sure you find the right place. Enquire for

.1.

A

-At-

or

Company!

case,

PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S.

1 CO

Sore

44

FOR

Dis-

Involuntary

charges

44

containing a specific for every
ordinary disease a family i* subject to, mid a book of directions, $10,00
Smaller Family and Traveling cases,

Btiweeu Oak and Green Street!)

per cent.

44

44

dc6eodly

Up one flight.
$300 capital. mayl6tr

Wanted!
CLASS COAT MAKERS,

44

44

*•29
44
30
31
44
32
33
34

25

eases.

salesmen; salary liber 1. Apply
TWO smart
N. E. NOVELTY CO., 99 Middle St,
.,

National Union Republican Nominations.

25
Neuralgia, Toothache,
Headaches,Sick-Headache, Vertigo,25
25
Dyspepsia, Billions Stomach,
25
Suppressed or paiuful Periods,
Whiles, too profuse Periods,
25

Of .15 large vials,

be paid to

Good wages will

recommended.

i-ongh*, Colds, Bronchitis,
Faceache

44

4

Agent.

Real Rstate

Apply to

44

44

Cook Wanted!
IN

44

44

in a good part of the city,
The rooms to be in a house
Also one good roon to

u) per hall preferred.
with a good small family.
store goods hi.
Applv to
W. H.

289.10

CO., Agents

&

EITTL.E

D.

44

rooms

and

1>S4,50

2,231.65

44
44

44

BAS A NT suit of rooms and single room suitable'for families or Gent and wife at No. 37

one

Tuesday Morning, May 28, 1860.

Cts.
Cures Fever*. Congestion, Incarnations, 25
Worm*, Wo.'jn-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25
C rying Colic or Teething ot ititauts, 25
25
Diarrbtea ol child r«.nor adult*,
“■
Dywentcry, Griping, Billieus Folic, 25
€'ho Icra-rtlorbiiM Nausea,Vomit iug,25

No. I
2
11
3
4
5
"
6

22Wlw»_Portland

351 1-2

MUTUALBENEFIT

no

Stucco and Mastic
Workers,

Nireel,.Eonland,

731.65

being: Paid in 1868—100

Dividend

April 28-eo(12m&w

sterers,
PLAIN

it Paiou

739.12

May 14-dtf__

Buys

SEATS

i* la

So

8,510.12
4,726 90

40 1-S Exeliaii^c ^ti*eet.

C oupe* and Cabriolet*,
The finest lot of Top

Light and heavy carriages
oldest

I'oli.hiug done at .hurt
noliir, by
P. FREEMAN.

BROWN

all

Shade*, Rocknwayi,
Buggies, Ac ,

ami

W.

Street,

Side Spring Wagon*, Open BuggiA, Sun

Me.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,
ViirnUbiug

142,55

1,142.40

3.000
1.500

111.91
179.61

l,6r.0.34

boiiig

Platform and Perch.

JUME

Free Street

PACKING ANDSHIPPING

o'

Kugigie*

^LAKE’S,

Ol

Congress

THE

Office Furniture,

_No-10 CroMBt., Portland,

304

subscribers have now on band and tor sale
the largest and best stock ot Carriages ever ottered in Sevr England, comprising in part Carry-

Every DeNcripiion,

H.

<A.

and

PORTLAND, HIE.

Coffins, Gaskets, Desks,
Show Cases
Of

5,483.23
3,510.12
1,720.90

CARRIAGE SEASON Remember,
-AT-

Furnaces,

Can be found in their

S8W BUILDING ON M,ftt1JS ST.,

Made trom tho

3.816.89
2,771.00

...

and

of Flour and Grain.

and

5.06!)

1,741.61
1 3,483.23

903 54

403 54
741.61

291 60
562 00

500

1,000

to cure
cure
common
see

or no

Broad (Street,
Samuel Freeman, l
E. D. Appleton,
/
NEW YORK.
t^Particnlar attention given o the purchasing
•

Stoves, Ranges

LEVEEN &, CO.
Square, Portland, Me.

28 Market

or

ISil

& SON*

$2,947.57

Teamsters and Horse Owners!
FITZGERALD
attention is called to the Patent RubberLined Horse Collar, which is fast coming into
YOUR
Keeps all kinds of Yankee Notions.
It has
failed
general
any dialed
;s
It
warranted
to
horses.
any galled
galled
colp»y. It is superior to the
horse,
Remember,
the testimonials
lar in every respect. Call ami

Nathan Cleaves.

nTNOYJSS

Dividends.

$2,452.15

8.000

Ain't of Policy Am't ot dividends
over payments.
and Dividends.
$495.12
$0,447.57

Amount ot

We invite our friends to call and see the Policies for tlr mselvea.
Tlie Policies of this Company are Non tSorfcili.ii; in tlie irue sense of tue term and always have a
cash VAr.UK, on surrcniler, while with some other Companies it is not so.
Endowment JPolicieM payable at any given age, or with Eive or Ten Year payments iS3ueu on
more favorable terms than by any other Company.
All JPolieieM Noii-Eorfciiinj;, in the true sense of the term.
The lulerectl alone, so tar received by this Company the past years on its ^invested lunds, consideraHy exceeds the amount of Claims by Death,—the amount paid for claims by Death being $$114,537; the
interest on investments iu 18t-7
$1 .£i5,7til> showtug an excess of $400,000. No other Company can show such results.
Young Hen especially
requested to exuuine the system and workings of this Great Company, which
are worthy the attention of an who propose to insure; and none should Insure without first examining
the advantages afforded over all the various plans presented by the small Companies now in the held, some
of whose features will not hear a very close scrutinv.
Many of the Policy holders of this Compauy have recently largely increased their insurance, for the reason they find it the B< *11 uveslineut they now have.
We respecttullv invite all who are pioposing insurance to call on us befo e completing arrangements, and
those who are desirous ot information as to the condition ot the various Life Companies, may have access to
the Reports ol the Insurance Comtnissioncers of tJ,e different States, which give the most important facts,
necessary for the public to have on the subject by calling at our office,

and examine.

TO

S. FREEMAN & CO.,
Commission
Merchants l

A.

$3,500

Use!! Remember

IMPORTANT^

& Counsellors at Law,

Howard, jy9'67-ly

Tailoring

E.

POHTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 30 Exchange Street,
h

Josl-i

Please call

may8d2m

HOWARD & CLEAVES,

Attorneys

paid.

Keeps lull lines of Hosiery & Gloves

consisting of
French, German,
and American Tricots,
Doeskin and Cansiuiere,
Adapted for tlie season. We guarantee to cut and
make g ods as good as anybody, *nd PKICES LOW-

SCHUMACHER,

r Mi KSC’O

Hall.

A well selected stock for

Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltHope, Point Bope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn,&c.
J.

Premiums

insured.

7> 02
10 793

E. LEVEEN & 00,

BATH, ME.,

C.

Amount

4,478
7,767

For

furnished to order.
.138 t uunuerrinl St, (foot of Park
Mt.,|
au2»dtl
Pobtland, Maine,

Orders solicited.

HANGER,

Where one Bell is made to answer for any number
of rooms. Also Speaking Tubes, Door Bells, Gong
Bells, Dining R om Bells to ring with the toot, and
Bells tubed back of p' stering. Agent for

Jr.,

at

CURRIER,

No. 313 Congross st..,
Manufacturer and Proprietor of
Carrier’s Patent Bell lor Hotels,

Orders received from all parts of the State will be
promptly executed and satisiaction guaranteed.
March 31,1808. dtt

JOHN

1-3 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,)

No. 90

Spices,

S ALEltA TVS,

C. V. Bos WORTH.
[Transcript copy.

W. T. BROWN & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

CREAM

stock

General

SIMONTON & MERRILL,

wind

oir

S3T" Orders carefully and promptly lilted.

store

Middle

CUSTOMERS

will find it to their advantage to examine
before purchasing elsewhere.

AND

Notices

518

Millinery

JOBBERS

place in tlie city to buy Plated and
Oreide Jewelry.
April 6, 1808. d2m

On the Old Site occupied
great tire.
Portland, March 16. tf

o

Policy.

Jewelry, ORDWAY BROTHERS & 00.

(UP STA1IIS,) BOSTON.

CONVENIENT rent of 4 or 5 rooms lor a family
7*“, C0II#ist4ngr of Ge- tleman and Wile with no
children, Price from $150 to $175 per year Adh.h. rfsaltine,
*
May
P. O.

>St*

OUBANTUR.

Humphrey’s Homceopatliie Specifics,

People’s Edition. Now Ready.

163 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
March 9,1868. dtt

'The best

58 and OO

Ko.

W.

No*

Silver rialed Ware, die.,

Have this

$22,000,000

proportion to premiums paid, than those

The phrase Annual Dividends in this Company means dividends made annually FR Mr THE start.
the first ami every subsequent premium ; and not at the expiration of three, four or five years and
then annually. It also means that the dividends are available immediately to increase the insurance,
or as CASH in reduction of the premium of the current year; and NOT merely to cancel notes and accrued
interest on premiums three, tour, or five years old. These dividends being added to the sum insuied give
such results ns arc shown i.i the fallowing examples, bv which it will be seen the Policies referred to have
nearly doubled in amount, the additions being from 30 ro 50 per cent, more than the premiums paid thereThe following are cases of Policies now in torce at this Agency:
on.

-AND-

■<):!

u_ce- J*___may23dlw*
Wanted!

the Most Favorable Termr.

Dress

Successors to William H. Elliott wholesale dealers in

ence

—

on

“

Exchanged for o.SOs

Fashionable

CO~

WASHINGTON HTRERT,

{

Policies of about

only

MRS. M. A. BOSWORTH,

Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing:,
February 18. dGin

&

Cash,

in

to their

May

yat/lor di Co. ’s Cast Steel,

Watches

ALL

OF

7.30s

Also agents for the sale ot

L( DRESSER &

$10,176,338

—ALSO—

Grovernment

ineuranco office or wholesale house
considerable business experience. ReferfiV'upBhed if required. Address W. K. L., Press

*}
11,(1

h7.
nas

FIRST

Security OA'eied ; In Age; Amount Insured; Assets; In Dividends; Number of
Policy Holders; Low Kate of Expenses and Claims, Ac.
The effect ot all these favorable conditions has been that in the past twenty-three years the company has
paid to its Policy-Holders in dividends the large sum of

036

Block,(lOO Exchange St.

Bankers and Brokers,
15 Exchange Street,

METALS I

Situation Wanted.
1V? AN is desirous ot obt lining a situa811

consideration in Life Insurance.

EXAMPLE.

SWAN & BARRETT,

IKON, STEEL,
TIN PLATES,
SHEET IKON,

relate

A

PORTLAND.

8IMIL1BU8

ion.

A £!i*?0N
tVie 1
Pnt!l!*u0"the

may21dlw*

In

12.410

OF

Established in 1843.

purely mutual, it has NO stockholders, (like some others,) who receive large
consuming the earnings, which should go to the assqjrgd.
Its History of twenty-live years is best told by the twenty-live hundred families of deceased members
who have received neatly ten millions ot dollars in return fo: the premiums paid in annual sums, often hi
amount insignificant, but in beneficial res-ults incalculable in value.
It is the Cheapest Company to insure with, and exceeds all otherson the following points:

HAS REMOVED TO

& Davis,
uiar26dtl

YORK,

Company of thiH Country,

Agent

syOffice Hours 11 to 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-dftwtf

FULLER, DAM & FITZ,
imPOliTE BN

STEVENS,

No. 1 Sturdivant

Timber and Ship

Esq., Searsport; Ryan

E.

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Mill,

Life

These Dividends were larger, both in amount and in
declared by any other Life Insurance Company.

apr22dtf

State

References—R. p. Buck & Co., New York;
Met! i I very.

line.

M.

ditknvii.i,e,n,c.

DEALERS
Stock.

our

may25dlw*

Boarders Wanted.

ever

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,
ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
ty Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing

DEPOSITS of 001.11 and CURBENC1’
received, subject to draft at sight, aud interest
allowed.
DVANCES made on Consignments to Liverpool and London.
iel>27U6m

ill Yellow Pine
Orders solicited.

GBIFriTH8.~

NO. 6 SOUTH

mer-

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood

or

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Europe.

do,

Assets nearly $26,000,000 all Cash.

PLASTERERS,

Lon-

on

Fitters !

ill Union Street, Portland.

S3EBIDAN &

and wile, or two Gentlemen can
"Accommodated with board at 27 Wilmot St.

in every respect well qua iiied as gen“ani>«ei', c'erk or eelerer in a Hotel, deApply 10 L STEVENS. Clerk, at
House.
uiay24 d2w*

This Company being
dividends and are thus

Water, in a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
warranted.
mayl dtt

LONDON and PARIS.

on

OF

The Pioneer

SECURITY is the paramount

Steam

now

Mutual Life Insurance Company.
KEW

St.,

Houses fitted with Pipes lor Gas, steam

State Street, Bouton.

DECEIVED!

WOT

THE TIME IS COMING when hundreds will reerret, as many
that they DID NOT Insure with the Great

MAINE

and

No.

PAGErRICHAE, DSON & Co.,
EXCHANGE

Commercial

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Manu-

facturing
Cvjf's.
Also Agents lor Singers' Sewing
Machines, and
Sanborn’s Patent Steam Fire Proot Sates.
April 4th-d4m

114

BE

May 2-dtf

Cloth Button Hole Paper Collars and

Hanker8 and

Plaster,

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND.
*or Maine for the

Cement and

33

And Small Wares,
Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,
Co’s

LOVE JOY,

Wholesale Commission Dealer in

00.,

&

Importers and Dealers in

Of.NTLEMAN

Situation Wanted.

& TENNEY,
Cor. Congress and Washington Sts.
May 2'0-dlw

Goods!

NO. 146 MIDDLE

G.

hi a small family,
VO#d reference required.
the COUNTING ROOM OF THE DAILY
RRfc/>ij*
ay 22-dtt

A

€iloves. Hosiery, Corsets, Yarns, Small
Wares, Trimmings, Ac.

J.

A

---

TIBBETTS

Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers in

Dry

SIMILIA

$8*00

DAILY PRESS.

No. 5.

GIRL WANTED to do general house-

iteieiem.ea exchanged.

WHICH WE SHALL SELL WITHOUT KEG A UD TO COST TO MAKE ROOM FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.
CHA1JKKK SETS, iu Brent Variety.
CENTER TABLE**,
CIII1.I>KEN>« CAKKIAOEM,
I.OUNtjES,
PARLOR SUITS,
A ml nil ollter hind* of Furniture,
Which we are bouud to close out WITHIN THIRTY DAYS, CHEAP!

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

Fancy

Bty’Agents

THoinJE

SPJRIJTG

To Parties about to Build.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates made, and
Buildings Superintended by
GUO. K. PELHAM, Architect.
Office Canal National Bank Building, Middle st.
Portland, April 20, 18GS.
d2m

WOODMAN, TRUE

mav20-d1m
L. T. Lincoln.

ed to.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boarders Wanted.

FURNITURE!

LINCOLN,

Produce,Groceries, Ship Stores, Ac.
No. 10 Market Street, Portland.

ARCHITECTS.

Terms

and

Repaired

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
street, is now located at his new store No G4 Federal st, a tew doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business ot Cleansing and
Repairing
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
KFSecond-baud Clothlnr for sale at fair price*.

BY

Jan 8—eodtf

per annum, in advance•

_

Crirl Wanted.

A

Dealers in

And

Bonnell & Pelham.

1808

WASTED_

HAVING A LARGE STOCK OF

on

Commission Merchants,

BUSINESS CARDS.

ENGINKEH’S

<£•

YORK

26,

ul?

Gone Up, and Furniture Gone Down l

Nos. 16 and 18 Portland Street.

K. It. Vobk,

I»3

IMPEACHMENT

in advance.

Rates of Advertising.—One inch ol space, in
length ol column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week, after; three insertions, or less, $1.00: continuum every other day alter first
week, 50 cents.
11 alf square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents: one
week, a>l 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Unde dtead of
“Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week ; three inserti- ns or less, $1.50.
Special Notices, $1.25 per square lor the first
insertion, and 25 cents per square lor each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
ot the State) for $1.00 per square lor first insertion
and 50 cents per square Jor each Bubstquent iuser
Hon.

Wm

& adams,

CARRIAGE AND SLEIGH

THE
same

MISCELLANEOUS.

cards,

_

farrar

y Single copies 4 cents.

MAY

--.—__

---

pointing?

Mr. Webster says:

The

remov-

ing power is a part of the appointing power.”
All argument on the subject assumes th s But
the appointing power is not in the President
but in the President aiul
Senate, the President only having [lower to till vacancies in
tlie recess of the
Senate, so that from this position tlie assent of tlie Senate to legalize a

removal becomes imperative.
The Congress may confer upon the President alone the power to appoint a Secretary
ot War, he beiug ev'-dently one of the interiIt
or officers referred to m the above clause.
they should do so the power to remove might
of
he incident to the power
appointing. But
so long as the appointment must be sanctionto
make
it
Senate
ed by the
valid, so long
must the removal require the Senate’s concurrence to complete it.

Upon the plain and obvious rendering of

the Constitution Mr. Fessenden might have
stood with a conscience void of offence, and It
was to be expected from a man who had partic.pated warmly in the great debate led by
Webster and Clay against the encroachments
of tlie
Executive, upon the side of a strict
construction ol the Constitution, that he
should not lend the sanction of his name to
support a doctrine which changes a limited
Executive into an irresponsible sovereign, a
result against which, since he opposed and
now sneers at the ten tire-ol-offiee act, he lias
no constitutional or legal barriers to oppose.
Of course if Johnson had no right to remove
Secretary Stauton lit is guilty ot a violation
of tlie constitution tor which the
Senate
ought to have tound him guilty.
Upon the oilier point, a better argument
can lie made upon tin:
proposition that Mr.
Stanton's case ilul fall within the Tenure-ofoflice Act.
!t seems to me immaterial
whether Mr. Stanton was serving in Mr. Lincoln's term or in Mr. Johnsou’s. The true
statement is that he was serving out the
Presidential term that had been Mr. Lincoln's and devolved upon Johnson by Mr.
Lincoln’s demise. The tenure of office lor
the Secretary of War was tor the term ot tlie
President by whom he was appointed and for
one month thereafter.
If an appointment by
nomination, continuation and commission is
referred to, then the effect of the law by its
terras would he to terminate the tenure of oftice of Mr. Stanton, Seward and others one
month after the 4th of March, 1865, for these
officers if not appointed by Johnson for the
present presidential term weie neither appointed by Liucolu. But no law can beeorae
operative beiore its enactment. The provisions of the law Mr. Fessenden says l‘aie intended to apply to the present and future and
to include all who may come within their
scope.” Upon Mr. Fessenden’s theory and it
is Johnson's own excuse, the act ol March 2,
1807, on its passage terminated not only Stanton’s hut the tenure of office of all the cabinet who having been appointed by Lincoln,
confirmed and commissioned, held over during his next term and during Johnson’s succession by verbal request, or by ixere sufferance on the part of Lincoln and Johnson.—
Says Mr. Fessenden:
it is obvious to my mind that the object was to
provide lor two classes ot officers: one the heads of

departments, and the other couipr sing all
Beers appointed by and with the advice

other ol'and consent of the Senate. Tue aet provides lor a distinct
tenure for each oi these classes; -or the head ot the
departments a fixed term, ending in one month
alter the expiration of the term ol the President
by
whom they were appoinle I; tor all other* an indefinite term, endiiie when a successor shall ho appointed and duly qualified.

II the tenure provided foi tlrese two Secretaries ended one month after the
expiration ot Lincoln's term, which is Mr. Fessenden’s assumption, and was extended, as it
might be under certain statutes, by tire pleasure of the President alone, the law of March
2, providing lor a different tenure terminated
their offices forthwith and they could not
hold their places lor a day without new nominations, confirmations and commissions.
And yet Mr. Seward has been
Secretary of
State without such new appointment, anil
as such has made
treaties wi ll foreign governments involving the expenditure of more
than lifteen millions of dollars. Mr. Stanton
lias been Secretary of War, and as such lias
disbursed hundreds of millions in
payment
of the costs ot' war, and both have been
recognized by the President and every branch
of the government in
every possible way. If
the act provides for a distinct tenure of
ofhee for heads of departments and
applies
to present as well as future, what tenure does
it provide tor Messrs. Seward and Stanton
—or arc they to bold their offices
perpetually
Must Grant take them as his Cabinet officers?
If the act of March 2,18(17, had sufficient
effect to terminate their offices at some time,
is not its effect to repeal all
power of the
President under older and inconsistent statutes
to retain them duriug his
pleasure
•alone?
Mr. Fessenden admits the
act
reached their case.
It either terminated
their office on its passage or extends its tenure till one month alter Johnson shall cease
to be President.
If the latter Mr. Stanton
could not be removed by the President
alone;
if the Ibnncr, Johnson could not
by bis mere
retain
Seward and Stanton as his
pleasure
Secretaries, not liaviug sent their nominations to the Senate, without
of
■

being guilty

malfeasance in office.

Fessenden s construction of the tenureohoffice act involves these absurdities: Congress legislating on the earnest remonstrance
of the House, who desired to retain Mr.
Stanton in office, put him
completely at the
arbitrary control of Mr. Johnson, who hated
to
turn
him
out at pleasure! Legislating
him,
to fix the term of certain officers it fixed the
term of the only office
they wished to perpetuate, at a period nearly two years belore
the adoption of the legislation! iiesidcs this
Mr. Williams of Oregon stated in the final
debate in the Senate that the phrase
“except
as herein otherwise
provided” was inserted in
the bill before any proviso was inserted
by
the committee of conlereuce in reference to
cabinet officers, and referred only to the
powers ol suspension in the second section.
From all these absurdities a common sense
rendering ol the word appointed will relieve
us.
Mr. Stanton was appointed by Johnson
just as Seward was. The converse of this
implies that a man may legally hold office
without having been appointed. He was
appointed by all the formalities necessary, as the
law then stood, in his case. If Johnson had
desire! a new Secretary of War he mnst
have nominated him to the Senate and
given
him a commission. As he did not then want
any new cabinet officers, his mere requst to
hold over was an appointment. Whatever
Mr.

proceedings
retain

were
man in

necessary to put

office,

a

man or

that he could legally perlorm its functions were in the plain reason and sense of the tenure-of-office act an
appointment. Mr. Fessenden says it was “the
obvious design to allow to each
person holding the Presidential office the choice ot his
own advisers.”
Mr. Staubery puts the President’s claim upon the same
ground. Mr.
Johnson had that choice; from his accession
to office in 1805 he had his choice who should
be his adviser in matters
belonging to the
department of war. He exercised it without
constraint by appointing Mr.
Stanton, with
whom he was on most cordial
terms, to that
a

so

place.

It Stanton was not
holding bv his appointment and the tenure-of-office act
terminates
his Secretary ship, he had
power to send a
new name to the Senate.
Whether they
confirmed it or not, Stanton would have "one
out by operation of law if the law
meantttun
what it is now so strangely claimed to mean.
He perpetuated his tenure
his
own choice
by
of retaining him. As late as
August 1807, he
never
presumed to remove him, but suspended him under the very law whose conIf he had the
stitutionality he questions.
greater power to remove would he have
risked a suspension, which he well knew the
Senate would not sustain?
Can there be
any doubt then, that in the sense ol the statute Stanton was appointed
by Johnson, and
that his office has a legal term
extending
one month
that
of
Johnson himself?
beyond

__Y.
Varieties.
—The Rev. Robert Collyer, of
Chicago, is t
address the Boston Young Men’s Christian
Union at the Music Hull, ou
eve-

Wednesday

ning.
—The

colored citizens of Mount Vernon
have built the first sohoolhouse ever
erected in that place. The whites have been

Missouri,

talking

about building
the negroes have acted.

for a

long while, bu t

—The London Spectator calls the
“Royal
Fund” an “association for
giving aims
to writers who ought never to have written.”
—“When the oak is in leaf before the ash, it
is said to betoken a
dry summer.” “If this is

Literary

correct,”

says an English paper, “the present
will be a fine one, as the oak has taken
the lead this year.”
—An Italian innkeeper confessed to a priest,
who asked him if he never greased the teeth
of his guests’ horses to prevent their
eating.
He replied that he had never done so. The
next time he confessed that he had committed
the act several times. “Why,” said the
priest,
“you told me last time that you had never
done it.” “Holy father,” replied the
inkeeper,
“I did not know the trick then.”
summer

—The .Saturday Review
says that the Emperor of France “has neither shut nor
opened
the gates of Janus, but

keeps them perpetual-

ly ajar.”
The Artful
is the

Dodger

complimentary

raeli, by

of Downing Street,”
title applied to Mr. Dis-

some of the
English papers.
—The Paris courts have decided that the
law does not prohibit watch dogs from howling

at

night.
—Brigham

Young is said to be setting out
hundred and fifty acres in mulberry trees,
and the faithful are about to follow his example. The slopes and hills of Central Utah are
one

particularly well adapted to silk growing,
the characteristic energy of the Mormons

soon

make it

a

and
will

large interest.

—The waters of Lake Michigan are capricious. The level of the lake lately rose lour
feet in five minutes at
Racine, and in five minutes more it had sunk six feet. No cause is
assigned for the pheuomcnou.
—A Paris letter says the rube courte, as full

dress,

was born and
slaughtered at the Pourtales ball. It is not graceful, and there aro
too many ugly feet to admit of its being popu-

lar.
—The Western people have become so incensed against dogs for their sheep-killing and
hydrophobic propensities, that they have begun a general massacre of them lioth in town
and country. In St. Louis they are killing
about a hundred and

fitty

a

week.
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Pnblication*.

Charles Scribner & Co., New York are the
publishers of a uew novel of American life
W'hieU is greatly superior to most of the stories
It is
that come swarming from the press.
called Margaret; or, Life in a Prairie Home, and

Why
It is conceded that Portland needs the Ogdensburg road; that we have reached a point
where some new impulse is wanting, and that
the opening of this road will furnish the im-

but will increase our population
and furnish a larger practice for lawyers aud
doctors and a larger patronage for newspapers.
There is no class ot the community which is
not interested in the success of this enterprise,

It is called Dylces and Ditches, and records the adventures of the crew of the academy ship aud her consort the “Josephine” in
Holland and Belgium. We are inclined to
think it the very best of the series thus far.
Certainly it is iu no way inferior to those
which have gone before it. The story is full
of life and adventure, tlio characters of the
boys are well kept up, the descriptions of the

benevolent individuals to come and build
road for us? What is the use of social organization, if not for the accomplishm *nt ol

cal and other information is conveyed in a
manner not only interesting in itself but well

adapted to excite the desire for further knowledge. The volume is neatly printed aud illus-

community give up all control over ail
important artery of trade like that of which
we speak?
The stock is limited to $1,200,000.
The city with a subscription of $750,000 will
have a controlling interest iu the management
of the road, and why should she not? Why
should railroads, completely interwoven as
they are with our modern civilization, be any

trated, and hound in

style uniform with
those which have preceded it (Received by
Short & Loring, and by Bailey & Noyes.)
Hurd & Houghton, New York, publish King
Sham and other Atrocities in Verse; including
a
Humorous History of the Pike's Peak Excitement, by Lawrence N. Greeuleaf. As will
be inferred from the title, the contents of the

longer classed apart from highways?

a

readers will laugh. We think it likely—
but whether at the verses or their author we
leave each reader to judge for himself. The
mechanical execution of the book is neat.
(Received by Short & Loriug.)

exacting private corporations? The
indications are that they will not. Already
we have in our own State a general act au
thorizing any town or city to take stock in

The last issue of Ticknor and Fields* “autoedition ot Dickens contains the Chrismas Books, and the Sketches by Boz.
It is il-

graph”

The towns in Vermont are subscribing for 40
per cent, of this very line. See what our
neighbors in Maine are doing—Bath and
Rocklaud combining their means for a shore

lustrated by sixteen of tlie original etchings,1
many of which are by the inimitable Cruikshank. (Received by Hall L. Davis.)
H. B. Fuller, Boston, publishes in neat;
pamphlet form, a little manual of Croquet, by
Captain Mayue Reid, iu which all the terms,
rules, and other mysteries of this fashionable
aud fascinating game are fully set forth. The
proper ground, the croqueterie, the game, its

road, Belfast takiug stock in the Moosehead
railroad, aud Bangor with hajfour population

slang and its attractions generally are heie all
explained. Summer is coming, green lawns

railroads. A similar law has been tried in
New Hampshire aud other States.
Where
there is no general law, no difficulty is found
in procuring the passage of enabling acts

everywhere. Old aud young, babies aud
graiultathers, young lovers, grave clergymen
all sorts of people in short, can play croquet.
Let them get this little book and learn all*
about it. Received by Short and Loring,)

ag-

are

gregate liability for railroads $150,000 more
thau ours will be if this subscription is made!
For years cities aud counties throughout the
West and South have been subscribing for
stock iu railroads; it is but a few weeks since
Louisville, Kentucky, subscribed a million to
the stock of a new line. Is the world going
crazy,or is the truth beginning to make itself
apparent, that railroads like other means of

A Mammoth

Swindle.—The Washington
Library Company of Philadelphia was chartered by the legislature of Pennsylvania in
18G1 for legitimate and praiseworthy purposes,
but during last year it was prostituted by
certain dishonest men to the basest ends.
The scheme for distributing §300,000 in prizes
to the shareholders in the corporation for the

communication should be .built and managed
for the common good?
These are for us and now, not merely speculative but important
practical questions.
When Augusta invites the Spragues to come
and improve her water power and offers to extaxation for a
empt their property from
term of years, she does well. But that exemp

purpose of endowing the Riverside Institute
ior the gratuitous education of the orphans ot
soldiers and sailors was perhaps at the outset
just what it purported to be; at any rate t4ie
plan was endorsed by so many men of high
standing and unimpeachable character that
the agents who engaged in the work of dispos-

tion is really a gift. It is precisely as if the
taxes had been collected and then an appropriation of thousands of dollars had been
made lor the sole benefit of these capitalists.

of the shares were successfully imposed
upon and made to believe that they were engaged in a legitimate business. Thousands of
persons in this and other States became shareholders.
Owing to the activo exertions of

ing

That may be well, but how much better for
Portland, instead of paying private parties a
bonus to build this road, to become herself a
large shareholder: to assume a controlling in-

to-morrow. We voied a year ago to loan
the credit of the city to this enterprise, leaving
it entirely in the hands of the corporators

Messrs. George R. Davis & Co., agents for
this city, all engravings to which subscribers
here were entitled were actually received by
them, but in othes cities not even the engravings were received. Of the promised $300,0C0
in “presents” only $500 was actually drawn by

opportunity to transform the
subscription, and secure a controlling interest in the road. It is the duty of the
city to embrace that opportunity. The pru-

the victims of this gigantic swindle. Thejhrty, twenty and ten thousand dollar “presents”
were “drawn" by parties sent to this and other
cities for that purpose by the gang of blacklegs

terest in the line, and share in the profits of
its management directly as well as indirectly.
That is the proposition on which we are to
vote

an

loan into a

in

The whole scheme was rotand throughten with corruption through
The subsequent proceedings of the scoundrels
have been still more infamous. Driven from

dent, economical construction of the read will
be secured and its future management in the
interest of Portland will be assured by this
which we doubt not will be grant-

timely aid,

_

Address, man, address!
But it is not all tact with him. His principles are as souud and healthy as his manners.
He is true aa steel to the right.
Political Note*.

The Washington correspondent of the Boston Advertiser says Boutwell and Wilson re-

gard impeachment as dead and want it buried
as quietly aud as decently as possible.
Of the
other managers Mr, Bingham lias been sick
and Mr. Logan has been out of town for ten
days, Mr, Butler has been preparing a report
the recent investigation, and Stevens and
Williams have been preparing three additional articles to be laid before the House.
The nomination of Grant and Colfax pleases
the Republicans in Connecticut as everywhere
else. The Hartford correspondent of the Boston Advertiser writes:
on

Everything politically has had a shining
look of late. We all urged Buckingham for
the Vice-Presidency, but just in the‘‘nick of
time” the legislature stepped in and elected
him to the United States Senate in place of
Dixon. Some of us worked hard to get Hawley in,though none complained because Buckingham succeeded, and while wo were discussing the defeat the Chicago Convention selected Hawley to preside, which is so much of au
honor that we are satisfied. The fact is we
have had so many good tilings that no man
with half a soul can hold up his head aud
grumble.
A new Democratic paper is to be started at
Concord, N. H., by men of means and enterprise who are dissatisfied with the present
party management in that State.
The Democratic suggestion that Grant and
Colfax shall resign their positions upon accepting the nominations for President and
Vice President is not received with lavor by
the leading Republicans
Washington.
The New York Tribune, which until lately
has preferred the Cliiet Justice for the Presidency, now says: “Chase is one of the boldest
and most
of intriguers.” And
at

unscrupulous
Bun, also,says of its last favorite: “The
Presidency has been his meat, his drink, his
board, his lodging, the atmosphere which he
has breathed for twenty-five years.”
The National Republican, a Washington

the

daily neutral paper, formerly friendly to the
President, aud by some considered his organ,
Friday placed at the head of their editorial
page the names of the Chicago nominees.
It is understood that Gen. Grant will not immediately reply to the official n jtilication to
be made on tlie 29tli inst. of his nomination
by the Chicago Convention. His formal letter
will appear in the course oi the
of

acceptance
succeeding two weeks.

The Democratic rats are gnawing away on
the Chicago platform with such energy aud
skill as they possess. They find it an uncom-

monly hard job

to

make any

impression

upon

it.
The South has a female champion m the
person of Miss Annie Smith, described as a
lady of genius, culture and refinement, who
is lecturing on the present condition and prospects ol tin* Southern States, and proposes to
on
mingle in partisan
and to

debates,

speak

the subject ot politics, woman’s rights, and
other matters of public interest.
One of Grant’s strongest points is the skill
which he displays in reading character. The
men
he raised to high military command
during the war always justified his confidence.
The fact that he declares Colfax to be one of
the most promising men in the country is
therefore a testimonial of considerable importance to the Radical candidate for Vice-PresiColfax himself says that he would soonbe second on Grant’s ticket than be Presi-

dent.
er

dent.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia where their character became too
well known to make their operations so safe
as agreeable, they have established themselves
in New York. A few months ago they sent

ed.

only credentials,
Passport to success.
Opens castle and parlor,

ARE

certificates to the “shareholders” informing them that there was to be a new distribution of presents, and within a week or two let
new

have been sent to every one of the victims
advising them that they had drawn prizes of
the value of $200 which would be forwarded
ters

I

upon receipt of fine per cent, of that sum at New
York. The swindle is too transparent to deceive any considerable number of the shareholders, but there may be some who need to
be told that if they sent the $10 asked tor there
is an absolute certainly that they will receive

THIS TUESDAY EVENING
CITY

though an experienced builder,

familiar with

the route, has ofl'erel to take the contract at
a mile from Portland to the Connecticut. But on this questiou it is worth while to

$29,000

listen again to the eugiueers. Here is a letter from Mr. Noyes, published nearly four
weeks ago in the Star, and hitherto wholly ignored by the opponents of the enterprise. Mr.
Noyes, it will be seen, pronounces the “imagined difficulties” of the Notch route quite insignificant when compared with really difficult
mountain roads:

Brunswick, May 4,1868.

Hon. T. Washburn, Jr.
Dear Sir,—I see by this morning’s papers
some account of your Portland & Ogdensburg
Kailroad meeting on Saturday last.
My object in now writing is to say, that soon after
connection
with
Mr.
F.
J.
Andermaking (in
son) our report to you of the “Notch,” I left
for Pennsylvania, for the purpose ot making
myself familliar with the construction and
operation of their mouutaiu|railroads,and have
spent the last six or seven mouths in traveling
and examining the various railroads crossing
the Alleghanies in Pennsylvania, especially
on the Pennsylvania Central Railroad, where
every facility was afforded me by their General Superintendent, Mr. li. H. Williams, not
only ou the main liue hut ou all their branches and connected lines.
That one leaving Tyrone called the
Tyrone & Clearfield road, X
find has all the features of our Notch line bisides many far worse obstacles to overcome,—
In crossing the Alleghany
Ridges into Clearfield county 1 find they climb ou the sides of
mountains
in
many
precisely the same manner we proposed for Mt. Websti r, but
they
having worse features to contend with, make
of a grade 16
miles
use
long on an
lo the
126 feet
averaye of
mile, some
portions being over 140 feet to the mile.
The grade ou the Central liue irorn Altoona
to Cresson ou the summit is in some portions
95 feet to the mile, and ou curves of 600 to 700
feet radius, and heavy trains, constantly night
and day, are in operation over ibis excellent
andl believe safest road in the country.
The Western Pennsylvanian branch, connecting with the Alleghany road, has also
greater obstacles; so that 1 am prepared to
assure you that, from my own paiticular observation, the imagined difficulties of the
“Notch route” arc insignificant in comparison
with the many roads crossing the Alleghanies
bo
successfully at the present time.
C.J. Noyes.
Very truly yours,

Senator Trumbull

authorizes the Chicaiu denial of the injurious
statements, in regard to his recent conduct
which have gained
currency that he has not
been either directly or
indirectly in communication with President Johnson since last Nogo

Tribune

to say

vember; that Lie has no Democratic son, and
no sou that has made bets on

impeachment;

scheme lor the formation of
a new parly, and that his own sense of justice
was the only earthly motive he had in
voting
for acquittal.
that he is iu

no

—It has been pretended that the boues of
King Allred have been discovered. Some
years ago it was given out by some monks that
the very bones of Cicero had come to light in
an island of the
Mediterranean. Such bones
are hard to swallow.

direct, cheapest

ATLANTIC

from the

route

expeditious

and

TO T11E GBEAT WEST, which is to form
link between

connecting

the

Atlantic

the

and Pacific shores.

Distinguished
address the meeting.

Speakers will

and able

Per Order of Executive Comm.

Portland, May 26’,

1868.

Superior Court.
MAY

TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.

Monday.—No. 77—Alfred C. Townsend

v.

Joseph

Fobgiving.—A man living at Salmon Falls,
Buxton, is the owner of a small dog that is

Miller.

Ne. 47—L. W. Tibbetts v. George Unwin. Trover,
ta recover the value of a quantity ot matting amounting to #30 Decision reserved.
Haskell.
Emery & Drummond.
Hffeniorial Exerciaen.

Headquarters Grand Army Republic,
>
Adjutant General’s Uflice,
Washington, D. <J., May 5, 1868. )
GENERAL ORDERS No. 11.
I. The noth of May, 1868, is designated for the purpose of strewing with flowers or otherwise decorating the graves of Comrades who died in defence of
their country during the late rebellion, and whose
bodies now lie in almost every city, village, and ham-

In this observance no
let church-yard in the laud.
form of cerelnony is prescribed, but Posts and Comrades will in their own way arrange such fitting services and testimonials of respect as curcumstancee

may

permit.

We are organized .Comrades, as our regulations tell
us, for the purpose, among other things, “of preserving and strengthening those kind nnd fraternal feelings which have bound together the soldiers, sailors,
and mariners who qnitud to suppress the late rebelWhat cun aid more to assure this result than
lion.”
by cherishing tenderly the memory of our heroic
who
made their breasts a barricade between
dead,
our country and its foes.
Their soldier lives were
the reveille of freedom to a race in chains and their
deaths the tattoo of rebellious tyranny in arms. We
should guard their graves with sacred vigilance. A11
that the consecrated wealth and taste of the nation
can add to their adornmeDt and security, is but a fitting tribute lo the memory of her slain defenders.—
Let no wanton foot tread rudely on such hallowed
grounds. Let pleasant paths invite the coming and
going ol of reverent visitors and fond mourners. Let
no vandalism of avarice or neglect, no ravages>6i
time testify to the present or to the coming generations, that we have forgotten as a people the cost ol
a free and undivided Republic.
If other eyes grow dull, and other hands slack, and
other hearts cold in the solemn trust, ours snail keep
it well as long as the light and warmth of life remain
to us.
Lut us, then, at the time appointed gather around
their sacred remains and garland the passionless
mounds above them, with the choicest flowers oi
spring time; let us raise above them the dear old flag
they have saved from dishonor; let us in this solemn
presence renew our pledge to aid and assist those
whom they have left among us a sacred charge upon
a nation’s gratitude, the soldier's and sailor’s widow
and orphan.
II. It is the putpose of the Commander-in-Chief to
inaugurate this observance wiih a hope that it will
be kept up from year to year, while a survivor of the
war remains to honor the
memory of h is departed
He earnestly desires the public press to
Comrades,
call attention to this Order, and lend its friendly aid
in bringing it to the notice of Comrades in all parts ol
the country in time for simultaneous compliance

therewith.
III. Department Commanders will

use

to make this Order effective.
JOHN A.
By order of

every effort

LOGAN,
Commander-in-Chief.
N. P, CUIPMAN, Adjutant General.
The committee of arrangements announce

that Comrades of Post No. 2, G. A. R., will
meet at their hall on Federal St., on Saturday
morning, May 30, at 9 o’clock, and being divided into sections, will proceed to the Eastern
and Western, Forest City and Catholic Cemeteries, where the graves ol the noble dead lying

therein,

will be strewn with flowers

according

the above order.

That the grave of every
soldier may receive some tribute of respect, the
to

citizens,

and

particularly the relatives of the
deceased are requested to give information immediately, to the respective committees, as to
the exact locality of the same.
The Committees

are as

EASTERN

follows;

CEMETERY.

H. L. Prince, 88 Middle street, over Canal Bank.
Edward Moore.City Liquor Agency.
W. F. Todd, 110 Exchange street.
WESTERN CEMETERY.
6. S. Knight, Post Uflice.
C. A. Green, 110 Spring street.
John Yeaton, Jr., Ill Commercial street.
FOREST CITY.

C. P. Mattocks, 88 Middle street.
J. M. Marston, 119Uxford street.
Thos. P. Beals, Police Officer.

following carriages

CATHOLIC

EVERGREEN

CEMETERY.

CEMETERY.

II. M. Meek, City Building.
J. D. Fessenden, 69 Exchange street.
E. U. Hanson, Hanson Bros., Free Street Block.
H. A. Herscy, Tyler, Lamb & Co., Union street.
S. C. Smith, 297 Congress street.
Chas. R. Shaw, 15 High street.
F. W. l’ray, 297 Congress street,
il. R. Millett, HO Exchange street.
S. 8. Knight, Post Office.

On the afternoon of the same day, at 124
o’clock, Comrades will again meet at their Hall,
and will proceed to Evergreen Cemetry escorted by the Portland Mechanic Blues, and the
Portland Band, where appropriate services will
be held. Comrades S. S. Knight, F. W. Pray,
and E. H. Hanson, will beat Evergreen Ceme-

tery

Friday morning, May 29, between 9
o’clock, and will wear suitable badges,
that they can easily be recognized. Relatives
on

and 11
so

and friends of deceased soldiers buried in the
Cemetery are requested to be present at that

time, and give the requisite information
the

as

to

locality.

The Hall of Post No. 2, on Federal St., will
be open on Friday, May 29, from 8 A. M. to
6 P.M. and a Committee will be in attendance
to receive contributions of flowers. The public

generally, children as well as older persons,
are earnestly requested to contribute, and the
ladies especially are invited to be present at the
Hall on that day, and assist in arranging the
flowers. Special contributions, properly marked, will be received and delivered accordingly.
All soldiers, sailors and citizens are invited to
join in the ceremonies of the 30th inst., and a
spec al invitation is extended to the citizens of
Westbrook, to be present at the afternoon

annoying

the occupants by a continual barking. Last Sabbath
the owner was standing on the bridge at that
village, viewing the falls as they appear at this

watery grave and relieve himself of a trouble.
He accordingly raised him gently and with
some grief—lor who will not become attached

dog—passed him out over
dropped him into the foaming

to

a

he was hurried away,
catching glimpses as he came to the surface,
and saw him as he was carried into the ravine.
He then wended bis wsy home, rather regretting that he had drowned his pet, but what
was his surprise on
arriving in sight of his
house to see Fido setting on the front steps
watching for some carriage to come along that
he might have an opportunity for a little exerHe

watched

him

the rail and
water below.

as

cise and relieve himself from the effects of the
cold hath. The dog came out to meet his master as pleased as ever, and acted as though he
thought the whole thing was intended for a
He will probably be allowed to live now,
and his barking will cease to be an annoyance
to thoso who are familiar with these falls and

passed through.

We are obliged to omit a communication
from Mr. John A. Poor, on the railroad question, received yesterday after the outside of
the paper was made up, and too long for our
limited space on this page. Mr. Poor claims the
right to reply to our comments, a few days
since, on his published opinion “that if built
the Portland and Ogdensburg railroad will

A memorial service will be held at

City Hall
Sunday evening. May 31st, to which the
public are invted.
Further particulars as to the route of procession, order of exercises &c., will be announced at an early day.
In accordance with the above, special meetings of Post No 2, G. A. 11., will be held at
their Hull, on Suturday May 30, at 9 A. M.
and 124 P. M. and on
Sunday at 64 P. M.
on

Edwin Booth.—The great ami deserved
popularity of this distinguished artist is shown
in the unparalleled success which has marked
his seasou in the New England cities. The

long continued storm, which was disastrous to
very many parties dependent on popular favor,
has not prevented crowded and enthusiastic
audiences greeting him at each appearance;
and in many places, the halls were not half
accommodate those who were
willing and anxious to pay liberally for the
privilege of seeing him. His appearance in
our City Hall will create a furore hitberto unto

known in our dramatic annals, and those
who have not yet secured seats should make
haste to do so.
is flooded with circulars
of a ‘'Gift Concert,” at Granite Hall, Augusta,
These circulars bear upon them the names of
the Mayor of Augusta and other well known
Beware.—Our

city

citizens of that place, but,

we

think, thev

must

have been obtained without any definite knowledge of the gambling transaction got up by
the managers.

A fact now established, that notwithstanding the precedence hitherto accorded to B'rench

perfumes, to-day

Woodworth’s Flor del San

being the most delicate and durable of
them all, far outsells them. For sale every

to.

where.

may

Albion

23.

eoilw

Dining Kooms,

117 B'ederal street.—
Edwin Booth, it i3 said, is a great lover of
soups and chowders, hoiled halibut, roast beef,
Spring lamb and green peas, boiled salmon and
green peas, with all the fixings, and lastly a
good boiled dinner, and to-day this is .just the
place where he or any one cau find them all to

perfection. Come

cle-superior
price.

delightful toilet artiCologne, and at half the

to

maylt>eod&w2w
State News.

be a great freight road,” and says that if
the Press had published his communication
to the Argus of April 3d, “the necessity of this
communication would have been avoided.” As

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Mr. John Richards of Durham died on the
19th inst. at the advanced p.ge of 100 years, 9
months, 5 days.
AROOSTOOK

he nevertheless does not pretend that his opinion, or the reasons by which it is sustained
were incorrectly stated in the Press of last Friday, and as although he has complained he
out any inaccuracy in our
published synopsis of his article of the 3d ot
March, w« cannot (recognize his claim to a
has never poi nted

further hearing, though of course anything
which he has to say about railroads is sure to
be interesting and with due reference to the
claims of other topics upon our columns, we
are always glad to hear from him.
Gough is Coming.—The best wine is properly saved for the close of the feast. The Mercantile Library course of lectures, which has
afforded so much amusement and instruction
to the citizens of Portland the past season,
will close to-morrow night.with Gough’s peculiar lecture on “Peculiar People.” The name
of the speaker calls up so many pleasant recollections in the minds of those who have listened
to him on previous occasions, and such warm
anticipations on the part of those who have
never had that pleasure, that the simple an-

is sufficient to insure a crowded
Gough with empty benches to talk to is
a phenomenon which was probably never observed by any living person, and Portland is
the last place in the world where such an occurrence is to be anticipated.

nouncement

hall.

The Weatheb.—It is

no

use

fact, if articles of impeachment

denying the

drawn
up against the weather clerk and the matter
was brought before
the people for their decision, conviction would be the result. We
hear more fault found with the weather than
any another one thing excepting the mud on
were

Commercial street. The season is late, but we
promised a “seed time and harvest,” and
we shall probably have it this year as always
are

before. The grass
this season. It is
very even and the

looked better than
little backward, but is
amount of winter-killed

never
a

roots is very small compared wilh last year.
The apple trees in the country are also backward, but nevertheless look promising and give
evidence of a bountiful fruit crop.
Falmouth Hotel.—Our fellow citizen, Capt’
Charles Sager, who has had such good ex-

was drowned in
of logs on the Wessataquoik
last week. As the dam broke he was struck
by a log with great force, and it is supposed
was instantly killed and
precipitated into the
stream. His body has not yet been found.
Oakfield in Aroostook county has been settled seven years, has about 500 inhabitants and
93 voters. They raised in 1867 for schools $400
and for roads $1200. They completed a new
bridge, last year, costing about $1300. In the
course of this summer they will have six good
school houses completed.

breaking

a

jam

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Brunswick
Telegraph says that a few
years ago there iwere thirty up-and-down
in
Brunswick and Topsliam;
saws, running
to-day there are but two, one on each side. A
portion ol the foundation of the Toothaker
mill was carried away on Wednesday morn-

ing, unshipping

two saws.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The high tide at Bangor Saturday night set
fire to a lot of lime stored in a cellar, and one
hundred barrels of it were destroyed.
The Bangor Whig says a son of Mr. Russel,
of Brewer village, is supposed to be drowned,
as he has not been seen since Friday evening,
where he was seen playing on the bank of the
mill pond at Brewer village.
The Whig says on Friday a Mr. McNeil, of
Rockland, belonging on board the schooner
Copy, cut a rope by which a raft was fastened
to the vessel, and the strain upon the line was
so great, caused by the rapid current in the
river, that when the line parted the end flew
back with such force as to break his wrist.

or forty years past
stable business, has made arrangements to furnish Brown’s new hotel with
all the conveniences wanted in the livery or
hacking business. For this purpose he has
purchased, in New Haven and Concord some
of the finest
Claran^e hacks, calashes, &c.,
which will be at the order of guests at the
We also learn that Capt. Sager will
hotel.
erect a first class stable on Cross street, which
he will stock with the finest collection of carriages and animals that can be found in the

livery

Rev. B. M.

Frink, Rev.

B. H.

Bailey,

Brown, Trustees.
Interesting anniversary services

W. W.

AMERICAN HOUSE.

A Good Invention.—We saw yesterday a
self fastening clew holder invented by C. O.
Cole and George W. Leighton, for the main
sheet of a vessel, which must he a great improvement on the old style, and something
that will eventually come into general use. It
will be a very handy arrangement in wet
weather, and will be hailed with joy by our
brave seamen who have heretofore found this
part of their work so tedious and difficult. It
is now on exhibition at the Merchants’ Ex-

change.
In walking through the Falmouth Hotel
yesterday we found that the work was progressing finely and it cannot be a long time
ere this splendid edifioe is ready for
occupancy.
The rooms in the three upper stories aro all
we did not see one that was not
well lighted, well ventilated and pleasant. Mr.
J. B. Fickett is the contractor for the painting

painted and

here, and the work shows that it is faithfully
and well done.
A Novel Sight.
The fleet of fishing
schooners in our harbor yesterday, was the
largest that has been in this port for a long
time before, and.in the afternoon, as the 3ails
were all raised to dry, it was an
interesting

sight and well worth seeing.
llusint'HM
at

It ems.

Boys’ coats, pants and vests may be found
292 Congress street, Orin Hawkes & Co.

Constitution Water is

certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of the Kidneys. For
sale by all

druggists.

a

marl6eod3m

You can buy Decalcomania pictures at cost
at C. F. Davis’ picture frame store, 145 Middle

B D Bryant, Boston
do
C P Baker,
do
E Earl,
do
F Day,
do
A Fisk,
Mrs L B Gale, do
Miss Chamberlain, Bath
do
D Fuller,
do
Miss Litt>,
do
Miss Coolidge,
do
H A Hersey,
H Brinnd, Buxton
S Hanson, do
G M Stevens, Westbrook
A Robertson, Bethel
S Goodrich, bingliam,
.J Locke, Exeter
I Dyer, Baldwin
N U Ma-on, No Conway
F L Mason,
do
J Sides, Waldoboro
E R Burnham, Bangor
R Boothby, Conway
J E viarr, No Whitefield
G W Carleton,
do
H D Hadley, Bangor
W Atkins, Lawrence
L Stevens, Montreal
J S Barrell, Lewiston
G F Mann, Boston
CITY

Norfolk.—Atwood,at his
Centre street, will this morning
open some of the choicest Norfolk oysters that
have been brought to this city for a year
They are only four days out of their original
paintings to bo disposed of at auction by Messrs. E. M. Patten & Co., will be on
exhibition at theirfrooms on Exchange street
this evening. There are some splendid pictures in the collection, and our citizens cannot
enjoy an hour better than in viewing them.
The oil

Harper’s

Bazar—The number for next
illustrated, has been received at

week, richly
the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall. This journal of
Fashion takes the lead of all others, and is a
welcome visitor to the parlor circle.

Do'e,

Brunswick

HOUSE.

H R Millett, Leeds
S A Thompson, Biddetord
I L Sawyer, Bath
W D Ma<on, jlo
M A .Jones,
do
E F Beal, Norway
A H Soule, Freeport
W L Warren, Saccarappa
H H Hunt, Gorham
R S Wlutehouse, Hollis
J F Colo, No Liinington
C J Farrington, Maine
F O L Hobson,
do
S T Mitchell, Eastport
E Treat,
do
C P Tarbox, Lowell
do
A Rand,
J Gray, Jackson
J R Pitman, Skowhegan
D S Flanders, Munroe
J W Philbrick. Watervillo
I D Pacsliard, Dover
B F P Philbrick, Freedom
B G Storer, Providence
S Means,
do
I M Mitchell, Boston
do
S A Wetherell,
do
E B Kingslay,

yrurs— he Diseovny of the Tine Virlues
ofthe Boots—Brought to light and made

mnuifest in

Dr. Badway’s
Sarsapaii'lian Be olve't
new
By|a
process recently discovered by Dr. Radway,
for obtaining the active
proi>ertieB Irom vegetable
substances,
SAKS A PA ItILLIAK,

proprietary remedy, never possessed the co
ft deuce oi medical men, aud all the reputation it enall well informed Chemists,
joy e 1 was deemed
Physicians, aud medical writers to le due to other
remedial agents a-socinted with it.
The true curative virtues of Sarsaparilla for 30ft
years has laid hidden in the Crystaline principle ot
ihe Root. Under Dr. RAD WAY'S New Process.
SARSAPARILLIAN is secured and biought to light,
and associated with other ingredients, ir. mlflls the
most extravagant expectations and views of men
One ounce of D-\ Kadwav’s Sarsapanliian contains
more of the curative principle than ten pounds of the
extracts from the crude roots, as prepared, otticinally
or in the popular advertised Sarsapat illas.

by

Paufira Brava—Another of the ingredients oi
the Rad way’s Resolvent, held in high estimation by
the most eminent medical inenot Europe, South America and United States, as the best remedial agent,
for the-diseases ot the Kidneys, Bladder, Uterus,
and as a lithontriptic lor dissolving Calculi, us a curative for Jauudice, Rheumatism, Leucorrhcea, etc ;
since lt.88 has never been properly prepared. Under
Dr. Radway’s process, the CDampaline principal of
this valuable Root is secured, aud associated with
Sarsaparillian and ether ingredients in the Resolvent,
makes it a perfect cure in every form ot disease of
the Kidneys, Bladder, and Urinary Organs—Dropsy,
Gravel Incontinence, or Stoppage of Water, Diabetes
or Urinary Diarrhoeas, aud every kind q/' weakening,
irrita ing, or purulent discharges, not proper to
mention in an advertisement, is rapidly cured by
this remedy
So quick does the Resolvent enter into the circulation, that it may be detested in the Urine in ten minutes after it has been taken. In many cases it has
secured a free discharge oi water—rncas s where
Catheters were formerly used.—Is not this a bless-

L Merriman,
G Bachelder,
J B Peaks,
W Connor.
G Ayer,
G H Ayer,

MH Winslow,

do
S.

HOTEL.

E S Gealston, Boston
E L Jenkins,
do
J Morse,
do
A Fiefccher,
do
N J Ward,
do
S
do
Jr,
Miss Ritchner, do
B F Davis,
do
W H Spring,
do
J A Robbins,
do
M Sargant,
do
Mrs A C Capland,do
J M Dearborn, Maine
M Peabody,
do
G G Waterhouse, Is Pond
J M Frost, Bath
E Soule,
do
G M Small, do

Haley

Island on the 20th.
Sch Pennsylvania, (oi York) Cant Littlefield, got i
1
ashore on Plum Island
night, durirg a thick
fog, where she vemaine boded in the sand. She is
in good condition and will be got ofl.
Scb sarah, from Eastport for New York, went
ashore on West Chop night ot the 23d, where she remains full of water.
Sell Mirror, trom Boston for Hallowell, with a general cargo, sprung aleak and sunk off Rockport.
Mass, 25th inst. Crew saved.

Friday

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS —Ar 18th Inst, barque Sancho
Panza, Reagan, Havre.
Cld l*th, barque Egeria, Starrett, Havana.
JACKSON VILLE-Ai 14 th, sch Woodruff Sims,
trom New York.

CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch J W Wright, trom
Philadelphia.
WASHINGTON—Ar 21st, sch Mary E Pearson,
trom Bangor.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sch Gen Shcridau, Buell,

supervision of a Physician, as the strain these direct
remedies may produce on the Kidueys may, in the
course of a tew hours, require Opiates, to change or
modily their action; this tact is self-evident to any
medical man, a compensating Remedy like the SARSAPARILLIAN RESOLVENT, is the true remedy to
use in these cases.—Eve
as a diuretic,
Partira Bruva,
as prepared by Dr. Radway, and one of the ingredients of the Resolvent, Is as superior to all torms ot
Buchu, etc., as rich cream is to watered milk.

Portland.
Ar 23d, brig

Milwaukee, Brown, Mayagucz.
PHI LADELPH1A—Ar 22d, sch Silver Lake, Reed
Bangor.
Cld 2 .st, schs Honest Abe, Conarv, Lynn; 22d, R C
Lane, Lane, Portsmouth; Ring' Dove, Wooster, tor
Pembroke; J Means, Wells, Portland.
Sid tin Delaware Breakwater 20tb, sch Charlotte
Fish, lor Bath.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, schs Harriet
Brewster,
Goodale, Marseilles ‘6 days; Hannie Westbrook,LItt'ejon. Elizabethport for Portsmouth; Convert, Pen
dleton, do for Newburyport; Capt John. Torrey, do
for Boston; anna Elizabeth, French, fm do tor do;
Melbourne. Dunton. do for Hallowell.
Ar23d, brig E A Bernajd, Crowell, Palermo 48
days; schs Norali, Locke, Ciemuegos ; Mahaska,
Fickett, St John, NB.
Cld23d, ships Daniel Webster, Brown, London;
Swallow, McLaughlin, San Francisco ; barque Aicvone. Staples, Yokohama; brigs Mariposa. Nash,
Caibarien; Sami Lindsey, Wilson. Wilmington; schs
M B Mahoney, Collin, tor Wdmingtou, NO; Annie
Harris, Haris, Baugor; Addle P Stimpson, Matthews, Salem.
Ar 23d, brigs J as Miller. Bennett. Sagua; Geo F
Prescott, Mills, Philadelphia lor Bos I on ; Kate Poster, Brown, Cherry field; schs Lottie, Henley, Car
denas; Miueola, Smith, Ellsworth; Congress, York.
Gardiner; Ida L Howard, Harrington, Fall River;
Ruth Thomas, Hodgdon, Providence for Klizabethport.
Also ar 23d, ships Ironsides, Merrill, Liverpool 43
days; Victory, Briggs, do; Free Trade, Smith, Newcastle, E.
Sid 22d, barque Marathon, tor Alexandria.
NEW LONDON—Ar 2lst, schs Caspian. Lairabee,
New York tor Boston; Willie Harris, VVass, Port
Johnson fbr Saco; Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York
lor Yarmouth; Crescent Lodge, Hatch, do lor Port
land; Mail, Merrill, do lor Newburyj»oit; Elmir.',
Creamer, Klizabethport for Boston; Adriana, Easi
man, New York tor Hallowell ; Fannie Mitchell.
Brown, do tor S*co.
NE WPORT—Ar 23d, schs Morea, Kelley, N York
tor Portsmouth; Charlie & WTlhe, Thomas, Eiiza
bethport lor Newburyport.
In port 21st, schs Caroline Grant. Greenlaw. EHzabethport lor Boston; Nicola, Kellar. Hoboken lor
Cheisea; Lookout, Heath, Providence lor Philadelphia : Mary Brewer. Pease, Alexandria for Boston ;
Isis. Bullock. Fall River for Calais; Hornet. Agpew.
Bristol tor New York; Richmond, Cousins, Appo
naug lor do; Mill Creek, Parker, Providence for
Poitland; Francis Hatch, Gregory, City Point lei
Freeport.
FALL RIVER—Av 23d, sch Talma, Underwood,

Let all suffering from unnatural drains from the
system—caused either by self-abuse, depraved habit
of body—bad blood, impure association, weakness of
skin

diseases, scrofula, uncured

Secondary Diseases, Syphoid Ulcers, Chronic Disease—or tram Consumption of the Luugs, as well as
degeneration ot the Kidueys—or Chronic Diseases of
the Liver, Spleen, e c commence the use ot the
SARSAPARILLIAN RESOLVENT. It commences its work of publication at once; it repairs ihe
waste ot the body, with new and healthy material.
It restores lunctional harmony to every organ >n the
system, and secures the natural secretions ot the
proper constituents ot each. Persons have been <*ured, and have children now living that were deemed
incapacitated, by self-abuse, etc., through the use of
this remedy. Ask tor Dr. Radway’s Nnrtmparilliau,or Renovating Kenolvcnt
Priee: $1 per bottle, orG b ttles for $5.
May 26-lw sx

MORSE
removed to

III8 NEW RESIDENCE,
No 73 Free Street.
May 1. d&w2nisn
Bit 3 DFOTtD
Commission

RENICK,

Merchants,

CONSIGNMENTS

SOLICIT

OE

Random Spruce Timber, Shingles
and Laths.
Address, 71 Broadway New York.
N. B.—Special Personal attention g’ven to
the inspection of all timber consigned to our house.
5Jay 2J-d3mo sn
State

‘

Assnyer’s Office, Boston, Moss.
•
A BOTTLE OF

New Haven.
HOLME’S HOLE—Ar

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”
it

Has been received here, in the state in which
sold in the market,— for analysis.

22d, schs Adriana,Eastman,
Hallowell; Mail, Merrill, do lor
Dealer, Remick, New York to.
Newburyporl;
Boston; Gentile, Kennedy, do lor do; EG Buxton,
for
Rondout
Saco; Canary, Providence for
Baxter,
Bangor; Allred Howe, Ellis, South Amboy tor do;
Maria Roxana, Palmer, Philadelphia for Gloucester;
Eclipse, Pendleton. New York '©r Salem.
Ar 23d. brig Harp, Dailey, Wilmington tor Bucksport; schs Midnight, Mclutire, Swan’s Creek. Md,
lor Bath; Carrie M Rich, Amesbury, Cape Haytien
Elizabethport

is

It was found to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the choicest
samples of “Sambucf Wine,” and containing even

more more of the acid salts, astringent and valuable
qualities of the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best propertiesol Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the imported wines.

Respectfully,
a.

liA*YES,

A.

M. I).

20 State Street, Boston, 1
15th Aug.. 1867.
J
feblld&wtfSN
S. DANA

PURE
The

city of

EDGARTOWN—Ar 20th. schs Sinbnd, Arev, New
Gregory,Thorndike, do tor do;
lievald, Wliittemore, do
lor Salem; Sardinian, Holbrook, fm Philadelphia for

Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, brigs Arthur Egglesso. Beattie,
Goree, At; H Means, Wentworth, Elizabethport;
s«*hs J W Allen, Doane, Savannah; Saxon, Cassidy,

WINES I

Bangor.
Ar 24th, ship

Portland lor

is

now
case or

Wines,

prepared to furnish the trade by barrel,
E. fi*. NANOiH,
gallon.

Corner of Cumberland and
21-d2w*SN

May

Washington Sts.

Castor and Cod Liver Oil!
Etc.,

J Dawer, Hanover
R H Dawer, do
Miss Perley, Bangor
R Wilcox,
do
C Hard way, New York
W A Frye, Newport
W W McArthur, Liming’n
NS Batchelder, N Hamp
G F Fletcher,
do
W P Flunklay, St John
II York, Gratton
J M Johnson, N llamp’e
J H Caekrun. Bangor
J C Pettengill, Augusta
II G Russell, Belfast

J Ferguson, bridgton
JH

terguson,

do

J Matt ..ows,"Limerick

SPECIAL

NOTICES,

Us§

use.

no

class

April

dence.
Ar 24th, schs Presto, Drew, from Philadelphia lor
Rockport ; Romp, Mitchell, Jersey City ; Packet,
Giant. New York tor Portland.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 23d, sch S C Noyes, Brad-

without taste.

Dundas, Dick & Co’s
The best in
27.

Soft Capsules,

others.

For

Druggists.

sale by all first

ley, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 23d, schs White Swan Collins, Georgetown; Santa Maria, Harding, Newbury-

dl6tsn

port.
Sid 22d, sch L M Stewart, Stewart- Bangor.
MACHIAS—Sid 15th, sch Adelaide, Sanborn, tor

BLEEP THE HEAD COOL AND THE
HAIR HE AliTHV.—Get a bottle of Chevalier’* Life for the Hair at once.
See how
rapidly and pleasantly it will do its work. It restores gray hair to its original color, and stops its
falling out. Recommended by Physicians. Sold by

Sid 18th, sch Southerner, Thatcher, Mataznos.
ELLSWORTH—Sid 20th, sch Ocean, Grant, for
Portland.

Take

DR.

S.

FOREIGN FORETS.
Sid ftn Calcutta 7th ult, ship Calumet, Cook, for

Boston.
Ar at

Boston.

At Buenos Avres tltli ult, barques Rome, Moses,
lor East Indies, (cld); Keystone, Whidden, for toreeign ports, (eld); Damon. Wilkins, from New York,
disg; JF Pearson, Morse, trom Portland, ar 8th,
ding: brigs Uorrtentcs, Lord, lor New York, ldgMunposa, Staples, lor a Northern port.
Ar at Barbadoes 7th inst, brig Geo G Roberts, (Br)
Touse. Portland.
Ar at Matanzas —th inst, brig Clara Pickens, Rogers, Havre, to load lor Now York.
Sid fm Maianzas 15th, barque Aberdeen, Cochran,
New York; brigs Hattie, Gilchrist, Baltimore; Kittv Coburn. Wilson, Baltimore; Rio Grande, Bennet,
Philadelphia; Poinsett, Anderson, Boston.
At Bermuda 8th inst, sch Etta E Sylvester, for
Boston 4 days.

SHERRY

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only trne and perfect
Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies tlie ill effects ot Bad Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers: and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond
street, New York.
janUsNdly

Dye—Harmless,

NPOKGX.
Feb 18, lat 454, Ion 50 W, ship Brewster, 62 days
trom San Francisco lor England
May 14, lat 31 It, Ion 75 12, ship N Boynton, trom
New Orleans tor Bremen.
May 16, lat 32 20, Ion 67 20, brig Rensbaw, from
New York for Cuba.
May 17, lat 42 33 N. Ion 56 10 W, sch Clara Sawyer,
of Tremont. bound East.
May i2, off Nausi t, brig Sf>ortsman, Morton, from
Matanzas for Portland.

Advice to Young Men
ABOUT TO MARRY.

Essays for Young Men, on the Errors. Abuses, and
Diseases, incident to Youth and Early Manhood,

with the humane view of trcatiyenl and cure, seut
by mail in .sealed letter envelopes free of charge.
Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P., Philmay 19-d&w3m

bn

“Buy Me, and I’ll do yon Good.”— DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS iu every instance provo this motto true.
They do good
to every one who use? them for Jaundice, Headache,
Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, Tmpure or
Bad Blood, General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marlSdtjy8sn
Boston, and all Druggists.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Railroad

Reeling*.

Whereas, the Mayor and Aldermen have called
Ward Meetings of the legal voters in the several
wards, to be held on Wednesday, the 27th inst., to
fee if the citizens will vote to change their vote of
the 30th April, 1867, whereby the city voted to lend
the credit ot the city to the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company, to the amount ot $700,000,
upon receiving
good security for the
aarnc, satisfactory to the >layor and Aldermen, and in lieu thereof adopt (he

startling proposition of voting (hat the
cilr, in its corporate capacity, shall subscribe for stock in said Railroad, to the
amount

the

of

two

valuation

and one-balf per cent, of
city lor 1N6§, not

of the

exceeding $750,000.
All who believe that to make such change would
be fatal to the prosperity ot the city and unjust to
the great raajoriiy of our citizens; and all who believe that to make such change would involve the
loss on the part of the city ot all the money put into
the Railroad, and lead to a call on the city lor millions more; and all who are opposed tj the policy of
the city subscribing lor Railroad stock and g.dng
into the business of constructing and operating railroads; and all who are opposed to the increase of
rents and taxes; and all who are opposed to the laying of heavier taxes on widows and oiphans who
cannot vote; and of the people generally lor tho benefit ot a tew, are iuvited to meet in

DEEBING

HALL.

ON

At half

past

seven

MARRIED.
In Cape Elizabeth, May 24, by Rev. Dr. Shailer
Charles W. Cummings and Miss Amelia C, Hanna■
iord, both < i C E.
In Bridgion, Mav 16, by Rev. O. F.
Cobb,
Ballard and Miss Eliza -T. Lord, both of
Iiridgton.
In Brooks, Mav 3. Allred Hubbard, of Thorndike,
and Martha C. Walker, ot Jackson.
In Avon. Daniel H. Crosby, ol
Freeman, and Miss
Olive J. Beal, ol Avon.
In Siicwliegan. Mav 10, Wm, H.
Graflam, ol Lewiston, and Lydia D. Meriow, ol S.

David

To hear the matter discussed, and devise itieaus to
vote.
PER ORDER.

Fears

In Krabden, May 8,
80 years.
In Kennebunk, April
82 years.

<t

PER ONE

Sch Eclir'ee-ls1 tons plaster,
*'mraa Pemberton

of

10
15
20

lbs.

a

44

day
per month,
44
44
‘4

44

44

««

$2 00
2 50
3 00

44

Nolice of
change qf residence, 1/ given at the Office
instead of the driver, will always prevent disappointment.
Any customer leaving town tor two weeks, or more
at on- time, by giving notice at the office, will bo entitled t a proper deduction.
Complaints ayainst the drivers for neglect, carelessness. or any other cause, must be made at the office. and will be atleLded to promptly.
May 26. d6w

To Tax

of

Portland,

I

Treasurer’s Office, May 26,18>8. /
Notice is hereby given that the time allowed by law
after which real estates upon which taxes remaining
unpaid, can be advertised for sale lor non-payment
of such taxes, interest aud coals, will expire June
1st next.
H. W. HKRSKY,
Treasurer and Collector.
may26dtjel

May 26
May 27

May 28
May 28
May 28
May 30

May 30

York..

London.New York.. Liverpool

of Jane

1969,

at their office on Atlantic Whirl at 3 P. M., lor the
choice of officers for the ensuing year and to make
each alterations in the Bye-Laws as they may deem
necessary, also lo transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
_.

L.

__

10
May 25,1868.

BILLINGS, Secretary.

may 25-dtd

offers his services to wait and teud
THE subscriber
Private
I Public parties, Weddings &c.
on

an

may be found at his residence

Boyd and Lincoln
May 26-dlw*

on

EDWARD R CARTER.

A Young: Lady
is a very capable Seamstress, desires to obtain aiaw more customers to sow lor, by the
week. Address
A. W. D. Portland P. O.

WHO

day

or

....

Liverpjol.. ..June

3

LIVE
CwunN,

TROUT b// the Thousand !

Pi4«l*,rullery Sc Hporting Gooda.

Found!
Pearl atut

Chapel Streets, small
BETWEEN
ol money, which the
have by calling
onC. O. Baker, at the
a

sum

Headquarters, 45 Exchange St.
GILBERT L. BAILEY.
mayl3-eodtfSN

Graml Trunk Depot, and prov-

ing property and paying charges.

ou

llio

IMA and llth ol June.

*

te.,T

»•

Concert

by Chandler*. Bnn.l, of
Portland,
On WEDNESDAY EVENING, instead
ot
*"
day as heretofore.

Ti„r.’

Oomm* ncement Exerciats

on

Thursday,

f.EVEE IN THE EVENING by tho
Student..
J3?JMusie by Chandler’s Band ou both days.
Per Order.
J. H. TRASK
Kent’s lllll. -May 2a,

And

lmg._may2tkltd

Over One Hundred &

Seventy-five

FLORENCE
Sewing- Machine***
in
in this city and all give
perfect
ARE
satisfaction, and
havec>me
any repair*.
It makes Foil ttiU'e-eni
use

to

tttitchen,

and

has

tho*

Kerernible Feed. There is no machine that cau
beat its work that it will do in any family.
AH kinds ol Sewing Machines'Skillfully Repaired by the very best Mechanic and as ttenuh.
able n* elbe re.
B3F~A)1 kinds of Sewing Machines for sale.

W. S.

DYEU,

130 .Middle Nlrccl, Porllaud, Me.
Wav 2(i-coJlm
f >r materials to be subPLJKD TO THE NAVY YARDS UNDER
Proposals
THE

COGNIZANCE

OF

THE

BUREAU F CONS1 RUCTION AND REPAIR.
Navy Department.
)
of
Bureau
Constru* tio* and Repair, S
Washington, D. 0, May 22d, i-»;
)
Sealed Proposals to furnish Timber and other Materials lor the Navy for the fiscal vtar end ug dune
30th, 1869, will bi received at this Burouu unlil 12
o’clock M, ot the 24th of June next, at which time
the profs) als will be opened.
The proposals must be au< tressed totlmChiet oi the
Bureau o' Construction aud Ktpsir, Navy Department. Washington, and must be endorsed ‘-Proposals lor Timber, &c., tor the Navv,’ that they may
be distinguished from other buMiicss lett- rs.
Printed Schedules lor such‘ lasses as parties deal
in and intend to bid tor, togethe r with instructions
lo Udders, giving the tbrms of Proposal, oi guarantor, and ot cert ficati «o gnai tnton, with printed
torms ot oilers, will be furnished to such persons as
desire to bid, on application to the Comuiai.dants of
the respective Navy Yard-, aud those of all the yards
on application to the Bureau.
The Commandant of each Navy Yard and the
Purchasing Paymaster for each station, will have a
copy of the schedules of the other Yards, tor examination only, in order that persons who i.iteud to bid
may judge whether it is desirable to make application tor any ol the classes of those yards.
The proposal must be for the whole of a class; and
all applications for information or for the examination ot samp'es, must be made to the commandants
of the re«p-ctive yards.
The proposals must be accompanied hya certificate
from the Collector of Internal Revenue tor the district in whieli the bidder reside*,that he has a license
to deal in (he articles tor which he proposes; and he
must further show that he is a manfliacturer ot, or a
regular dealer in, the article wli cb he otters to supply. The guarantor must be cenilie I by tin- Asessor of internal Revenue tor tire district iu which
tbev resid»\
The contract will bo awarded to the peison who
makes the lowest bid and gives the guaiautee required by law. the Navy Department, liowevec, res<rvtug tbe right to reject the lowest bid, or any which it
may deem exorbitant.
Sureties iu tbe full amount will bo required to sign
the contract, aud their resnonsibility mud be certified to the saiistaeliuu of the Navy Department.
As additional security iwenty per centum will bo
withheld irom the amout of the bii s until t’ e contract sha'l havo been completed, aud eighty per c« ntum ot the amount of each bi 1, approved in triplicate
by tbe Commandant oi the respective yards, will bo
paid by the Paymaster ol the station designated iu
the cont act. within ten days alter the warrant lor
the same shall havo been parsed by the Secretary ot
the Treasure.
The classes ot this Bureau arc numbered and

designated as follow**:
No, 1, While Oak Logs; No. 2 White Oak Keel
Pieces; No 3, White Oak Curved Timber; No 4,
White Oak Plank; No 5, White Oak Bourds; No 7,
Yellow Pine Log»;.No8, Yellow Pine Beam-; No 9,
Yellow Pine Mast Timber; No 11 White Pine Logs;
No 12. White Pino Must Timber; No 13, White
Pine Plank, Boards; No 13 White Ash, Elm, Beech;
No 16, White Ash Oars; No 17. Hickory; No 18,
Black Walnut, Mahogany, Maple, Tlierry; No 19,
Locust Timber; No 20, Locust Treenails; No 22, Cypres-, Cedar; No 23, Black Spruce; No 24, While
Oak Staves aud Headings; No 25, Lignumvitne; No
30, lnuot Copper; No 32, Wrought Iron, round aud
square; No 3 5, *\ rouglit Iron, fiat; No 24,Iron, pl.de;
No 35, Steel; No 37, Iron Spike.-: No38lruii Wiought
Nails; No 39, Iron Cut Nails; No 41, Lead, rig; No
42, Lead, pipe, sheet; No 43, Zinc; No44. Tin; No
45, Solder; No 4s, Locks, Hinges, Bolts, ol brass and
iron; No 49. Screws, ot Mass and iron; No 50, Files;
No 51, Augurs; No B2, Tool tor ship stores; No53,
Tools for use iu yard and shops; No 54, Hardware;
No 56, White Lead; No 57, Zinc Palms; No 58, Colored Paints, dryers; No 59, fyiaseed Oil; N 60, Varnish, Spirits Turpentine; No 63, Si*erm and Lard oil;
No 64, Tallow. Soap; No65, Fi h Oil; No 68, Glass;
No69, Brushes; No 70, Dry Goods, for upftoRtir ng;
No 71, Stationery; No 73, Ship uhandlery; No 74,
Acids; No 75, Ro-in, Pitch Crude Turpentine; No i7,
Belting, packing; No 78, Leather, Pump, Rigging,
Lacing; No 80.)uuk; No 81, Oakum ; No 82, Bellows.
No 85 Authrcite Coal; No 86. Semi-Bituminous Coal
No 87, Bituminous Coal; No 88 Charcoal; No 89,
Wood; No 90, Patented Articles.
The following are the classes, by the numbers, required at the respective Navy Yards:
>

KITTERY.

Nos. 1^2, 7, 8, 13, 15. 24. 34. 42, 43, 44, 4«, 49, 53, 51,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 68. 69, 70, 71, 74, 78, 85, 87, 88.
CHARLESTOWN.
Nos. 1, 7,13, 23, 25, 32, 33, 34, 35. 39, 42. 43, 14, 48,
49, 50, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 60, 63, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 77, 85,
87, 88, 90.
BROOKLYN.
Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15. 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 32. 33 34, 37.
38, 39, 42. 43. 44. 45, 48, 49.50, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 63, 64, 65, 68,'69, 70, 71,73, 74,75, 77, 78, 85, 86, 88,

90.

PHILADELPHIA.
Nos. 1, 2, 4, 7, 12. 13, 15, 17, 18, 30, 32, 33, 34, 37, 39,
44. 45.48. 49, 52.53, 54, 57, 58, 60, 63, 64, 68. 69, 70, 71,
73. 74, 77, 78. 85, 87, 88. 90.
WASHINGTON.
Nos. 1. 3, 7,12,13, 15,17, 18. 19, 23. 30, 32,33, 34, 35,
3 38, 39. 42, 44, 45, 4s, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56. 57, 58,
59,60, 63, 64. C8, 69, 70, 71, 73. 75,77,78, 85, 87, 88, 89.
NORFOLK.
Nos. 7, II, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 33, 34. 39, 42, 43,
44, 50, 52, 53, 54, 58, 59, 60, 63, t4, 70, 71. 73, 74, 75, 78,
85,86, 87.88, 90.
muy26ulaw4w

JPItOEATE

NOTICES.

To all persons interested in either of the estates

hereinafter

named:

Pro!>Ate held
Portlan ', within
ATand Court
lor the Count, of Cumberland,
the third
of

a

on

Tuesday

ot

May, iu the year (four l.ord eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight; the following matters having been preseuteu for t he action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice tbereot be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this older to be published
three weeks successively in the Marne State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appeal at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday of June
next, at ten of the clock in the tomioon, and be
heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
Nathauiel Warren, late ot Biidgton, deceased.—
Second account preset ted tor kilo nance by Nathaniel
S.

Littlefield,

administrator.

James Green, late ot New Gloucester, deceased.
Petition for administration, presented by Elijah
Huston, iu teres ed iu the estate ot said deceased.
Edward M. 1.unlap, minor child and heir of Martin Dunlap, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Petition
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
by Judith Dunlap, Guardian.
Thomas A. Curt’s,late ol Brunswick,deceased. Petition tor administration, presented by Lewis Pierce,
public Administrator.
John L.

lat' of St.indisb, deceased.—
tor allowance by Mat tin
Administratrix.

Edgecomb,

First account

Edgecomb,

presented

LeviHawkes, lateol Wiudhaiu, deceased.

Petition lor license to sell and convey real estate and first
account presented for allowance by Elisha Jones,

Executor.
James Paine, late of Gorham, deceased. Will and
petition tor the probate tnefeot, preset.to 1 by Belinda M. Paine, the Executrix therein named.
Lizzie Marcia Farnliam, minor chil l and heir of
George V Farnliam, late of Gorham, deceased. Second account piesented for allowance by Loihiop L.
Files, Guardian.
Emerson Lovell, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Pelor

licen?>e to soil ami convey Heal

Esiate,

presented by Charles Humphrey, Admin.strator.
Mary S. Lunt, late of Westbrook, deceased. First
account presented for allowance by James Jobuson, Administrator with the will annexed.
Lotl'e E. WinslowSs al. minor children oi George
H. Wiuslow, lateol Westbrook, deceased.
Petition
for license to sell and convey Heal Estate, presented
by John K. Sawyer, Guardian.
John Burns, late ol Portland, deceated. Will and
petition tor the probate tliereoi, presented by John
Hardy, the Executor therein named.
Kendall Wrignt, late of Port'&nd, deceased. Account presented tor allowance by D G. Ilarriniai],
Administrator.
EmmaR. Whitehouse, late of Portland, deceased.
First account unstated for allowance bj Charles M.
iiawke?, Trustee under the Will oi said deceased.
Georgietta Whltehonsc & a?, miner children of
Daniel White house,and legatee under the will of Emma K. Whitehouse, late of Portland, deceased. First
and final account presented for allowance by Charles
M. Hawkes, Guardian.
Adam Winslow, late of Falmouth, deceased. First
and final account presented tor allowance by C.
W. Wius-ow and A. F. Winslow, Executors.
Matters arising and present'd under the Act ot
March, 1867.
Joseph Moulton, late of Scarborough, deceased.
that the same may be veriaud
ofwill
petition
Copy
fied and established as the will ot said testator, presented by Henry Moulton, interested in the estate of
said deceased.
Joseph Tit comb, late of Portland, deceased. Copy
of Wiil and petition that the same may be verified
and established, as the Wdl ot said testator, presented
by Eliza P. Mitchell ami Sophia A. Dole, interested in the estate q^ said deceased.
Daniel Fox, late ol Portland, deceased
Copy ofwill
and petition that the same
may be verified and established, as the will ot said testator, presented by
A. L. Fox, oho of the Executors ol said will.
JOHN A. WATE'iMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
W3w22 Attest: EDWARD li. STAPLES,Register.

Pacific Mills
California Flour.
famous brand
AAA A SACKS halves, ot this
univt real
o/ Flour, wlrcn gave such
tor sale by
and
satisfaci ion last year, Just received

O'B^’ioii, pierce Jk Co.,
152 Commercial Street,
April 28,1868. dtf

dale

of Forfeited

Goods.

Collector’s Office, )
District of Portland & Falmouth,}
)
Portland, May. 1868.
following described merchandise having been
lor
el
tho
violation
of
the
Laws
Revenue
forfeited
United States, iiublic notice of said scizuie* having
been
ami
no
to
said
ha-dng
been given,
claim
goods
made, they will be sold at public auction, at the
office of the United States Appraiser, lb# Fore street,
on Wednesday June 3d. 18iK at 11 o'clock A. M,-

THE

mayr'tkWt*

Lost t

morning, child’s GOLD CHAIN,
Atlantic
Dow Street,
Congress Street
marine news. SATURDAY
The finder will be rewarded
by leaving it at
on

a

or

al
.wo. 11

Dow

or

on

Street.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Monday* May 25*
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston lor
Eastport and St John, NB.

place

55s; 5 h.oen- L*a’>u* ®

of

corner

streets.

owner can

Bamboo Boles 50 cents each.
Trout Flies, Lines, Hooks, Baskets, etc.

Will tale

Portland Steam

are

He

DESTINATION

Fishing Tackle.

ot

Payers.

Caterer.

Liverpool.May 30
May 30
York..Liverpool.... June 1
J'tua.New
Pco»a.New York..
v

HUNDRED POUNDS.

—

ocean steamers.

FROM

Pennsylvania.New

Cl

a 00
10 00

•«

Ice w ill be delivered earlier than 1st Juue, and laterilan 1st October, at the same rate per month as
during the season.
H not taken lor the lull season, the price will be

railroad sleepers, to A Somerby.

departure

$6 00

4«

44

meeting will be held on
Pike |
WcdurNday, the lOth day

IMPORTS.

BOO^horns^to'order?'

October 1st,

44

Notice.

Miniature Almanac.May 2G.
rises. 4.28 I Moon sets.11.35 PM
Suu sets.7.25 I Hit'll water.2 15 PM

an

<<
44

Packet
Stockholders of the
THECompany
hereby notified that their annual

in Matanzas.
May 1, of cholera, Jeremiah P.
Portland, aged 42 years,-formerly ol Eastport!
*
[New York papers please copy.1

NAME
to be

|

June 1st to

44

16, Miss Mary Osborne. a«*ed
*

baxonia.New York.. Hamburg
Russia.New York. .Liverpool
Malta.New York.. Liverpool
“anza.New York..Bremen
Columbia.New York.. Havana
Europe..New York. .Havre
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgow

seems

14

Capt. Hollis Hutchins, aged
*

impression among my ti iends
that I have disposed oi my business and am about
to leave the cily. I have disposed of my interest in
the Framing Business, but shall continue my Stationery Business at the old stand, and hope by ap.rsonal attention to business to deserve the patronage
so liberally bestowed upon me.
ANDREW (SEVER.
ma>26dlt
There

from
day,
•*

City

In this city, May 23, Mrs. Mary
Ellen, wife of Dorville Libby, aged 30 years.
In Wcstorook, Mav 24, Martha
A., daughter o
Ilavriet and the late Lsrael Boody.
aged 28 years.
In Anson, May 14, Mrs.
wile ot A. H.
Hannah,
^ daughter ot Hon* Denni8
Moore, aged 33

2450

CARD.

a

DIED.

o’clock,

bring out a full
May 25, 1868.

SEASON PRICES FOR 1868:
10 tbs.
15 *'
20 “

FORTY CENTS
Moil. Patches, Freckles and Tan.
The only reliable remedy lor those brown discolorations on the face is “Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion." Prepared only by Dr. R. C.
Perry, 49 Bond
St., New YaA, bold everywhere. war2id&wGniSN

CLARK,

ICE HOUSE,MARKET STREET.
Office 34 Exchange Street.

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption, try the old
and well-known Vegetable Pulmonary
Balsam, approved and used by o^r oldest and best
Physicians and families tor torty years- Get the genuine. REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
Boston,
Proprietors.
may 2 eod-sslm

ol

This Tuesday Evening,

D. W.

THE

Me. Wes. Sem. & Female College,

tition

Fisheries- -—Twines.
SALE to the trade by the Bale, 100 Bales
Superfine Cotton Twine, tor Herring, Poliagvn,
and Mackerel—fine ncs.; these twines grade above
the ordinary quality.
AM. NET <& TWINE CO., 43 Commercial St.
a29dlaw3m sn
PoxtoN.

FOR

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG

Aden 21st ult, ship Congress, Purington.

Annesley Bay.

WINE BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the market. Established in 1808.
marl2eod&w6msn

adelphia, Pa.

Cadiz 4th inst, barque Young Turk, Small,

Ar at

SOKTS.”

O. RICHARDSON’S

OF

a

Druggists. Sec Chevalier’s Treaties on
the Hair, sent free by mail. SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D, No 1123 Broadway, New York.
May 16-T,T&S 8N ly
OF

the ANIVEKSAKY EXERCISES

Portland.

all

“OUT

•

Clara Ann, Stinson. New Orleans :
barque Surprise, Nicker-on, tin San Francisco; sebs
Mary Augusta, Lord, Klizabethport; Amanda Powers, Robinson, and Justina, Gregory, Rondout: Lu
cv Ames, Flanders, Rondout; Matchless, Hopkins.
New York; Catharine Wilcox, Maloney, im Calais;
Jnliet, Connor, Belfast.
Ar25th, brig Helen O Phinney, Boyd, Leghorn
Mch 17, passed Gibraltar Mch 30; sch Maria Whitney. Piston, New York*
Cld 2->tb, sen Jos Long. Perry. "Maracaibo.
SALEM—Ar 23d,schs Sardinian, Holbrook, Philadelphia tor Portsmouth; W P Ritchie, Freethv, trom
Klizabethport; Herald. Whitmore, and Maggie Bell,
Hall, New York; Pierce, Jones, Calais for Provi-

undersigned having taken the agency lor the

How’s C’elebrnted Native

Fair

York for Boston: E L
Oregon, do lor Weymouth;

HAYES, Chemist

NATIVE

lor

lor Boston.

State Assayer.

At Manufacturers’ Prices.

HOU8E.

W H Vinton, Gray
C R Jarshine & w, N York
Mr Hubbard,
do
G Vonde & w,
do
Mrs Sweetscr,
do
W Williams, Biddeford
H Cousens, Gorham
E Crockett,
do
N 1J Norns, Paris
Mrs Stewart, do
AS Rice, Rockland
G W Schimerhorn, Lim’n
MisaM EGo dwin, Bald’n
E F .Johnson, Is Pond
W G Brown,
do
R Trista, Yarmouth

do
do
do
do
do
do

reports. 131 ti inst. encountered a severe gale iu lat 33
Ion 73, during which the vessel sprung aleak
hove
to ior several hours and one pump giving out, w.th
thiee teet water in the hold and the leak increasing
lor a port ot safety, a
was compelled to bear awa
survey has been held and a portion of her cargo will
be discharged lor the purpose of caulsing liom her
water line u ward.
Sch Acklam, Verrill. from Jersey City ior Boston,
put in to Newport 2-d leaking at the rate ot 1600 I
strokes per hour, having started aleak off Hart's

—

ADVERTISEMENTS.

never

Barque Commerce, Meirner, trom New York for
Asp inwall, winch put in to Nortolk 20th in diatre s.

j
|

NEW

now

DISASTERS.

HOTEL.

PREBLE

Woodbury, Boston
do
CFGiiffeth,
G Andrews,
do
J A Boughin,
do
IM Hensbam,
do
F C Adams,
do
J A Bedell,
(io
G H Hill,
do
J A Davis,
do

C T

Larrabee.
Sch Majestic, Beal, Jonesport—D S
Savage.

ing?
BUGHi, Turpentine Junijiers, Gin, Copaiba Cubeb.‘, and other direct Diuretics, arc in many cases
hurtful, In Diabeates, Urinary Diarrhoeas, Catarrh
ot the Bladder, Dropsy, and in weakness or ulceration of the Kidueys, arc unsafe to use as a continued
remedy, and shou d never be given unless under the

or

Bath.

Box.
Brig J i) Lincoln, Merriman. Cardenas— Hopbni
Eaton.
Sell William
Arthur, Andrews. Washington—S F

—

the g nital organs,

ior

Sell Frank Barker. Snow. Bost m lor Bangor.
Sch Georgia Brier, Boston tor Steuben.
Sell Harriet Rogers, Pinkham, Boston lor Steuben.
Scb Ida Morton. Cottrell, Boston ior Bel last
Sell Lapwing, CminingLani. Boston tor Belfist.
Sch Uncle S im, Spear Boston lor Rockland.
S li U S Grant -, Boston lor Eastport.
Sch Atlantic, Stubbs, Danvers lor Bangor.
Sob Advance. Leighton, Boston for Millhridge.
Sch Pioneer. Gray Boston ior Deer Isle.
Sch Highland Lass, Knowlton Bangor for Boston.
Sch John Crooker, Lowe. Boston lor Bath.
OUTSIDE —Ship Northampton, trom Liverpool
for Bath, (at anchor.)
CLEARED.
Steamer Diifgo, Johnson, New York —Henry

Pareira Brava,
Associated with other newly discovered Roofs, enters into the composition of RADWAV’S ItENOVAT1NG RESOLVENT! securesa remedialagent
that euros all forms ot Chronic, Scrofulous,SkinGlan
dular, K dnev, Bladder ami Uterine Dis uses by
comniunica iiig its curative, reparative and iruitiul
efficacy, through the Blood, Sweat and Ukine.
The ordinary Sarsapari I ia decoctions and Syrups
are mere washes,compared with the Sarsaparillian
ot the Resolvent. It is a we l known tact that barsaparilliaas ordinarily prepared either as otticinally

do

DSnow,

Hendersoii,

Four Days from

beds in Virginia.

W O

E Teunerson, New York E Ames, Burlington
W Je ikius, Manchester
do
W W Watkins,
M J Lannegan, Boston
J F Charles, Fryeburg
M W Davis,
do
H Crisp, Augusta
do
T Hall,
G D Clark, Charlestown
W Seallan,
do
H Pennell, Gray
do
W W
St Geo’eP J Carty,
do
W H Whitcomb, Norway E Lawrence,
J Brazier,
do
J Coulan, bath
S B L >cke & w, W Paris J Whalen, Skowhegan
J Manley, Hope
D French. Oldtown
J S Robinson, Waterford U W Buggs, Gorham
M O Fessenden, Scarboro
S Cole. W Milan
T Wingate, Worcester
H H Ramsdell, Boston
W W Gowell,
do
do
W Meguire,
J W Coleman, Newport
C H Thompson, do
E
do
do
J Howard,
Small,
do
T Stinson, Gray
E B Cummings,
H Stinspn, do
W Butler,
"do
S Palmers, Yonkers
G W Drake, Rockland
F B Buffam, Cambridge’t
S K Fuller, Lynn
T Brackett, ornish
L P Clark, Lung.is
J E Pruders, New Haven W Graves, Elvira
J H Catlin, Connecticut

.A.
on

do
BO Lovett,
W M Deering, Montreal
G St ickpole, Auburn
A Stover, Waldoboro
W L Varney, Lexington
L Burnham, Windham
I C Parker, Newport
A K Bartlett, Rochester

COMMERCIAL

street.

salftbn

Fuller, Boston
Gammon, do

P I)
E H

S W Riggs, Monmouth

will he held,

at the First Parish Church next Sunday evening, May 31st, commencing at 7 o’clock.

J Harriman, New York
L Brown, Saccarappa
H G Webster, Portsmouth
E P Merriman,
do
J Gooding, Yarmouth
J E Brooks,
do
C W Cutter, Westbrook
P T Miller, Biddcford
L S Blaisdell, Farmington

J B Wadleigh, St Louis
C E Bartlett, Belgrade
H M Given, Lewiston
H O Stevens, Saco
W Tarbox, Bangor
C S: ovens, Augusta
S P Curtis, Is Pon t
D F French, Dexrer
C P Wyman, Durham
A C Waite, Norridgewock
H H Percival, Bangor

IAIN7.

PAREIKA BRAVA.

DR.

ALBION HOUSE.

Hanscomb, Boston
do
T J Files,
A Libby, Gorham
A O Smart, Parsoulield
Mrs M Srmut, do
J H Hanson, Salem
H L Swett, Maine
J Haines, Saco
J H Frazier, Harrison
E W

Brig Princeton, Weils Sattlla River

Sell Eclipse. (Br)Stuart, Maitland, Ns.
Sch Emma Pemberton, (Br) Britt, St Andrews.
Sch Laura May, Bakemuu, Saco.
Sch Nellie Treat, Trim, Bnckgville. SC, lor Bath.
Sch Stephen Ho chkiss, Philadelphia for Bath.
Sch Prudence. Gilkey, New London lor Bangor.
Schs Ueorgi 111a, Wentworth, and B L Condon,
Snow, Bobtou lor Bangor.
Scl b
Marmora, Smith, aud Vesta, Uaupt, Boston
tor Bangor.
Schs Hartford,
Kendall, and Andes, linuell, Boston ior Bangor.
Schs Amulet, Hodgkins, and Savannah, Thomas,
Boston lor Bangor.

IV.-wiy Discovered Virtues—Hidden foe.'IOO

has

u.

Bible Society of Maine.—At the annual
meeting of this Society held recently, the following officers were elected:—Wm.H. Shailer,
D. D., President; Eben Steele, Vice President; Oliver Gerrish, Treasurer; Eev. Asa
Dalton, Corresponding Secretary; K. H. Hinkley, Recording Secretary; J. C. Noyes and
Edward Gould, Auditors; Rev. T. B. Ripley,
S. W. Larrabee, H. H. Burgess, M. B. Coolidge, Rev. S. F. Wetherbee, M. P. Emery, GE. B. Jackson, Washington Ryan, Jas. Noyes,
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Hotel Arrivals.

perience here for thirty
in the

COUNTY.

Benedicta

John Carl of

SPECIAL NOTICES.

or as a

and see.

“Look on this picture anti then on that"
Here you behold the intiAn step,
The pallid cheek, wasting form,
Uutasted food, and a social atmosphere
Poisoned with the tal-sof aches, pains,
sleepless nights, and mental despondency.
There, laughing health, sparkling eves,
Elastic stops, craving appetite, forgotten cares.
Genial thought and ambitious resolves
Show the contrast and mark the picture.

never

—

services.

large enough

and

city.

E. H. Hanson, Hanson Bros., Free Street Block.
Geo. Webster, No. H Deering Block, Congress St.
Alexander Bell, No. 9 Brum hall street.

■used for the purpose, because most durable
and cheapest in the end. Please send in your
orders early.
may 20. eod2w

worthless, and whose only ambition is to excel

kLow what Fido has

Sweat.

thing

delicate persons.
Magnolia Water.—A

located on its banks, and the lumbermens attention is turned to the security of
thbir logs up river.

Decision reserved.
D. H. Ingraham,

Holden & Peabody.
Charles R. Millikcn.
Assumpsit for balance alleged to be due on account.
The deience is payment. Decision reserved.

the best

ing villages

joke.

v.

Pipe

is

One took the Plantation Bitters—the other
didn’t. They are very beneficial for weak and

Sawyer. Trespass on the case, to recover damages
for being bitten by a dog belonging to defendant.
'rhere was no defence as to the attack by the dog,
but there was a defence in mitigation of damages.

No. 132— Robert Landers

Cement

On account of the high water there is a general stagnation of business in the manufactur-

high water, when he thought it was an
excellent opportunity to consign Fido to a

HALL,

To consider tlie most

Anderson and Noyes pronounced the grade
line of 65 feet to the mile recommended by
Mr. Lindsley impractic ible.
The publication
of the report has shown that they pronounce
Mr. Lindsley’s line “certainly practicable,”

al-

About two-tliirds the way down the
ravine it is allowed to rest a few moments in a
large eddy covering two or three acres. Here
however it is constantly kept in motion like a
trotting horse after passing over the course and
after moving slowly around once or twice is
hurried oft’ over another broken decent
course.

time of

THE

AT

The Question of Grades.—A great deal
has been written with more or less wisdom
about the grades to be encountered in passing
the Notch of the White Mountains, and it has
been unhesitatingly affirmed that Messrs.

enormous—this

CITIZENS,

OF THE

in return. The Riverside Institute
swindle is of the same gross and outrageous
character as “Kelley’s Gift Enterprise” and
the Gettysburg scheme.

that the expense will be

MEETING

hurled into the deep recesses and crevicrs of
the rocks, and with equal force is resisted
and sent back to join the rest in its downward

in

nothing

although they recommend another, which in
their opinion is to be preferred.
Thereupon
the plan ot attack is changed, and it is now
represented that the line is so difficult to build

Enterprise,

INVITED TO ATTEND A

MASS

sneer

coutrol of

The

Rail Road

book are meant to he funny, and the author
tells us in his preface that though critics may

It is at last conceded that highways and
bridges are ol use to the public and should be
built, owned aud kept iu repair by the public.
The day of turnpikes and toll bridges is past.
Why should railroads, equally indispensable
means of communication, be left wholly to the

Speaker Colf ay,—Rev. Gilbert Haven, o>
the Boston Zion’s Herald having been on a
recent trip to Washington, gives the followi ug sketch of Mr. Colfax:
His face is a banqueting house. His tones,
grasp and air are of the pleasantest. He puts
you at ease with yourselt in a moment. You
nay of his address as you do of the best poetry
and prose, nothing is easier to imitate; yet not
one in ten thousand can copy it. Every public man we ever saw, unless it be Gov. Andrew, is stiff to Schuyler Colfax; and Andrew
had nervous twitches of the eye, and face, and
voice which Colfax never exhibits. He is still
youthful looking, with few wrinkles, hi3 light
hair slightly faded; is of medium height and
size, broad forehead, and is perfectly self-possessed. He has Emerson’s ticket of admission
to the highest honors.

THE

€>gdeusbiirg

through which they are taken are especially good, and a great amount of histori-

the

have

OF

AN?)

scenes

enterprises too great or too important to be left
in pr:vate hands? The city has reserved to itself the right to take possession of the water
works now in process of construction, at the
expiration of a term <»f years. Why should

now

Meeting!

FRIENDS

happiness.

of water passing through here and it is
handled in a manner that will make you dizzy
to gaze upon. With great force the water is

JPortlstnd

boys.

our

Wc

THE

higher than it has been before for a number of
years. A freshet on this river is a scene ot
wildness and grandeur, especially at Salmon
Falls, where the river runs through a rocky

body

Probate Notices—J. A. Waterman.

Rail Road

Good drainage promotes health, saves useless expense, and is necessary for long life and

the air and far up on the shore; those who
have seen this, have an idea of the appearance
of this ravine intimeofhigh water. Of coarse
this is on a smaller scale, but there is a vast

Child’s Gold Chain Lost.
Nurse Wanted.

yet may safely he put in the hands of the
young. (Received by Bailey & Noyes.)
Lee aud Shepard, Boston, have brought out
number four of Olvier Optic’s Young America
series of stories of travel aiul adventure for

sor

an

Florence
Ice-D. W. Clark.
Anniversary Exercises Me. Wes. Seminary.
To Tax Pa>crs—H. W. Hers*v.
Seamstress, Customers Wanted.
Annual Meeting Portland Steam Packet Co.
Caterer—Edward B Carter.
Propos es >or Materials for Navy Yards.
Money Found -C. O Baker.

ers,

enterprise is for the common good
then, why should not the expense be borne iu
part ly the community? Why should we
stand with our hands in our pockets, waiting

incurring

NEW

that

\Vt: do not undertake to give our readers any idea of the stoiy
but advise all to get the book for themselves
It is one which will interest the old novel-read”

As the

valuation

M. Patten & Co.
ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Sewing Machine—W. S. Dyer.

Paintings—E

noble, womanly Margaret.

and that interest is very nearly in proportion
to the present accumulations of each individual. The heavy tax-payers have most to gain
by a reduction ot taxes, by new opportunities
for the employment of capital; while every
man who pays only a poll tax is nevertheless
interested in the price of flour aud beef.

our

Sheriff’s Sale—F. O. Bailey.

or a bore. Mr. Russell is neither of these, but a
downright good fellow, and worthy of the pure,

merchants,

lourth of

AUCTION COLUMN.
Oil

Fbesh3t in' the SAco.—The recent excessive
rains have raised the Sued River to a
point

ravine and has a fall of about one hundred
feet. Those who have stood near the Portland
Lighthouse in time of storm, when the Atlantic has been lashed to fury by high winds
and the mighty waves come rushing is over
the rocky deep, throwing the water high up in

women

done;

communication with the West will reduce the
cost of living. A larger aggregate of business
will not only furnish new opportunities lor our

a

lian—Dr* Kadway.
Card—Andrew Geyer,
Portland & Ognensburg Railroad Meeting.

sentiment, without being narrow, ov mawkishly sentimental. The author, who is apparently a lady, has succeeded in doing what few

writers—begging their pardon—have
is in drawing the character of a
man who is at ouee thoroughly
religious ami
thoroughly manly. Iu making a man a Christian they are too apt to make him a milksop,

Day.

Bar? a pari

character,
healthy moral tone which pervades every page.
It is interesting without being extravagaut
or
sensational, and elevated, even religious in

pulse we need; that it will bring commerce to
our harbor, business to our wharves and attract population and capital to our city. The
benefits to be expected iroru the completion of
this undertaking are not special and private
but general and common to all. An increase
of valuation will lessen our tuxes. Improved

tlii*

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

ble for freshness of style, for truthfulness to
the facts of daily life, for accuracy in the delineation of
and for the pure and

Not ?

and

New Advertisement*

the true name of iis author is veiled under the
Lyndon.”
nom deplume of
Simple in plot
and unambitious in design, it is yet remarka-

liis Muscle.

Vicinity.

iniiy26il.it*

Nurse Wanted!
experienced, capable woman to take the care
Of two children. None but those accustomed to
Children need apply. 333 Congress Street.

AN

May

26.

d3t*

Portland,'MayT,lK#7-_,IM
fUK

SALK.

IRON TANKS holding Iron. 100 to 2000
gallons, suitable or oil, water and soup
be sold at b s* than half the orlamal
Will
maker*.
cost
inquire ol’ GEO. UeBRIDE, 87 Alilk street,
to 2 P M.
12
from
may 22-S, Tu Thtvr*
Boston,
4 nr

to
tion, that George W. Morgan is not entitled of
the 13th District
a scat in the House from
to
is
entitled
Ohio, hut that Columbus Delano

LA1M3»T”ll EWS

the seat.
Mr. Kerr, from the minority, gave notice of
mem her (Mr.
a report in favor oi the silting

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

Tuesday Morning, May 26, 1868.

WASHINGTON.
RUMOR OF AN AMNESTY PROCLAMATION BY THE
PRESIDENT.

New York, May 25—A Pittsburg dispatch
says a Nashville paper says that it is now tolerable certain that a proclamation of universal
amnesty is in course of preparation at the
White House, and will he issued before the
meeting of the National Democratic Convention.
THE INVESTIGATION BY THE MANAGERS.
A Washington special says the Impeachment Managers had a meeting Saturday evening and debated the points of the evidence obtained last week. Butler had been commissioned to put the testimony in
shape Mr
Wilson thinks the matter will he
dropped on
Mr.
Tuesday.
Bingham persists in believing
the whisky ring helped acquit the President
aim that the latter connived at the
tampering’
with Senators. Butler is satisfied that he have
an
amount
of
internal, inferoverwhelming
ential and suppositious evidence to implicate
one or two Senators and make conviction sure.
Thad. Stevens is fully convinced that there has
beeu all kinds of frauds perpetrated to defeat
conviction. He is preparing an article of impeachment ami taking the subject of bribery
lor liis text. Logan has not returned to Washington. If the report of the Managers is not
ready to be given to the House to-day a postponement will be asked tor on Tuesday.
Another dispatch says leading Radical Senators urge the discharge of impeachment at
once in order that
Congress may attend to

legitimate business.

An excited debate is expected in the Senate
over the Pomeroy
letter, a copy of which
is said to be at the White
House, in whioh
Pomeroy ou certain conditions agreed to oppose impeachment.
Another says three of the Managers desire a
final disposition of impeachment
to-morrow,
and several Senators assert it will be for the
best interest of all concerned to finish it tomorrow.
Gen. Butler says the evidence taken
last week is highly important. Mr. Stevens’
new article*, which will
probably be ready today, is based on the President’s abuse of public patronage. Mr. Williams states that he
and Mr. Stevens will urge the Managers to
adopt three new articles, and if not adopted
by them they will appeal to the House.
Messrs. Boutwell aud Wilson regard impeachment as dead. The
Managers will hold a
meeting this morning. Radical Senators hold
a caucus to-night to decide on what
course to
pursue on Tuesday. It is still believed that
Ross will vote for conviction on the 2d
and 3d articles. His colleague states that he
(Mr. Ross) has sent a letter to his constituents
asking them to suspend judgment until the
final vote is taken.
Mr. Pomeroy’s friends say that he will ask
the Senate to investigate the
charges against
him.
Another dispatch says the Managers of Impeachment have finally got into the inside ol
the money conspiracy,by which the President
was acquitted.
One ot the witnesses yesterday admitted to the Managers, while under
oath, that he had raised the money and seut it
here to Washington to he paid out to secure
the acquittal of tho President. He claimed
not to know to whom it was paid, but $25,005
was at one time transmitted
to parties svbo
are known here, and one of the
parties sent on
the Friday night before the vote was taken a
to
Now York, which admitted
ciyher telegram
they were short one man. Another telegram
was sent on Saturday
morning to the effect
that tlie man had been secured. There is now
a chain of circumstantial evidence that seems
to he almost
overwhelming, showing where,
how aud when the money was
raised, and
transferred into the hands of men who were
negotiating with Senator Boss between 10
o’clock P. M., and 1.30 o’clock A. M. ou
Friday
night, and that on Saturday morning at nine
o’clock the bargain was concluded, aud they
telegraphed that it was not sure. It is to gain
more time to show to whom Mr.
Woolley and
his partners disbursed this money that the
will
to-morrow
take steps in the
Managers
House to try aud compel Woolley to testify
where he paid out the money, 3ind what his
negotiations were. He is still here feigning
sickness, but Gen. Butler is not disposed to
let up ou the matter until he gets the whole
truth out.
There is some talk of new articles being
prepared to try and reconcile the views of Senators \ an Winkle, Fowler and
Henderson, but
nothing will be done in that line until this investigation is completed.
A movement is on foot to postpone further
voting on the impeachment articles for one
month. This will probably succeed, but it will
be determined to-morrow.
It is stated that Collector Smytlie brought a
large sum of money to Washington two days
before tho vote on the 11th article was
taken,
and deposited it in the First National Bank.

to-day

•TANBERY TO

BE

REINSTATED.

Mr. Stanbery will be reappointed Attorney
^
General if the President is acquitted.
Gen. Grant and Mr. Colfax both favor the
speedy admission of those States complying
with the reconstruction acts. It is
probable
that all the reconstructed States will be admitted before the first of July.
THE INTERNAL REVENUE BILL.

Messrs.

Schenck, Hooper and Allison are
carefully examining the internal revenue bill,
and several importmeut amendments will be

made. The whisky tax will be loft for the
House to settle. The bill will be reported on
Wednesday, and it is thought three weeks will
be occupied in its consideration.

XLtii (JONGKRESS—Second Session.
SENATE.

Washington, May 25.—Mr. Trumbull gave
notice that he would call up the bill for the
admission of Arkansas Wednesday.
Mr. Morrill of Maine reported from the Committee on Appropriations the army appropriate bill with amendments.
The Committee recommend the striking out
of the appropriation $5000 for the signal service. They recommend the following as a
substitute for section 2d:
That from the sums appropriated for each of
the several items contained in this act, there
j
shall be deducted the unexpended balance for j
such item which may remain in the Treasury
on the 30th of June, 1868.
Also, an additional section, providing that of
the $60,000 appropriated in 1866, lor publishing
the medical and surgical history ol the rebellion and the medical statistics of the Provost
Marshal General’s office, $30,000 be devoted to
the publication of 50,000 copies of the medical
statistics of the Provost Marshal General’s
Bureau, to be compiled by the Assistant Medical Purveyor, J. H. Baxter, under the sole direction ot the Secretary of War.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
bill passed.
The joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to appropriate the captured aud
damaged orduance to the Lincoln Association
was

^Mr.ajeitckes

resolution that the
President be authorized to hold possession aud
control of the steam ram Stonewall, according

the laws and regulations of ttie uaval service, until a time when in the opinion ot the
President she can be restored to the Japanese
government without danger to the interests of
the United States.
Referred to the Foreign
Committee to report at any time.
Mr. Washburne ot Illinois, from the Committee ou Appropriations, asked the House to
take up and pass the deficiency bill.
Mr. Brooks thought that it ought first be
printed, as it proposed to appropriate two millions of dollars.
Mr. Washburne, in reply to a question by
Mr. Brooks, said the bill did not contain any
items to pay lor impeachment. He then explained the items. They were to pay arrears
to the House employees tor folding documents,
and salaries of clerks who were employed under the law of lHtjti to facilitate the payment ol
bounties to soldiers aud sailors, and a small
amount for contingent expenses of the PayThe largest item is
master’s Deportment,
$1,800,000 for collecting revenue from customs,
the fund for that purpose having been nearly

exhausted.

bill after some discussion passed.
Mr. Butie", from the Impeachment Managers, made a report to the effect that Charles
W. Wooley had baffled in part their investigation by contumacy, evasiou and avoidance;
sitting upon his “ipse dixit” as to the material
points oi the questions proposed to him. They
ask the House to visit upon him severe and
exemplary punishment for contempt.
The report commences with a review of
Wooley’s testimony and accuses him ot refusal to answer questions, aud as such a course
was in contempt of the House the Committee
could uot go ou with the examination. The
House was not in session and no process could
be had against him.' The questions on which
it was proposed to examine Wooley were in
relation to certain telegrams which tho Committee believed showed evidence that improper
measures had been used to influence the votes
of members. The report goes into an elaborate argument to show that Wooley’s conduct
should uot be tolerated by the House. It then
details testimony given by Wooley and gives
certain
telegrams from Wooley to W. W.
Warden, asking the condition of impeachment
and the prospect of acquittal. To this Warden replies, the prospects for acquittal are
The

good.

The Clerk resumed the reading aud progressed to the testimony of Mr Weed, in the
course of which a telegram from Wooley, dat-

ed Willard’s Hotel and asking when the Albany party would be here for business. Mr
Weed further testifies iu relation to a telegram
to a man named Hastings to come on to see
about impeachment business. There is given
a
colloquy between Butler and Weed in the
Committee room in relation to the personality
of some one named in the telegram. Weed
also acknowledges the receipt of a second telegram in relation to the Albany party coming
on and also other telegrams relative to impeachment business. Wituess did not know
wliat important mat ter he was to do about impeachment when he came here. He only
came in answer to the telegrams. He knew
the telegram ielated to impeachment, but did
not know- what it was important to be done.
Witness would have nothing to do with the
schemes relating to impeachment.
These
schemes were to get votes for acquittal by
He
had
no
in
confidence
these
purchase.
schemes. The first party who spoke of these
schemes was a man minted Col. Adams, a former officer
of the Confederate army. Mr.
Wayman came to talk to witness. He was introduced to Adams by Collector Smythe.
Witness was first told by Smythe that the object was to influence certain Senators. Tho
names of the Senators were given. Mr. Butler explained that the Managers deemed it advisable to withhold the names of the Senators
at the present time. The Clerk resumed tho
reading of Mr. Weed’s testimony,in which tie
latter says lie was surprised, because a Senator whose name was not mentioned had voted
against impeachment. He was opposed to the
whole scheme and thought it best not to have
anything to do with it. Witness got an impression that Adams, who first broached the
subject, was from Iudaga, N. Y., and had been
an officer in the Union
army. A short time
after the conversation with Adams, witness
had a conversation with Webster aud Wooley and a proposition was agaiu made to get
the votes of two Senators. The Senators
names are again here withheld.
At that time
Mr. Hastings had not been spoken of in connection with the scheme. The report then
goes on at some leugth reviewing the ground
passed over in relation to some of the telegrams.
S. S. Cox testified that various schemes for
the purchase of Senators votes with
money
were broached to him, but he refuged to have
anything to do with them. He advised Collector Smythe not to have anything to do with
the schemes of Col. Adams.
The Committee say they find evidence that
the purposes of the plotters were accomplished by a
telegraphic dispatch from oue of the
number that his business was done. They
trace the suspicious routes which some of the
money took and dwell upon the supper at
Walker’s restaurant, in which the plotters and
some of the President’s Counsel
participated.
From all| the evidence taken together, they
concluded that Wooley was one of the men
who haudled the money and was principal
worker of the scheme. They only report so
much as shows tho import and of getting at
wliat he knows, but they have other evidence of great importance, going to show attempts to obstruct the Courts of public justice.
The report concludes with resolutiou which
orders that Wooley be arrested by the Sergantat-Arms and brought betore the bar of the
House and be detained until he answers, and
also be subjected to such further orders as the
House may direct in his case.
Mr Butler moved the previous
question ou
the resolution.
Mr. Brooks suggested an amendment
by the
omission of the word “proper,” because if it
were retained it would make it
imply that the
inquiry into private affairs was a proper one.
The Managers were not invested with
any prerogative for inquiring into private affair's, and
when they did so they travelled far
beyond any

parliamentary right.
Mr. Butler again proposed

to move the previous question.
Mr. ISldredge raised a point of
order, which
was overruled.
Mr. Butler replied to Mr. Brooks.
Alter a conversation between Messis Eldredge and Butler, Mr. Baker of Illinois spoke
against an ex parte inquest into a great public
transaction.
Mr. Butler demanded the previous question,
under the oneration of which the resolution
was agreed to.
Adjourned.
NEW

HOUSE.

Mr. Phelps introduced a bill for the reorganization of the United States colored troops for
their institution and colonization. Referred to
Committee on Military.
A number of resolutions of a private character were introduced and referred.
Mr. Randall introduced a resolution which
was passed, requiring the Comptroller of the
Currency to furnish the House with a statement of the amouflt of dividends declared by
the National Banking Associations since their
organization, amount credited to real estate,
keeping distinct the capital expended therefor,
and amount credited to surplus fund; also account of all loss per annum, &c.; and it this
information b«‘ not in hts possession, that the
Comptroller take prompt measures to procure
it and transmit tlu same to the House.
Mr. Jencks introduced a resolution, which
was referred to the Committed on Foreign Affairs. directing inquiry as to the duel recently
fouglit bet wee u a gentleman in our diplomatic
service and the Secretary of a foreign legation.
The joint resolution ol donation or ordnance
for the monument of Major Gen. Sedgwick of
the Sixth Army Corps was passed.
Air. Cary offered a jireamble, that
Whereas, The National honor requires the
payment of the public indebtedness to the
creditors at honSe and abroad, not only according to the letter but the spirit of the law under
which it was contracted, therefore
Be it resolved, That neither the letter nor the
spirit of the law under which the five-twenties
were issued, requires the
payment of the principal in coin, and it will be in the utmost good
faith if holders thereof be jiaid in the same
money which has been paid to the soldiers who
fought the battles of the war, and with which
the government settles the claims of the widows and orphans of our fallen heroes, the
same that laborers are required to receive as
wages, and that which is legal tender for all
public and private debts, except customs duties and interest on the public debt.
Mr. Van Horn moved to refer the resolutions to the Committee of Ways and Aleans.
Mr. Boss moved to lav it on the table, but
the question was decided in the negativeyeas 7, nays 92. Yeas as follows:
Baldwin, Blair, Dixon, Jenckes, Alallory and
W ashburne.
The preamble and resolution were referred
to the Committee of Ways and Means by a
vote of 74 yeas to 27 nays.
Air. Chanler introduced the following, which
was referred to the Committee on Elections:
Whereas, It is the duty of every people to
preserve its posterity from every evil influence, had government and demoralization, by
a wise foresight and
firm maintenance of the
established prindiples of truth, justice and
liberty, aud
Whereas, From motives of self preservation
during the late civil war between the States of
the Union, it became the policy of the administration to array the black race
against the
white, by putting arms in the hands of slaves,
and by promising them freedom and the
right
to vote, therefore
Resolved, That now we deem it the
duty of
Congress to declare the original, absolute and
exclusive dominion m and over these United
States and the territories thereof, as lodged i n
and of right belongs to that people in the respeetive States of the Union, that is derived
by descent from their European ancestors the
original discover of this continent, by subsequent consequent, by long established law, and
by customs of liberal civilization.
Resolved, That all inhabitants of any State
or territory of the United States, other than
the aforesaid, who may now or hereafter exercise the right of franchise, do so on sutferauce,
under the franchise granted by the white race,
who may lawfully hereafter for good cause, to
be shown at any time, revoke the privilege or
privileges so granted to the mixed race of African or Asiatic descent.
AI r. Schofield, from the Committee on Elections, made a report, concluding with a resolu-

AD-

New York, May 25.—A meeting of the
friends of Charles Francis Adams, desirous of
having him placed on the Democratic platform
for the Vice Presidency of the United States
by the National Democratic Convention, was
held at 814 Broadway on Saturday night. The
meeting, which was largely attended, was a 1dressed by several gentlemen who were most
enthusiastic in their laudations of the ex-Minister to St. James, deeming him the best candidate that could be named.

York, May 25.—Weekly Cattle market.—
6299 Beeves, 12,232 Sheep and Lambs. 24,*:93
Beef moderately animated at a deelino ot }c;
quality of offerings fair; saies to-day 1100; quotations, extra 18c; prime 17}c; lair to good 16} @ 17c;
New

Receipts
Hogs.

Chicago, May 25.—Flour dull; Spring extiasSUO
@10 50. Wheat in fair demand at an advance of 4
@ 4}c; sales No. 1 at 2 00 @ 2 02;No. 2 at 1 95}. Corn
active and declined} @ }c; sales No. 1 89c; No. 2 at
87 @ 87}c. Oats in lair demand at a decline of
}c;
sales at 68 @ 68}c. Rye quiet but firm at 1 83 @ 1 86.
Barley dull; sample lots 2 10 @ 2 30. Provisions
steady and more active. Mess Pork 28 50. Sweet
pickled Hams nominal at 16} @ 17c. Live Hogs quiet
at 8 25 @ 9 35 for tair to good.
Beef Cattle nominal.
Freights quid*; Corn to Buffalo 5}c.
Cincinnati. May 25.—Mess Pork held at 28 50.
Bulk Meats at 12} for shoulders; clear sides
14}c.
Bacon dull at 14c for shoulders, 17c for clear rib and
17}c for clear sides. Sugar cured Hams 19 @ 19}c.
Lard quiet; sales at 18} @ I8}c; demand light and
little offering.
St. Louis,Mo., Mav 23.—Tobacco active; lugs 6 25
@ 8 50; dark leaf 8 50 @ 16 00. factory leaf lu 00 @
14 00; medium to good bright 11 00 @ 40 00.
Hemp
firm; undressed 15 @ 60c: dressed 2 60. Flour extremely dull; medium and low grades declined 25 @
50c; superfine 7 52 @ 7 50; double extra 9 50 @ 10 50;
treble to fancy 11 25 @ 14 "»0. Wheat dull; tancy Re 1
and White 2 82 @2 85; piime to choice 2 70 @ 2 75.
Corn dull and inactive; choice White 90 @ 92c.' Oats
firm at 80 @ 82c. Barley—common Spring at 1 50.—
Rye quiet at 87 @ 90e. Provisions very dull. Mess
Pork 29 00. Bacon nominal. Lard dull; small business; salej at 19c for tierce*.

Port Jervis, May25.—Only saveu survivors
of the Erie accident remain here
convalescing.

Among them is H. T. Kingsley of Scotland,
Conn. Mrs. Scofield died a tew days since,

total of 28 deaths. No trace has
been found of the wife and mother of an exwho
was in the rear sleeping
pressman
carj
but it is supposed a child which was found
alive in the ruins and which was adopted by a
citizen of this place, is the one reported as
having been killed with the above. Mr. Corwin of Urbana, Ohio, reported dead, has turned
up alive, and says the body claimed as his was
that of Patrick Fitzgerald ot the same
place.
Steel rails are being laid on the Delawaie dia

vision.

niNNISSIPPI.

Flour
unchanged. Poak 29 50. Bacon—shoulders 14c; clear
sides 18c. Lard 19 @ 21c. Corn 97c @ 1 00. Oats 85c.
Wilmington, N. C., Mav 23.—Spirits Turpentine
declined; sales at 42}c
gal Rosin—pale firm and
lower grades weaker; common 2 00; extra 2 00 @ 2 00;
pale 5 00 @7 00. Cotton quiet. Tar firm at3 00.
New Orleans, May 25.—Cotton dull and declined; Mj^dling 28} @ 29c; sales 900 bales.

providing

that in accordance with the

provisions of the new Constitution, au election on the question of adopting that Constitution will be held in Mississippi, beginning on
the 22d of June and continuing until completed. Gen. Gillem says that should violence
or fraud bo perpetrated he will exercise to the

fullest extent the power vested in him to secure a fair
election, and he declares that any
provisions in any contract tending to adjudge
the vote, utterly null and void.
Army officers and agents of the Freodmen’s
Bureau are directed to abstain from
public
speaking, electioneering or endeavoring to influence voters; but this order is not intended
to restrict them in the performance of their
duty in instructing freedinen as to taeir rights
as voters.

EUROPE.
GREAT BRITAIN.

London, May 25.—The Morning Post, in an
editorial to-day, says it is true, as previously
reported, that Great Britain has officially
urged a general disarming. The government
ot Austria has also lent its
good office in the
same

lrom the British expedition in
rear column on the
had reached
Antalo, on return
sea coast.
The rainy season had
commenced, but the troops were daily arriving
and
vaVid,y embarking for
N
were ’ost by the British at

HoA.v'’ yMBau

Magdala.

The German scientific expedition to
the magnetic pole has sailed on a voyage of ex,,],,raF
tion.
In the House of Commons this
evening the
Home Secretary, Mr. Gathorne Hardy, in reply to some inquiries of Mr. John Bright, said
the government had decided not to give the
Clerkenwell conspirator (Barrett) a new trial.
AUSTRIA.

Vienna, May 25.—Imperial assent has been
given to the public schools and civil marriage
bills, which recently passed the Heiclisrathv
MEXICO.
FORMIDABLE REVOLUTION IN PROGRESS.
Havana, May 25.—The steamer from Yera
Cruz lms arrived and brings important news
from Mexico.
The revolutionary movement against the
Juarez government and in favor of the pretensions of Gen.
Ortega, is assuming large proportions. It is headed bv Gen. Aurelial Rivera,
who is aided
by Gens. Negrette, Mendez, Jime,P®da and nine other Generals, and by
M<?*ican army. Many
k
‘
ar,‘ a<« joining in the
movement
t?
A

^
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PARASOLS

OXJNG

1

and
of

LADIES

Washes.

All such rented

close up the pores

es

a short time destroy the complexion. If you would have a tresh, healthy and
youthful appearance, use Helmbold's Extract

daily gainalready hold possession
Aitv^’e»UdMhev
vac a Mountain
Aj
regions. Another
are

Eobert E. Mitchell’s.

SABSAPAB’LLA.

GOOD

LINEN MBS,
ONLY

utmost

ROBERT E. MITCHELL’S.
I HA VE OPENED

all grades from (he lowest price to the
qualities of Lisle Thread, at the
Lowest Cash Prices, at the

SARSAPARILLA

NEW

that make disease.

169

^

JUST RECEIVED
Choice New
eery
Crop

J apanese

QUANTITY

vs.

QUALITY.

Sarsaparilla.

who desire

a

The dose is small.

large quantity and

DER,

Teas,

the

Tea,

Store,

Heltfbold’s Ex-

Family Flour,

Those

large doses of medi-

cine ERR.

Corn,

Feed,

Ace.

1297$

looj

N.

G.

CRAM,

Offers for sale at No. 150 Commercial at,

Feed, Salt, Bags, die.

VOL. 54.
MAINE
WHO

DESIRE

COMPLEXION must purity and enrich the blood,
which Helmbold’s Concentrated Extract of
Sarsaparilla
Take

no

invariably does.

Ask for

Helmbold’8

other.

REPORTS,

Just Out.
Price $3.50.

BRILLIANCY £OF

FOR SALE

CARTER

OWN OR-

&

BY

DRESSER,

Exchange

May 20, dlw

St.

INotice.

AND COLORS, many of which cannot be found elsewhere.
Order

the
County Commissioners, the PortBYland Foreof River
Bridge, will bo taken up tor

pairs

PRICES

Will be up for about ten days.

HELMBOLB’S

A REALLY GOOD ARTICLE

SARSAPARILLA,

to
May 13-d3w

CONCENTRATED
ig tbe Great

EXTRACT

Blood Purifier,

SATIN

RANDALL, EMERY A CO.,
126 Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.

May 25

HELMBOLD’S

Mass.

FINISH

claimed tliat the above is the Best American Spool Cotton.
It is smooth and strong,
and will be found perfectly reliable for Machine or
are

superior

to any

other make.

FOR SALE BY

Concentrated Fluid Extract

Sarsaparilla
Eradicates Eraptive and Ulcerative Diseases of the

Retailers Generally in the State of Maine,

Throat, Nose, Eyes, Eyelids, Scalp

And by the tollowing Jobbers in Portland:

and Skin!

Woodman, True dc Co.,
Reering, Jflillikrn

Mar 13-eod3m

FOUND
AT

OUK OLD

STAND,
Cor. Exchange and Federal Streets,
And selling at prices that defy competition all
kinds ol

FURNITURE !
Together
PAPER

with

WINDOW
as

well

SHADES,
as

CARPETINGS,
And all

kinds of

Crockery, Glass, Tin and Wooden
Ware,

Parlor and Chamber Sets,
LOUNGES, &o.
In
tion.

House Furnishing Goods of every dcscrip
“Live and Help
Satistaction guaranteed.
is our motto.

short,

hive”

with

ADAMS «£ TAR BOX.
C3P“Cash and the highest prices paid tor 2n<l-hand
Furniture.
aprlSeodtf

INTERESTING LETTER is published in the

Mcdlco-Chirurgical Review,

on

subject

the

of the

Extract of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Travers, F. R. S., &c. Speaking of those
diseases and diseases arising from the excess of mercury, he sta es that no remedy is equal to the Extract
Qf Sarsaparilla; its power is extraordinary, more so
than any other drug I am acqminted with. It is, in
the strictest sense, a tonic with this invaluable atri-

bute, that it is applicable to a state of the system so
sunken, and yet so iritable as renders other substances
of the tonic class unavailable

or

injurious.

HELMBOLD’S

subscribers intending to close their present
business, offer at private sale their entire stock of
uBDt)KRIES, including 150 thousand “Choice
Brands” of Cigars.
It not sold in ten days, the
whole stock will
closed

public auction.

C, MITCHELL <£ SOW.,

May 19.

1868.

A Cure

for Drunkenness!

Morton’s

Great English Remedy

the greatest cure lor the love of strong drink
ever discovered; do not
neglect this awful disease, you can give it to your friends secretly if you
wish. Price $1.00 per bottle. Sent to any address
with full directions.
JF. H. BOS WORTH, GeuH Agent,
93 Hanover st, Boston, Mass and 180 Itace
st, Cincinnati Ohio.
For sale by Geo C Goodwin & Co, M. S. Burr &
Co, Carter & Wiley, and John A. Burleigh.
gF'-Two locd agents whined for Portland and
may22 Ih, S, Tu lmo

IS

Bangor._

Notice.
hereby given to the Proprietors

Portliud
Long Wharf, that their Annual Meeting will be
held at the Counting Room of D. T. Chase, No. 9 on
said wharf, on Monday, the first day of June next,
at 2 o’clock P. M., for the following purposes, viz.:

IS

To choose

a

Moderator, Clerk, &c.,k*

of

also

a

Stand-

ing Wharf Committee, and such other Committees
may be requisite to manage the affairs of the

as

wharl for the ensuing year.
To see if the Proprietors will purchase part or all
the shares in said wharf, unconnected wiih store lots,
otherwise called “Dead Heads,” and merge the
same in said wharf.
Also to tt ansact any other business
appertaining
to said wliarf that may legally come before them at
said Dieting.
_

J. H. WEBSTER, Clerk.

a

d7t

Proposals,

°f **■»■««' Wharf
here'SaifJrfSr
TV.V
tHat their Annual
by notified
will
held at the office of G. A. Tho^A 4 i?2’ Fxchange Street, up stairs*
are

EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA!

on

.Vlondav
Tunc 1st
1868, at 3 oVlrck P M, for the choice of officers and*
the Iran action ot any other business
thatnm yvb*
gaily come beiore them.
GE RGE A.
THOMAS. Olerk
Portland, May 25, 1868 eod t junel

Pimple Remedy!
Positively cures those disfiguring Diseases called
Comedones,—Black Worms, Grubs,—also, Acne, Sycosis (all
pimply eruptions) oo the face or other parts
of the body.—Prepared only bv Dr. B. C. Pkrhy.
Dermatologist, 49 Bond Street, New York. Sold by
medical dealers, everywhere. Price $2.
fi^Messrs W. F. Phillip* & Co., and H. H. Hay,
General Agents.
apr 24-d&wlmsn

Established upwards of 18 yrs.
PREPARED

H.

T.

BY

Druggist

and

SEALED Proposals will be received for one week
kJ at the office of Russell Lewis. No 3 Central Whf,
tor 200 merchantable Oak
Piles, from 50 to 60 feet In
length, and not less than 7 inches in diameter at top
end, to be delivered in Portland ou or before the
20th day of June, 1838.
RUSSELL LEWIS.
Portland, May 23d, 1868.
my25dlw

For Sale,

HELMBOL1>,

and second

Chemist.

594 Broadway* N. V.

hand
NEWSPRING WAGONS.

or

6 for

EXPRESS AND SIDE

t3P“Repairing done

at short notice at
J. MANN’S Carriage Shop,
No. 45 Preble Street.

may21dlw

UST’Ssld by Druggists everywhere.
Prise $1.95 per bottle*
Feb 20-eod&eowly

certifies

E. A. Helmershausen,
Buck sport, Maine.
that I

have used Miss

now

of

Sawyer’s

Salve and consider it superior to anu ether. I cheerfully recommend it to all iu want of a good Salve.
E. A. HELMERSHAUSEN.

January 26,1867.

[From
qf Freeport, Maine]
Freeport, March 20, 1866.
hereby testify that Miss Sawyer’s Salve has cured
a swelling on my heel of several
years' standing. I
gladly recommend it to the public as an invaluable
remedy lor swelling aud lameness of any kind.
S. M. Stetson

Lecture.

Notice.
59*

May

TONS HEAVY FREIGHT for New York.—
Enquire at Portland Company’s Works.

25.

dlw

Every Pa nt-

may25 td

advertised as above, will l>e on
Pointings
this (Tuesday)
evening, from 7uniil9P.
Ladies and gentlemen aie invited to teview
E. M. PATTEN & CO.
them.

Sheriffs Sale.
Cumberland,

ss.

on a writ and will be sold at public
highest bidder, ou Friday, May
29th, A I) 1868, at 2 1-2 o’clock P M, at tbe auction
room of F. O. Bailey, 169 Forest, in Portland,in said
county of Cumberland, tbe following preraonal property, to *vit:—Sugar Molasses, Ker. Oil. Tobacco,
Tea, Rice, Harley, Spices, Soap, Saleratus, Pails,
Brooms, Coflee, Starch, Prunes, Dried Apples, Candles, Cheese, Potatoes. Beets, Fish, Mustard,Cigars,
Assortment of Fancy Go«k1s. Also Show Cases,Desk,
Meat Block, Saw's, Cleavers, Stove, Candy Jars, Tin
Ware, Ac.
E N. PERRY, Dept Sheriff.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.
Po ll liid, .May 17,, 1868.
may26dtd

Horses, Carriages, &c.,
INVALIDS
And others rntureste l are cordially
of Free Lectures by

invited to attend

a course

DB.

C.

C.

BENNETTf

Director ot Misoricordia Institute,New Haven,Conn,
on healing by laving on hands, and collateral tonics,
scientific, medical, relig ous, etc, illustrated by
a Chart of the Universe.

lHfh T.ecivre Thursday Evening,
May 2*th, at 7} o’clock, at Library Room, Meehan

ics Hall.
N. B.—Dr B will heal the sick without medicine at
Room No 23 U. S. Hotel, daily iTorn 10 to 12 A M and

at Auction

at u o’clock a. m., on ne
market lot, Market street, I shall sell Horse
Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.
A pi 29.
F. < >. BAII.KY, Auctioneer.

Every

Saturday,

O. W.

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER
300 Con press Street.
£fF“Sales of any kind of property in the City or vicinity, promptly attended to on the most favorable
term's.
October 12. dt

mayOdtf

2 to 4 PM.

WHITE

LEAD,
—

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.'S
Drug

S. M. STETSON.

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass. 1
This is to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
Salve lor more than five years, and of its having

been

ully

used In many cases. I consider it
superior article, and well worthy the confidence of
those Requiring such a remedy.
R. RICHARD CLAY, M. D.
Boston, Dec. 10th, 1867.
success

Store.

F. PHILLIPS &

April 4.

CO.,

Street, Donnells Block.

eod 6wd&w 15

is

40
May 4-eod3mo

variety by

BUBIitSOil,
Exchange

£. B.

WADSWORTH,
MECHA

PORT*.

ICS’

ANA

HAT.T.,
eodlmo*

Jump-Seat Carriages.

LLOW us to call your attention to the Kimball
Jump-seat Carriage—as used for two or

lour persons. We have made a great number ol
these Carriages the past four years, ranging in weight
from 335 to 425 poun is, capable of carrying four
grown persons, and wc believe they are universally
liked better than any Carriage ever beiore ottered to
the public.
Iu addition to those heretofore built, which we
have greatly improved, we have invented and patented and ->re now making an entirely New Style
Jump Seat, with Buggy Top to fall back or take ott,
making six dittcient ways the same Carriage can be
used, each perfect in itself, and manufactured by no
other concern in the United States.
Finding it impossible to supply the demand for
these desirable and popular Carriages in the old factory, we have built a large and commodious factory,
corner Preble and Cumberland
streets, Portland,
lor the manufacture of these
Carriages exclusively,
and we are now prepared to fill all orders at short
notice and ou reasonable teims.
We have letters from nearly One Hundred persons
owning and using these carriages, all stating that
surpass anything ever beiore inveuted for a
family cariage, and recommending all to purchase
them in preference to any other kind. Cuts of the
carriages, price list &c., sent by mail, on application to the subscribers.
All persons are hereby cautioned against making
or selling the Kimball Patent
Jump Seat, as our inventions and patents cover every jiossible movement
ol both seats.

they

C. P. KIMBALL CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
still continue the manufacture ot all other
kinds of carriages at my old factory on Preble Street
CHA’S.'P. KIMBALL.
Portland, Me.
March 31-eod3m

.HT*I

PUBLIC

FA VO It

TOWARD

Hoffs Malt Ext. Beverage of Health
This hygienic beverage lias grown wonderfully in
favor since its introduction
It receive the unqualified approbation ot' physicians, and is used
by
thousand, ot't'am dies all over ilie country us a healthgiving and health sustaining beverage, and a pleasant and sure household remedy.
New York, No. 310 Broadway, Dee. 26,18-7.
MY ASTHMA JtAS MUCH IMPROVED, AND
I WISH TO DRINK IT ALWAYS FOR liS
STOMACHIC PROPERTIES.

L.

LKVENSEN.

New York. No 184 Eldridge st.
MY PHYSICIAN INDUCED ME
TO TRY
HUFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
ITS TASTE DELIGHTED ME, AND l COULD TAKE IT WITHOUT THROWING IT OFF.
I CAN NOW DIGEST ALL KINDS OE FOOD, AND I HAVE
LEFT MY BED.
MRS. MAIDHOF.

Agents lor Maine W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., PortMay 23 eodlw

land.

a

R, Kendall, Freeport, Me.]
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer's
stands pre-emhtent for almost all the aches and pains
the human family are afflicted with. For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives in-

Star Match
W. &

I From Mr. & Mrs. Wm.

We have used it tor several years, and

find it an unfailing rented for burns, scalds, sore
throat, salt rheum, swelled joints, &c., &c. We
cheerfully recommend it to the public as being perfectly safe aud good for many more acbes than we

Freeport, March 17,

MRS. WM. R. KENDALL.
1867.

[From Rev. W. H. Cranford and. wife,

East Corinth

Maine.)

East Corinlb, Feb. 10,1868.
This may certify that we have used Mis** Sawyer’s Salve” in our family eight years and we can

cheerfully heir testimony
soothing Salve in all cases

to its merits as a healing,
of Salt Rheum or Inilam-

ation.

REV. W. H. CRAWFORD.
JULIA A CRAWFORD.

[From John G. Dillingham, Freeport, Maine )
This is to certify that I had a tumor on my face.
It was there about three years.
It kept increasing
in size, till I was advised to trv Miss Sawyer’s
S*lve. I bought a box and carried it with me, and
every time I thought of It I would rub the tumor
with the Salve, and betore I used one box the tumor

entirely disappeared.

A. RICHARDS, New London, Conn.,

0. B.

PURSUANT

WedueMduy, the ‘J7tli Day «f iHay,
last, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon, to give in their

vole-* upon the following question, v z:
“Will the City oi Portland, iu lieu of that portion
ot the loan of its credit voted
said City to the
Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad Company on the
thirtieth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred aud sixty-seven, rake by
loan a sum ol.inomy equal to two and one-half per
cent.ot the.valuation of said city lor the year one
thousand eight hundred and sixty
(but in no
case exceeding seven hundred and
titty thousand dolihe
same
to
aid
the
m
construe*
lars, )and appropriate
tion of the Railroad of said Portland and OgdensRailroad
and
burg
Companv, by subscribing
paying
tor share- in the Capital Stock of said company to the
amount atoresaid, and direct its Treasurer to subscribe tor the said Shares in the Capital Stock ot said
Company in the name and behalf ot the City of Portland, and pay the assessments thereon as they shall
become due, ami authorize the City Council to issue
the Bondi ot the City tor said amount payable at
such places and on such time ami in such amounts as
they may deem tor the interest of the city.”
The electors in favor of said proposition will givo
iu their ballots wiih the word “YES” written or
printed thereon: those opposed to said proposition
will give in their ballots with the word “NO” written or printed thereon.
The polls to remain open until four o’clock in the
atternor-u on said
when they shall be clo.-cd.
The Aldermen will be in session in the Ward (loom
in the City Building, entrance on Myrtle Street,
front nine o’clock A. M., to one o’clock P. M.,ou
each of the thr, o secular days next preceding t-aid
•lay ot meeting, and front three o’clock to live o’clock
P. M., oil the last of said three secular days, for the
purpose of receiving evidence ot the qualification of
voters whose names have not been entered on the
lists of qualified voters, and tor correcting said lists.
Per order.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Portland. May 12th, 1868.
may20 -did.
Argus copy.

Corporation.
MTT.T.nTRW,

I’ortluual, Hie.,
GEVERAL SELLING AGENTS.
to the public the Star Ma*ch,
them the following advantages to the
INtorottering

we

claim

eiglr,

day.

Office of Collector ol Internal Revenue.
First

ot Miss Sawmonths than any
other kind. Parties who have tried it speak in very
high praise of its excellent virtues.
C. P. FESSENDEN,
S. E BENSON,
L. M. ROBBINS.
more

Rockland, Oct. 12, 1867.
[From Moses B. Tibbetts, Jefferson, Me.)
I can reommend Miss Sawyer’s Salve, highly.—
For healing
I have never used ?o good an article.
purposes it is without an equal.
MOSES B. TIBBETTS.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.)
It is simply an act ot justice and perhaps it will
be a tavor to the public to say that 1 have used
Miss. Sawyer’s Salve lor ten years, and believe it to
be a most valuable remedy for the purposes for
It is most eftective for
which It is recommended.
animals incases where a salve is ever used for them.
It has proved an almost certain cure lor ordinary
scratches in horses.
NATH’L BUTLER.
Nov. 15, 1867.

"Camden,

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and having used
her salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
in saying it is the best general medicine we have ever used:—
Hon. N. A. Burpee,
Rev. E. F Cutter,
Francis Cobb,
Rev, W. O. Holman,
John T. Berry,
Rev. Joseph Kallocli,
Wm.
H. Titcomb,
Rev. George Pratt,
Gen. J.P. Cilley and wife,Mrs Charles Snow,
and
wife,Mrs Alex **now,
Capt. J. Crocker
Capt. David Ames & witeDr. E. P. Chase and wife,
J. Wakefield and wife,
Wm. Wilson and wife,
E. R. Spear,
Wm. Beattie and wi*e,
A. S. Rice.
Jacob Shaw and wife,
Geo. W. Kimball,
John S. Case and wife,
C. R. Mallard,
H. W. Wight and v. lie,
W. O. Fuller and wife,
Ephraim Barrett,
Leander Weeks,
Thomas Colson and wife,
Dea. Henry Ingraham and wife,
Joseph Farwell (mavor of Rockland) and wife,
M. C Andrews (P. IVI. oi Rockland) and wife,
I. K. Kimball ami wile. William McLoon.

Portland, May,

ces, vis:

SACO, at the American House, Tuesday, May 26,
Horn 8 o’clock, A. M. to 1 o’clock, P. M.

1868.

BIDDEFORl). at the Bkldeford House, Wednesl o’clock, P. M. to 6 o’clock,

day, May 27, 1868, from

PM.

KENNEBUNK,

at Hotel kept bv W. A. Hall,
iroui 9 o’clock, A. M. to 1

Way 28, 1868,
Thursday,
o’clock. P. M.

K1TTERY, at Kittery depot, Friday, May 29, 1868
from 8 o’clock. A. M. to 10 o’clock, A. M.
SOUTH BERWICK,at the Newichawanick
House,
May 29, 1868, from 11 o’clock, A. M. to 4
o’clock, P. M.
Persons in York County,desirousot so doing,c^n pay
their taxes at this office at any time prior to Juno 6,
1868, except during the time herein sjecial y designated for their collection elsewhere, and tax (payers
in Brunswick, can make payment at First National
Bank of Brunswick, at any time within the present
month.
notice will be mailed to all persons who
neglect to pay as aforesaid, for the issuing and service of which a fee ol twenty cents will be
charged, as
provided by law.
4=0* The Post Master to whom this notice is sent,
wm please post this
up in some conspicuous place In
his office, as required
by Internal Revenue law
above referred to.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
May 13-d till June 6
Collector.

Friday,

Special

City of Portland.
Thomas A. Roberta, has
WHEREAS
ihe City Council to lay out
in
a

JACOB

Committee

FOK

SALE.

House and Lot No. lO Dow Street.
2) Storv wooden house containing 13
with

ANEW

rooms
plenty closets and store room; nice
cellar with cement floor. Well or pure wa'er. Ce
ment cistern, capacity 40 hhds. Gas in every room
Heated with Furnace. A good coal and wood
connected. Every part is well built and finished
throughout. The lot contains nearly lour thousand
square ieet, graded nd prepared lor a garden. This
is one of the best and prettiest medium class bouses
now offered in this
city, anil is sold lor no fault. For
further particulars enquire at the house, or at No,
154 Middle Street.

lions,’

May 20, 1868. dtf
Mrs. Belcher’s Wonderiul Cure.

______

of Portland.

WHERFAS,

1868, to the undersigned, for them to consider a:.d
upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
tiic Joint StamUng Committee of the City Council
on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties and view the promised way on the thirtieth
day of May 1868, at 51-2 o’clock in ttie afternoon, at the corner of Henry and De«*ring streets,
ami will then and there proceed to determine ami
adjudge whether the public convenience requires said
street or
way to be laid out.
Given under our harnls on this twenty-second <iay
ot May, A. I>., 1m«8.
act

ALBKRt'maRWICK ] Committee

5ZfAiCe™t.
JAMES NOYES.

La>lne

GEO. H. CHADWICK, )
May 23-dtd

on

out

streets
*'eW Mrect8-

__

Cityot Portland.

XX7 HEREAS. William Kossanil 11 other,have peti»V
tione.l the City Council to lav out Henry
Sireet from Dcering to Cumberland Street, and
whereas said petition was referred by the CUy Counundersigned, lor them to
cil, April 6th, 1668. to the
consider and act upon, therefore
all parties interest'd,
Notice is hereby given to
that the Joint Standing Committee of iheCity Counwill meet to hear the
eil on laying out new streets,
nartle. and view the proposed way on the thirtieth
at live o’clorK in the
day of Mav, 1*68.
atternoon,
at the corner of Henry and Deering streets, anil
will then auil there proceed to determine and ad judge
whether the pub ic convenience requires said .III.
way to he laid out
Given under our hands on this twenty-second
Mav, A. D. 1868.
JACOB McLELLAN,
1

or

oi

ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
J. F. LEAVl IT,
JAMES NOYES,
GKO. H. CHADWICK,
23-dtd
May

day

Committee
on

LajingOnt
Sev
Streets

_

cures

without supporters. Manufactured
Linus Belcher, Randolph, Ma-». General Agents
Geo. C. Goodwin
Co, Boston, Mass. Denias Barnes
& Co. 21 Park Bow, New York.
§3p-For sale by druggists everywhere.
May i®. weowly21

McLKLLAN,

EZRA CARTER,
J. F. LEAVITT,
JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK,
ou Laying Out New Streets.

John C. Proctor and 15 others have
petitioned the City Council to lay out a new
Street or Puhil Way in said city,—beginning at the
present southerly terminus ot Henry street and extending to Congress Street, and whereas said petition was refeiod by the City Council, April 6th.

made from

remedy for female weaknesses, and
THISIndian
recipe, is entirely vegetable,
and sold by Mrs.

dtd

City

at this office.

All bid* must be sealed and endorsed “Proposals
for Rations and Fuel lor L:ght-vessels,” and then
placed in another envelope and left at or directed to
this office, prepaid if sent by mail.
By order of the Light-Mouse Board:
1. WASHBURN, JR.
Superintendent of Lights.
May 23-d3t

or

ALBERT MAKWICK,

Moy 23.

SEALED

street

act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that
the Joint Standiug Committee of the City « • un. il
oh laying out r.ew streets, will meet to hear the parses and view the proposed way on the thini th day
of May 1868, at 51-2 o’clock in the afternoon, at the
non hern termiuus ot Congre.-g Place, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or
way to
be laid out.

FOR

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
Superintendent of Lights.
Portland, May 22, 1868.
Proposals will be r. ceived at this office
until 12 o’clock M, on
Monday the 15ib day of
June. 1868, for furnishing and delivering such Rations aud Fuel for the Light House Tenders in this
District, and tor any other light-vessel and lighthouse tender, as maybe called for, lor one year, from
ihe 1st day of July, 1868. to the 30 h June' 1809, inclusive.
The rations to be of good aud approved
quality; to be delivered alongside of the light-house
tender or other vessel provided tor the purpose, at
Portland, Me., and to be stared ill the bbl accordingly. in good and sufficient packages, barrels, boxes
and cases, and in good order, for the light vessel,
once a quarter, free of all expense to the United
States, agreeably to specifications, wbich will form a
part of the contract, copies of which may be had by

petitioned

way

PROPOSALS
Rations & Fuel for Light-Vessels, &c.

new

said city,—by extending Congre>»
Place through to Deering street, and whereas said peti'iOD has been referred by thel icy Council, May 11th
186s, to the untiersi^ned, for them to eons der and

public

)

applying

1868.

consum-

er, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full counf, one hundred.
F«aeli gross contains 57C more than the common
card matches.
The tullconnt is equals to about six bunches more
1n a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any oilier Sulphur Card
Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black the wall wl en rubbed ou it.
They are parked in flue shipping order, incases
containing 10, 20 aud 30 gross each, in 1-4 grosspaekages.
The above named firm are the solo Selling Agents
tor the corporation.
E. P, OERRTSH,
)
J. S. MARKET!',
S Directors.
MAN ASS EH SMITH,
October 1. dtt

an

If you desire more information, write to any citizen of Rockland and they will take pleasure in recommending ibis Truly Wonderful Salve.
W. F. Phillips & Co Wholesale Agents. Sold at
retail by all Druggists iu Portland.
April 29. d3m

Collection District of Mtate of Maine

'\7 0TICE is hereby given that, pursuant to the
Xx laws ol the United States relating to Internal
Revenue, I will, by myself or deputy, attend to the
collection of taxes and special taxes assessed and
enumerated on the annual list lor 1*68,and payable in
the County of Cumberland, in said district, ai my
office on Plum Street, in said city. Irom Mon
iay, the
25th day of May, 1868, to Saturday, the 6th cay
J of
June. 1868.
And I further give notice, that 1 will in like manner attentd to collecting the tnxe* ami
special taxes
assessed and payable in the County of York, in said
district, at the following designated times and pla-

JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

We, the undersigned have sold
yer’s Salve, within the last six

:

to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen ot the City of Portland, upon requisition of sixty qualified voters, the inhabitants thereo-. qualified to vote in the election ot city officers,
will assemble in their respective Ward Rooms, on

by

KIMBALL

4

icine.

To the Electors of the City qf Portland

316 Congress st, up stairs,
OPPOSITE

Patent

Teething. Call for Mother Baxley's Quieting
Syrup, and take no other, and you are safe.
Sold by Druggists and all dealers in Med-

St.

TAILORESS,
mayl3

The Great Quieting Remedy for Children.
Contains NO MORPHINE OR POISONOUS DRUG; sure to Regulate the Bowels ;
allays all Pain; corrects Acidity of the
Stomach; makes sick and weak children
strong and healthy; cures Wind Colic,
Griping, Inflammation of the Bowels, and
all complaints arising from tbe effects of

Agent for the United States.

I

1

Portland, May 18,18G8,

CONCENTRATED

be

ami

Chance!

CARPEDIAM !

Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is eqnal to the
Lisbon Diet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon of the Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions as
usually m ide.

Notice.

Perry’ii'Tomcdonc

Rare

perfect SAFETY.

TWO TABLE-SPOONPULLS of the Extract of

Rev.

have mentioned.
MR. &

100.000 CEDAR SHINGLES.
Will be sold low if called for soon.
Spruce Dimensions furnished at short notice,
by
L. T, BROWN & CO.,
A„
m
iy25dtf_Head of Brown's Wharf.

so

the remnants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN

AN

HANGINGS,
And Fixtures,

disfigure the appearance, PURGING
the evil effects of mercury and removing all taints,

& Shingles.

30.000

C.
Which

Sc L'o.

the

stant relief

be

Lauc & Lillie,

__

dlw*

Clapboards

HIGHLY

is

Hand Work.

Reduced

For sale by

(Warranted 200 Varda.)

fc#l’Tbe colors

Qreally

HOGSHEADS Choice Triaidad
Molasnc*. Also
Barrel* and I A superior article for lam
Half Barrel*j
ily use.

Lry
5?
50

Co.

Spool Cotton
IT

FORMERLY

TRINIDADMOLASSES.

eodlm

Thread

Holyoke,

of the the firm of A. Gover & Co.,
having taken the store 145 Middle 8t.f (over
Shaws Hat Store) offers to his old customers a
large
*
stock of

Prices I
ALL STYLES OF FRAMES MADE TO ORDER.
26-d3t*
May

Nos. 18 & 20 School Street,

Merrick

CYRUS F. DAVIS,

CO.,

BOSTON.

PENNELL,

Picture Frames and Pictures,

LOW PRICE!

may 19

Free

Sawyer ? W. D.

it to be all and even more than y*u recommend if to
be. We have had it in the family 5 or 6 years, and I
have used it for everything and can truly say we
have never found its equal. I use it for weak back
and it acts like a charm. Mr Coombs has had a Fever Sore on his leg for thirty years and would be a
cripple to-day if he had not found a remedy in your
Salve. It keeps it healed, and takes out the iutlammation, proud flesh, and swelling, and does for him all
that he can ask. I can recommend it for a good
many things you have not, lor I use it for everything.
I consider it invaluable in a family. If you can put
this testimony together, and it can be of serviee to
you, you are welcome.
You can send me large boxes it you please, and a
few little ones. I can do better with the large ones.
Yours, iVrc., ELIZBETH COOMBS.

This

Chairman Co. Commissioners.

At

!

Fishing Tackle,

The following are a few selected from the multitude of recommendations in the possession of the
Agent.
[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick.)
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
Miss Sawyer.—I received vour letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let mo fake vour
Salve. I think I can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot get along without it. He has tried everything
else and has never found anything that healed his
leg as that Salve of yours, aiid we have both found

[From

18th.
J.

Conspiracy

fgfT"Admission 75 cents; secured seats $1.
The saleot seats will commence at Paine’s Music
Store on Monday morning, May 25th.
Doors open at 74; to commence at 7? o’clock.
May 23. dtd

vicinity

New Picture Frame Store.

A-

CHAS. A. SMITH &

Druggist,

re-

ou

MONDAY, May

REDUCED!!

STYLE OF WORKMANSHIP and
Although
QUALITY OF TRIMMINGS will be kept at the
SAME HIGH STANDARD that has characterized
our Garments for the PAST 35 YEARS, we Bhall
make such REDUCTION IN PRICES as will satisfy
every one that wishes
the

-AT

Retail

Recommendations.

Yellow and Mixed Corn.
Meal, Cracked Corn,

THOSE

the

or

CARDINAL RICHELIEU, EDWIN BOOTH.

WHOliRMALK DRUGOIMTH,

Miss
lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
Maine. She has devoted the best years of
her life to nursing the sick, aud has had more experience in the cure of obstinate diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and has also been consulted in more
cases of accidents,such as Bums, Scalds and Bruises
than any other person in New England, professional
or otherwise.
She l*as competed successfully with
the most able physicians in the States, as well as
with nurses and Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies tor the use in
certain diseases in her own practice. Among other
compounds she lias for many years made a Salve
which soon obtained an extensive Sale, and is
low in great demand abroad, as well as
in private families and among the hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and
in.the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning
lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast oi Maine. So popular did it become that while it was only put up in
old mustard boxes, without labels or the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite every State in the Union. The
demand finally became so extensive that she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of Rockland, to lake
charge of the business and supply the trade. The
agent is so well satisfied with the merits oi the Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and any one who gives it a
trial according to directions, ana is not satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the contends, aud
the money will berelunded. Full directions with
each box.

Family Flour,

our

IMPORTED TO OUR
and comprises all the

RICHELIEU,

ROBBINS,

Sawyer

85 Federal St.
WM. L. WILSON.

Feb 29-dtt

LA.RTE AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK

was

M.

County,

New Crop Teas.

We invite the attention of Gentlemen visiting Bcs-

Moat of which

PUT UP BY

Who is Miss

Middle St. 169.
Robert E. Mitchell.

May 20-dtt

tract

FOREIGN GOODS I

Eriday Evening:, May 29,

For sale in aU its

STORE,

at

Catalogue ut office.

ATTACHED
aoc.iontotbe

ITfE Have our White Lead ground expressly for
us and
warrant each biand to be exactly
what it is expressed as. Our Simon pure lead is admitted by all to be equal in quality, purity and
w idleness to
any lead manufactured, and we are prepared to furnish any quantity at the very lowest
prices. Dealers, Painters and Consumers will do
well to consult our prices before buying.

finer

and renovates the blood, Instils the vigor ot
health into the system, and purges out the humors

BOOTH.

EDWIN

...

Wholesale

Rockland, Maine.

In

110}

STYLES

HAMLET,

Nos. 40 At 48 .Middle

110>

OF

each.

MISS C. SAWYER

Wholesale and

cleanses

Vo,

H A.MLET, Prince of Denmark,

IF.

May i8-dtt

FINEST

$1.00

NEW DEPARTMENT OB’

L.

EXTRACT

heavy Gilt Frames,

Thursday Evening:, May 28,

great saving is made by taking large box.

AND

Great Reduction in Prices!

THE

A

and

PREPARED BY

HELMBOLD'S

C if They a e all mounted in
wnu h will be sold
with ihe Paintings.
must be sold without
reserve.

M.

value.

Notice to Gentlemen!

ton to

Theatre

—«AT

A

and
Ou Wedn<-briny nud 'I liureilny; Mof
‘•IS, at 3 P. HI. each day,
Catalogue, 130 011 Paintings, by some of the
best artists ol
Europe and America, will be on
exhibition Monday, P. M. until the hour of sale.—
'ihe attention oi those who desire to furnish their
dwellings with superb works ol art. is invited to
the exhibition and sale.
In this collection niav bo
found Lindsrapes, Figures, lli-t uieal and Religious
subjects, Interior ami Marine Views, Cattle Pieces,

Paints anti Varnishes.

PUT UP IN BOXES AT

25ct8, SOcts,

mankind arise irom corruption of ihe blood. Helmbold’s Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy ot the

AUCTION,

Linseed Oil,

FEW of the worst disorders that affect

139$

98
96

ments.

$1.00 PER DOZEN,
NOT A

Paintings!

Oil

AT

lug

a

day.

13pi

104]

you have

who has used
it in her town extensive treatment of the siek, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principle diseases for which this Salve is re
commended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Fe’ons, Pimples, Erysipelas, Sore
Eyes, Barber’s Itch, Dealness, Boi’sj Ring-worms,
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
Itch, Scald Head, Teething, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and Sores on
children.
Ii will never fail to cure Rheumatism i! properly
applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times
a day.
Tn several cases it has cured palsied limbs,
For PILES it has been discovered to be a sure remPersons
who have been afflicted for years
edy.
have been rel ieved by a few applieat’ons. For ERYSIPELASit works wonders, allaying the inflamnntion and quieting the patient.
For CHAPPED
HANDS it produces a cure immediately. Let those
with SALT RHEUM obtain this Salve, and apply it
freely, and they will find it invaluable. It is good
in case of SCROFULA and TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with it.
The best Salve ever invented tor SWOLLEN BREAST and SORE NIPPLES. No way injurious, but sure to afford relief.
SOKE or WEAK EYES—Kub it on the lids gently,
ouoe or twice a
Cures deafness by putting it
in the ears on a piece of cotton.
For PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
—apply the Salve at once and it gives immediate
relief. For OLD SORES, apply once a day.
For Horses and Cattle.—For Sores or bruises
ou Horsci or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, and
has astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses.
This Salve lias worked its own wav into notoriety,
and is a safe and sure remedy for all the above ail-

-AT-

the skin, and in

MASTER ROLES,

Supported by the

pain, however severe.
It is prepared by MISS SAWYER,

COLORS

Selling Cheap

10P$

HERE

Spring Cloakings,

BEWARE \

INJURIOUS EFECTS of Face Powdets

Choice

exhibition

ROBERT E. M1T0HELL.

OF THE

L V E J

salve combining soothing and
hea ing properties, with no dangerous ingredient.
A remedy at hand for the many pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which the flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad effect, but always relieving

169 middle St.

NEW

BOOTH,

IN 1IIS TWO

(Ut__

PATTEN dt CO.. Auctioneers,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST.

BY

ONLY !

America’s Greatest Tragedian,

flostoii

JUST OPENED AT

Some

1143
10$
110

S A.

the greatest value.

assistant of

Foreign Markets.
London, May 25— Afternoon.—Consols 94$@ 95 tor
money and 93$ @ 93$ tor account. Erie shates 45$.
Liverpool, May 25—Afternoon.—Cotton dull and
a shade easier; sales 7000
bales. Pork quiet and
steady. Lard dull. Petroleum dull. Sugar quiet.
Other articles unchanged.

Dispatches

Abyssinia report that the

l->tli ot May
march to the

°,f ‘It
A,?nu
revolutionists

an

ELEGAST

_H

a Li,

NIGHTS

IM> WI A

Sarsaparilla is

of

Mobile, May 25.—Cotton nominal.
Francisco, May 23.—Wheat 2 05 @ 2 15. Lc
gal Tenders 7i}c.

direction.

1?“’,

Concentrated Extract

San

Boston Stock List.
Sales at tho Brokers’ Board, May 25.
American Gold.
United States Coupons, May.
U S Coupon Sixes, 1881.
Unfed States 7-3>*s, June.
United States 5-20s, 18C2.
1864
July, 1865.
44
1867
United States Ton-forties.
Portland City Sixees 1877, (building loan).
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1S74.
York Manufacturing Company.
New Hampshire State Sixes, 1870.

St.

Jewelry!

i1^''
'ne/L'n

May 22.

B, M

Doors open at 7; Lecture to cominenoe ftt 8 o’clock.
Tickets aO cents. A limited number of which will
be t* sale at the usual places and at the door.
May 20. dtd

169.

MISS SAWYER’S

MONTHS, tlie] system naturally undergoes a change, and Helmbold’b Hiqbly

1%
Iv»Sr‘v

Subject, PECULIAR PEOPLE.

TIFO
IN THE SPRING

—

John B. Crouch, Esq.

C I TY

bales.

^

CONSTITUTIONAL ELECTION-.

Jackson, May 25.—Gen. Gillem has issued

Large Sign.
Middle

Memphis, May 23.—Cotton dull at 29 @ 30c lor

which measure! were taken to advance the interests of Chief Justice Chase in connection
with the Presidency.

order

169

Louisville, Mav 23.—Tobacco—ales 97hhds.; lugs
to tine leal 6 75 @ 16 00. Flour—superfine 8 00 @ 8 75.
Corn at 92 @ 95c. Oats 83 @ 85c. Wheat 2 50 @ 2 55.
Rve 2 10 @ 2 15. Cotton 28 @ 28}c tor Middlings.
Lard lg} @ 19c. Mess Pork 28 50. Bacon—shoulders
14c; clear sides 18c. Bulk shoulders 13}c; clear sides
17c.
Whiskey nominal.

Middling; receipis32 bales; exports 347

BY

T store 229 Congress
Street, next to Citv HuildInv, tb*r entire f»to<k in Haiti store, countering of
L:nei>s, O l ( lollies, Clothing,
*V,
Goods, Housek epiug HocUh,
v£n
and El ite I Ware.
Faue> UcmhIh, &c. Sale to comir
M*y 23d, at 71 o’clock, and
V'the
ell eyery eu n.ng until
stock is sold.
Ihis offers a fine opportunity t„ parties who ar*
nsy during the day. Eveiv article sold without rcE. O. BAILEY, Auct.
irve.

^ .iViii

Wednesday Evening, May 427th,

store

new

Variety Store at Au<$
tion, Evenings.

a

\

■

ox-

can

ROBERT E. M1T0HELL.

nferior to ordinary 15 @ 16}c. Sheep and Lambs firm
witli a moderate supply; extras 10 @
10}c; prime 9
@9|c; common to good 7}@8}c; inferior 6}@7c.
Hogs without activity, }c lower offering; 2216 head
at Communipiw and 35 car loads at 14 th street; heavy
corn fed 9} @ 9}; light to good 8} @
9}c.

CHASE AND THE PRESIDENCY.

au

be seen at tbe very attractive
of

bbls.;

State and Western dull and slightly in buyer's favor;
superfine State 8 25 @ 9 00; extra 9 20 @ 10 30; round
lioop Ohio 9 75 @ 15 50; extra Western 9 25 @ 10 50;
White Wheat extra 11 65 @ 13 00; Southern dull;
sales 680 bbls.; cxtra9 90 @ 14 95; California dull and
declining; sales 1450 sacks at 11 25 @ 13 75. Wheat 3
@ 4c better with a moderate demand lor export and
home trade; sale- 4100hush.; Chicago Spring No. 2 at
2 20 @ 2 25; No. 1 at 2 31; Nos. 1 and 2 Mixed 2 25}.
Corn opened a shade firmer; sales 141,000 bush.; closed without decided change; new .Mixed Western 1 09
@111 afloat, closing at 1 0(j @ 11. Oats 1 @ l}e better; sales 71,000 bush.; Western 87c iu store and 87}
@ 88c afloat. Beet steady. Pork steady and quiet;
sales 1750 bbls.; new mess 28 80 @ 28 87, dosing at
28 80 rogulor. Lard firmer; sales 1150 bbls. at 18 @
lttjc. Butter quiet: Obio 25 @ 30c; State 30 @ 32c.
Whiskey quiet, coitnu nominally unchanged; sales
250 bales; Middling uplands30} @ 31c, closingwitlino
buyers over 30}c. Rice quiet. Sugar steady and very
quiet; sales 50 hhds.; Muscovado 11 }c. Coffee nominally unchanged. Molasses firm and quiet. Naval
Stores lower; Spirits Turpentine 51 @ 51}c. Oils
quiet. Petroleum quiet; crude 13c; refined bonded
30c. Freights to Liverpool a shade firmer; Corn and
Wheat per steamer 6} @ 6}d.

meeting was held at Fifth Aveuue Hotel
Saturday night of leading Democratic politicians, presided over by A. Oakey Hall, at

making

Ever ottered tor sale in this market

SALES.

,JJ®*,®1

HALL!

—

CAMBRICS

took of

will be delivered

the course
at

oi

CITY

FRENCH

the skin.

and all eruptions of

The closing Lecture

AUCTION

A.

JL.

KEU

spots, pimples, motb patches,

Domestic

A

RAILROAD CATASTROPHE.

the handsomest lot of

994,749.

Markets.
New York. May 25.—Flour—sales 6,800

EM T EB1AISM ENTS.

M.

Helmbold’s

of

Extract Sarsaparilla.

>

black

removes

use

lloj;

on

THE ERIF.

COMPLEXION follows t’.e

NEW DESIGNS

YORK.

MOVEMENT IN FAVOR OF CHARLES FRANCIS
AMS FOR THE VICE PRESIDENCY.

The joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to issue supplies to Professor
Powell and party, engaged in the survey of the
Colorado river was* passed by a vote of 25 to 7.

Stock nud Motley Market.
New York, May 25 —Money very easy at 4 ® 5
With some business at 3. Sterling
per cent, on call,
Exchange quiet at 110@ 110}. Gold lirmer. closing
at 140; ti c Assistant Treasurer sold none.
Governments higher with an active general demand, closing
strong. Hmry Clewes & Co. turnisli the tollowing
4 3 qui t tnoiis;—Coupon 6’s 1881,115} @ 1153; do 6’s
18S2.110} ® 1108; do 1864 108} @ 108}; do 1865,108} @
109; do new, 11CJ (g
do 1867,110} @ 110}; 10-40’s,
T'ej «105i; 7-30 s, 108} @ 108}. It is said 1862 5-20s
and 10-108 will Boon be introduced on the Paris
Bourse. The conversions of 7-30s are
expected to
reach $30,009,000 in balance this
month, which wi.l
leave lets than $ 100,000,000 to be retired between June
1
y and J uly 15th. The Assistant Treasurer converted to-day $3,440,000 of 7-30s.
Stocks active and buoyant throughout the. day, closing strong at a slight reaction from the highest point.
The following are 5.30 figuresCanton, 50 @50*;
C imberiand 35* @ 35*; Adams’ Express, 574 @ 57*;
Pacific Ma i. 95 @95*; N. Y. Central, 130* @130*:
Erie, i»9| @ 69*; do preferred, 76* @76*; Hudson. 138
@ 138* ; Reading, 9a @ 94*; Michigan Central, 1184 @
119: Michigan Southern, 88 @ 88*; Illinois CeutraL
1475 @148; Cleveland & Pittsburg, 88* @ 884; Toledo, 199* @ 109*; Rock Island, 96 @ 96*; Chicago &
North Western, 67* @ G7*; do preferred, 78* @79;
Fort Wayne, 110 @ 110*.
Mining shares *iull siea y; Smith & Parmalee 250;
Quartz Hill 95; Gregory 300
The receipts at the Sub-Treasury to-day amounted t» $8,033,495; payments $9,726,891; balance $100,-

MISCELLANEOUS.

A CLEAR SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIFUL

It

New VorU

MISCELLANEOUS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.
Concentrate

COMMERCIAL.

a

to

passed.

Several uuimportaut executive communications were presented and referred. Adjourned.

offered

revolutionists had invaded the district
cries lor
pas, aud captured the town amid
Marquez and Arequi.
Two military colonies have been established
in Yucatan by the Mexican government.
of
tiody
Pal

9

THE

Grist Mill tor Sale.
well known (iris! Mill situated in Cape Eliza

Also :.() *eet ol
keth now in running order.
21 inch shotting and 20 leet ot 2 Inch shading with
million
For let ms and further particular!* apply
No. 40 Uanforlh St.
at the Mill, or

Portland, April 24, 1808,

codtl

HOTELS.

INSURANCE.

Poetry.

Hotel

Wild Violet.

The

Beautiful violet! daughter of May,
Blooming so modestly “out ol the way,
Under the tangle and down by the brook,
in some shady nook,
Up on the hill-side
Always and ever trying to play
Hide-go-seek with the sun’s golden lay.

day,

an

end

ess

May.
Beautiful violet! when Iain laid
Under fhe willow—beneath its cool shade,
Will you not come then aud bloom by me

there,
Filling with sweetness the sott evening air?
Say, will you not come and over me lay
Your mantle of blue, fair daughter of

May?

Augusta.
House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor}

Augusta

Bangor*
Penobscot

EVERY

SISTER

see that her Father
ouce and secure a Policy in

SHOULD
go at

and Brothers

the

Mutual Life Insurance Company,
OP

Mlseollttny.

HARTFORD,

Over

A.

Woodward, Proprietor.

Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Pio-

Boston.
American House, Hanover st. S. Rice Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co.,
Revere House, Bowdoin

ham, Wrisley

&

Square, Bulfinch,
Co., Proprietors.

Bing-

House. Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.

Tremont

A^els

£18,000,000

yaut’s l*oud.

Bi
OO.

Bryant’s Pond House—N. B. Crockett, Proprie-

I if Div (lends for Tweuty Years have averaged
than 50 per cent.

tor.

more

JBethel.

PLUMMER & SONS,

2.

Gcucral .Vjji-nln
Mainr null the

l-'o.

OjJIce

A’o.

30

Briti.h

Province.,

Exchange

Street,

POUTXjAND,

April 23.

janlStl

Ch andler House, F. S. Cliamller & Co., Prop’rs,
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

Bridgtou Center, Me
Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor1
Damariscotta.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprietors.
Danville Junction.
Clark's Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
Dirficld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.
Lewiston.
Lewiston House, Chapel St., J. B. Hill & Co.

Proprietors.

ATLANTIC
51

Company.

WaU 67, cor. William, NEW YORK,

January,

2M2w_A.

Norridgewock.
Norway.
Elm House, Main St.
W. W. Whitmaisli, Proprietor.

whole prolits ol the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the PremiThe

terminated during the year; and lor which Ccrt ideates* are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, lor 1867.

ums

The company has A *»ct*, over Thirteen
Million Dollar*, viz:
United States aud State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864.485
Loftttffsecured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
.Jeal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,868
Cash in Bank
373,374

Albion

Portland.
117 Federal Street, J. G.

House,

Perry,

Proprietor.
American House. India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commeri ial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
H. O. Cram, Proprietor.
Cumberland House, Greeu St. J.O. Kidder. Proprietor.
City H tel, Corner (f Congress and Green street,
John P. Davis & Co.
Preble House, Congress St.

$13,108,177
It is not always that the lawyer gets the
best of it in tbe examination of a witness.
When the tables are turned upon him it
seems allowable to
indulge in an audible
smile. Recently, in one of the interior counties of this State, the District Attorney, a
clever geutleman and good lawyer, was crossexamining a witness and endeavoring to
to throw discredit upon his testimony.
The

S. B. Krogman, Pro-

prietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop’r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Taylor, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
N. J. Davis, Proprietor
Walker House, Opposite Boston Depot, Adams &

Paul, Proprietors.

Roof House, near the
.Park, containing seventeen nicely finished
rooms, hot and cild water, and all ihe mod-

together
jern improvements,
[stahlo and line garden spot.

with a good
No pains or
has been spared in the getting un
ol this house, either in workmanship or
materials
The lot contains about 6000 square feet.
It will be
sold on very easy terms of payment
Apnlv lo
W. H. JERRIS,
mayl3 dtfReal Estate Agent, Portland.
expense

Royal Phelps,

Caleb Burstow,
A. P.Pillot.
Wm. E. Dodge,'
Frarcis Skiddy,
David Lane,

“What for?”
“Assault and battery, and paid my fine.”
This wasnot bad enough. Sometimes good
men will pay a tine for Hie
privilege of knocking down a blackguard, and therefore Mr
went

“Were you

groping in the
in prison ?”

on

ever

“No—yes. Come to think I was.”
Then, with the light of expectation breaking
all over his expansive coi.ntenauce, Mr. Attorney chuckles: “Oh! you were in prison,
were you?
Where were you in prison. Sir?”
“At Andersonville. Was taken prisoner by
Amidst a storm of applause, the cheers of
the multitude, and the musketry-like rattle
ot hobnailed hoots, tlie legal gentleman ceased to pester tlie ex-warrior.— Harper’s

W. H. H. Moore,2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

J, H.Chapman,Secretary.

Applications tor Insurance made to
John W. nuiiger,

Office 166 Fore St., Portland.
6—dlm&eodtojanl’69&w6w

Feb

CARD,"

BOOK,

Monthly.

City Academy.
SCHOOL FOB HOTS.

term

begins
Monday
SUMMER
and continues ten weeks.
on

May 25tli,

Printing Office,

Joli

DISEASES.

Magical•
It is an unfailing remedy in all cases of Neuoften effeetiDg a perfect cure in less
than twenty-four hours, from the use ot no more
than TWO OR THREE PILLS.
No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Disease
has failed to yield to Ibis

ralgia Facialis,

Wonderful Remedial Agent.
cases of Chronic Neuralia and
derangements—ofmany yearssianding—aftecting the entire system,its use fora lew days,
or a tew weeks at the utmost.alwavs affords the most
astonishing relief, and very rarely fails to produce a
complete and permanent cure.
®3r“*It contains no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree iniurious, even to the most delicate
system, and can always to be used with
PERFECTSAFETY.
It has long been in constant use by many of our

Even in the severest

general

nervous

For Sale.
valuable and desirable Residence
miah Dow, Esq, of thiB city, with about
THE
of

AS
On the

USUAI,

Opening

Merchant

Aud continue ten weeks.

PROPRIETOR.

Principal.

of

favorable terms.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire ot
May 9th, 1868, >13w93 Exchange

No. 137 Middle

and Best

The Latest

TIIOB, II. MEAD) Secretary.
North Bridgton, April 18, 1808.

a

Grand Trunk
consists ol about
Depot m
one hundred and twenty acres of laud,
thirty ol
which is heavily wooded, and the balance conveniently divided into pasturage and tillage. The buildings are a good old fashioned two story house, the
frame of which is white oak.
A good baru eighty
feet long, with cellar and other necessary outbuildThe location is very desirable, and the soi.' as
ings
good as any In the County. A part or the whole will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars enquire ot
DU. E. N.
Near the premises.
apr29dlm*

TUKKSBURY,

Land tor Sale.
valuable lot of laud

THE
ed by

—OF—

Type,

54 Sc 5ti Middle Btreet.

No.

Work.

Job

Maine.

(Established 1856 )
received into llie family of the Prinwhere they enjoy the privileges ot a pleasare

experienced

ami

ed,

and

the

highest style

Printing

of

ot

workmen

are

employ-

every description executed in

they need.

EATON RKOTHGR8.

April 4-eodtf

_mar31-dtf
Seaside Country
Residence tor
Sale.
good 11 story dwelling House and tortyA

goods and learn

May

NASH,

179 Fore Street.

dtf

2.

prices.

our

LEWIS &

FOSTER

CO.,

A

Proprietors of the

Portland and Forest

Druggists*

O.ty Dye House.

great facilities for cleansing Carpets. Leave
HAVE
your orders at No. 315Congress Street, and your
will be sent for and

CIRCULARS,

PRICE

Carpets

March 18.

returned,

eod4m*

free ot

charge.

75 cenlM.

HAND-BILLS
placed

before

ublic

posed ot such perfect ingredients lor promoting the
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
desired position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wirylook. It prevents all imtafed, itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre, Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
State

Town

Assayer’s Office, l
st., Boston. )

French Axmiusters.

Reports,

WITH BORDERS TO MATCH.
Also—Another invoice of French Patterns.

Labels

Department,

SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1808.
Advertisement.
Medlca1 Board, to consist ot Surgeon
A
; Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U. S. A., Surgeon II. K. Winz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A., Sur-

OF

»

Business

Cards,

Wedding Cards,

PHELAN
COLLENDER’S NEW IMPROVED COMBINATION CUSHIONS, patented November 26,1867.
Old Tables recusuioned
with the above New Combination Cushions tor $75
per set. These New Cushions have proved, by actual use, to excel all other styles ever made.
Tables of all styles and finish constantly on hand.
Also. Phelan & Collender’s Combined DINING and
BILLIARD TABLES.
J. E. CAME & CO.,
174 Sudbury Street, Boston.
March 31, 1868. eod3m

tbirtylnine^11®’

MANUFACTURERS. MACHINISTS, and all
TOatthose
using
dealing in Oils, Ioiler the annexed

Tags,

the Lowest Prices.

Checks

Cellar Stone tor Sale.

be?

Cheap

comer

nt luni.ii-

For Sale.
TWO Horse Peddling Cart, at a low price. Also a new Set ol Wneels, well
seasoned, suitable
for a two horse wagon. Enquire ol
GT-^r*Also a Sorrell Horse, kind and sound, weighs
about <J3Q lbs.

A

as

the

or

Cottage house, contaiuing
large parlor, sitting room, dining
room, kitchen, store roo'i»,five good
chambers, with plenty of closet
room, cemented cellar and large
brick cistern; being the property known as tho
About two acres ot good land, also
Dodge Place
barn, carriage bouse and wood house.
Upon the place are 80 Apple and Pear Trees, together with Grape Vines, Currant an 1 Gooseberry
Bushes, and and an abundance of hard and soft wa-

SPERM,
WHALE,

H. K.

Portland,
GRIGGS,
Saccarappa.

LARD

109

Kxchango. street.

Great Inducements Offered,
parties having from $200 to $2000 capital*. Sate
TOinvestment,
which patties csid be convinced of
hy applying to the N. E. Novelty Co., 99 Middle St
up one flight.
may 21-dtf
Tents.

A

Whart

r

*

*ul‘ply of Tents, of all sizes, for sale

Com“*6rcJal Street,

head

ot

Widgery’s

P.

In

Building

the

Street,
known

well

the

as

they

customers

an

EXTENSIVE STOVE

Wliale

Oils,

LUBRICATING OILS of various kinds,
such as are warranted to give satisfaction tor Heavy
and Light Machinery, at less cost than common Oils.
Sperm, Adamantine, and Paraffine Wax Candles,
best in the Market.
TVM* A* HYDE
217 Fore St., Portland.
April 18-eod3m

Have,

retail

for

LARGE STOCK of

a

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
For Men’s, Women’s, Misses, Boy’s and Children’s

First Class

Furniture 1

PARLOR,

We have in store

CHAMBER,
and

Together with

Common Grades oi Work,
At

prices to Btiit the most economical.
27-dtf

Mar

Kemoval.
at the
HAVING

Mead

of

a

OAK

LEATHER BELTS.

Hoyt’s Premium Oak Leather Belts—the most perfect article iu the market.
Page’s Patent Lace Leather.
Black’s Belt Studs.
Self-Lubricating Steam Engine Packing, &c, &c.
May 2eod3m

Wharf,

South Side of Commercial Street,
On said wharf, I am now able to offer to the trade
good assortment of Long and Short

E

a

UMBER,
Under

cover

Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

Doors,

Sashes and Blinds l

constantly on hand and tor sale by
R. DEERING,

Appeaser!

The Greatest Discovery of the Age,

R

E

M

H. M

O

A. L

y

BBE

MO.

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be found a
lull assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

IT hie brill,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
has removed to 144$ Exchange Street, opposite present Post Office.
julyddtf

W.

O

V

Counsellor
And

A L

at

Solicitor of

!

Law,

Patent*,

and internally, for all
Liniment is used, and
to any preparation that the skill of man

is superior
has yet discovered.
As an external remedy it has never been excelled.
IT WILL CURE
Sprains, Burns, Bruises, Pains in the Head, Chest,
Side or Back; Pains and Sores in the bones
and Muscles; Pains and Stiffness in the
Joints; Ifeuraigia, Lotic Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; Cholera

Chilblains;

(■am

&c.

Dirctions for the use ot this Valuable Pain Destroyer in all the various diseases, will be found
arou nd each bottle.
It is an indispensable medicine iu every lamily
who desire to b« provided with a satis and reliable
remedy for all the above ailments.
Manufactured and tor sale at wholesale, by
ATWOOD & HALL, Bangor, Me.
W. W WHIPPLE & CO., Agents for Portland,
21 Market Square.
fel>27eodtf

newTIdeaT

a

Great

Inducements!
OFFERED TO

Milliners, Dress Makers and
Country Merchants,
New

York

Branch I

E. LATNER d* CO.,
Are ready to offer great bargains for the TRADE

GAS

FULLER,

PORTLAND, ME.
JKgency for Paying: U. S. Pensions.
1
I Ojjice Merchants' Rational Bank Building,
J
Exchange St, up stairs.
com in unications wil' receive prompt attention, aud should be addressed to
M. A. BLANCHARD,
Pension Agent,
April tjS-d&wlin

in

done

%

and

Hounet

120,

Frames,

Goods !

IN great variety.

Styles and Shapes!

French.
BONNET

Flowers,

SILKS AND

VELVETS.

A full line ot black and colored Velvet Ribbons of
the best brands. Black and colored Dotted Laces.
Edgings Ditto. Plain and Frosted Silk Illusions &
As we are connected with a large
Jobbing House,
at Canal st in Sew York, and as we purchase all our
goods either at the large auctiou sales or direct of
importers and manufacturers, thus we will be enabled to sell them at the Lowest New York Wholesale Price*. Milliners and Mer. bants will find it
to their own advantage, by
their goods of
us
As we will sell to them by the yabd or any
LENGTH of a piece, and by the single Hal at the same
price as jobbers would have charged by the DOZEN

purchasing

or

FULL PIECES.

Remember the

place:

FIKST AND ONLY

Button-Hole Makiug and Sewing
Machine Combined.
That

has made its advent in this

any

or

other

At Reduced Prices I
No. 96 Federal Street,
POKTLAND, ME.
u it o w rsr

l
s
April 29dtf

DR. JOHNSON’S

Sea

Foam

Dentifrice

l

Preparation is recommended by eminent
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use, for cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in tact it cannot be excelled.
It acts not oul> as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit or acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
October 30.

d

STABLE.

undersigned, formerly Superintendent
THE
Horse Railroad, respectfully in
bis friends

of the

(orms

the public generally that he lias leased the new
Stable on Plum 8treet for a term of years,
where he will keep a first-class Boarding and Bait-

and

ng Stable.

Also, constantly on hand good work horses and
entlemen’s driving horses lor sale.
ESP'CiJood, Teams to Let.

martldtt

J

A.

UtTHEWM.

SEEB>,_SEEI> !
2200 BUSHELS

Also

a

Sacks Red

Top.
Bushels Golden Drop Spring Wheat.
Buishels Millett.

Bushels

large

and

Hungarian

Seed.

select assortment ol Vegetable
Wholesale and Retail, at

Agricultural

KEKDALL

May

and

Warehouse

&

WHITNEY.

Portland, Feb26th, 1868.

Messrs.OHUROHLL, BROWNS & MANSON
Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports ot the Island, and their connections with the
first class Houses ol the Island, make this a desirable mode toi parties wishing to ship Goods to that

dc16tf

Manufactured to order at
No.

51

shori

notice.

Spiral

Beater 1

Egg

and best, easiest cleaned, costs less, works
easier, and is the best EGG BEATER ever otter-

LATEST
ed to the

public.

CHILDREN’S
a

large

CARRIAGES!

assortment

just received.

Schooley & Winship.8 patent, upright and chest
form, Water Coolers, Ice Cream Freezers and Moulds.
Also a large assortment of Tin, Japan and Wo den

All kinds of Plain and

they

IN

II ALL’S

AND

institutions. For
LOWELL & SENTER,
64 Exchange Street.

New York Branch. 333 Congress Hi reel,
Between Oasco and Oak sts, Portland, Me.
F. Latneh.
M. M. Kbidkl.
May 11 dim

the

Apothecary

They have just received
didjassortment of

Satins

from

New York

and Rich

a

splen-

Silks,

variety oi color tor Trimmings.
New Styles of Gimps and Fringes,
In every

Rich Guipure and Thread Laces,
Silk Velvets in All Colors,
Scarf., Collar, aud Glorm.
B3F* ALSO, A VARIETY OF FANCY GOODS.
April 18-U2w«iteu(14w

Street, Portlandf

EUREKA!

Afflicted with Diaplaccd Uterus.
“Behold l bring you glad tidings of great joy."
VOU can be restored to health. Yes, by a simple
X method you can cure yourselves, and that without the trouble and expense ot leaving heme.
No
drugs used to injure the constitution.
For further inhumation enclose stamp tor circular
MRS. M. E. COX, M. D.,
to
may25-dlw*
Portland, Me.
Womeu

plain manner,

a

strictly confidential,

strument out of tune.
Also keeps on hand Piano Fortes ot the best styles
and tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
dcOeotlly
|y Price list sent by mail.

Horse for Sale.
^ Kood Gentleman’s
c..
driving Horse.
years old this spring, and can road
twelve
miles an hour. Stands 14 hands
rT7A
“> ,weighs about nine hundred and tiltv. ’-olor, o
Sorrel. A very handsome and proud
driver. Enquire of
J. W. McDUFFEE'
Cor. Union and Middle St, Portland.
May 1-dtf

/l^jf\?0Y?n

w1111 au

K. Dt

WEEK.
RICHMOND,

OF

unison,

.Mast, r,

will

Wlr.rl loot ol State St.,
2^itelUC,<'aTe
■naMm-ray MONDAY, WEDNEaDAY, ami
Evening at 10 o’clock

or

on

the

arrival

Express Train lioni Boston, (oitihlng at Rockland.
Carnuen, Belfast, Soarbport, Winteritoit and liamp-

of

WEDNESDAY,

lcuvu Bangor, every

anil

FRIDAY,

ROSS *
Oeneral A gouts,

,,

MONDAY.
(PcUtcIc

mottling at 6

touchimt at tlie above nameii landings.
For particulars enquire ol'

STURDIVANT,

tin Commercial St.
dtt

CREATE.V KEUl'CtD RATES

TO

CALIFORNIA!

49 1-9 Exchange Hired, Portland.
Mar 13-dtt

Agents.

Lino.

Stouiu^toii
«B£1T
I

REDUCTION IN

FARM

BETWEEN

WflfttfflrgP

*^^^®*Bosto r & B ew Yoik
Cuban 93.
SHORTEST And MOST DIRECT ROtfTK!
Inside Liue, via Stoningiou!
Connecting with the New and Elegant Side-Wheel
Steamers

NABBAGANMTT,

and

STONINGTON,

Capt. Geo. B. Hull.
Capt. Wu. M. Jones,
Passengers will take Steamboat Express Train at
Railroad
Boston and Providence
Depot, Pleasant
Strees at I* P. !?!.. connecting at Stoninglon with
lor an early supin
time
steamers
the above splendid
mornper, and arriving in New York the following
trains.
the
ing in lime for all
early
N. B.—The steamers 01 this line touch at loot of
19th Street. East River, to land passengers for the up
town Hotels, and the Harlem and the Hudson River
Railroad Depots.
Regular Lauding In New York,
PIER NO. 33 NORTH RIVER,
One Pier above the 1* rie Railroad.
TICKETS, BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
at 134 Washington Street; also at Boston and
Providence Railroad Station.

J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent.

May 4.1868

dim

For Waldoboro’. Damariscotta
~~v//Seauier “€ hint. llo»»nhlou,” ALDEN WINCH EN
BACH. Master, will leave
ATI .A NTl'J WHAUK. Forth
£—land, every WhDNhSDAY
morning, at 7 o’clock for Booth bay. Found Pond and
Waldoboro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o’clock lor Booth bay, Hodgdon’s Mills and Lamariscotta.
RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday. and Waldoboro every Friday at 7 o’clock A.
M, tor Portland and intermediate landings.
BP* Freight received at Atlantic Whart for Waldoboro every Tuesday, and lor Damariscotta every

Z

tMb’fc* Q

HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
McLAUGHLIN &Ctfc

CHAS.

Calais St. Joha.

nigby jW iudsor & Hnliihx.
ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

WEES.

PUB

TWO TKIF8

ON and after MONDAY Ap.il IStli,

jot the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
3?Capt E. B. Winchester, and the si earn

V

dB_SSer NEW ENGLAND, < apt. B. Field,
will leave Railroad Wliait, toot ot State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5 o’clock P. M,t
tor Eastport a no St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastrort on

days.
Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews, Kobbinstou and Calais,
and with N. B. & C. Kailwav for Woodstock an l
Houlton stations.
Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A. Kai.w.i
for Shediac and Intermediate slatio s; and wit
Steamer EMPRESS tor Digby,Windsor and Halitax
same

and with Steamer tbr Fredericton.
flT”Freighc received on days ot sailing until 4 o’clk
P. M.
A. #. STUBBS
Apl 15dtf
Agent.

BRISTOL
LINE
TO

NEW

YORK
VIA

Only One Hour Thirty

Minutes

BY RAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
leave Booloii and i’rovidcuce Railroad *ltaiioa daily (Sundays
at 5.3(1
P. M., connecting with the New and Elegant
Steamers Providence, CAPT. SIMMONS, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. RriJtol. CAPT.
BKAYTON, on 'Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

CARS

excepted),

days.
lassengers by

line to

this

PHILADELPHIA,

BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON can connect with
the New Jersey, Camden anti Amboy Railroad. Baggage checked through.
Tickets, Berths anti State-Rooms
tiee ot the Company,

secured at the ot-

NO. 3 OLD STATE
and at
road.

HOUSE,

the Station of Boston and Providence Rail-

GEO. SHIV ERICH,
Jan 17,1868.

H. O. BRIGGS,
General Manager

Agent.
dly

!

be returned, It desired.
Address:

NATHAN

No. 137 Middle Street
(UP STAIRS,)

Having just returned trom Market

Boys’ Wear

Men’s and
is

ready

Portland, Ire.

to

t

make them into Garments of all kinds,
in the

BEST

STYLE!
AND

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

At tlic

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, wi o
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. *4
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the r

especial accommodation.

I>r. H.’h Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in etheacy and superior virtue in regulating a>i
Female Irregularities. Their action is ej»eciflc and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA1XIKS will find it invaluable in a U case* of
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, ami may be takt n
with perfect safetv at all times.
Sent to any part of thecountry, with full

ob-

Lowest Prices.

All Garments Warranted.
k# CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL oi.u cvnioukrs
and everybody else
themselves.

are

invited to

call and

NATHAN

April 1,

directions,

_

a

FOR

No. 14 Preble Street.

by addressing
Uul.l865d&w.

with

First Class Stock ot Cloths I

mid wLl

DB. J. B. HUGHES,

Next door to the Preble House,
9ST“ Send a Stamp for Circular.

GOOLD,

Merchant Tailor,

rtescrii

HUGHES,
*£.R.
Street, Portland.

1868.

C400LD.

SALE,
powek

Portable. Engine.
o

for

__

eight house

ONE

see

(ltt

FOB

No. 14 Preble

PABLOK SUITS,
NAliE—At Manufacturers and Importers prices. A chance to buy new
JLouujres, Spring Beds and Betiding,
Watches at half price.
Everybody ?hould send for
circular and price list, giving lull particulars, which
Manufactured to order at short notice.
will be sent FiiEK on application to SAVORY &
No# 31 Free Street.
CO., 18 Hanover st, Boston, Mass.
inay!9dlm I
Mar 21-dtt

WATCH

..Steamer CITY

the appropriate remedhs

will be forwarded
immediately.
All Lurrespoudence

The Orsan is the best Reed Instrumcntnowin use,
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone. The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis y the ear.
A iso improved Melodeona. the latest of which is a
newly arranged Sw ell, which dpes not put (he in-

Bangor.

PER

BRISTOL, R. I.

There are many men of the age of thirty who aie
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting er burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manOn examining
ner the patient cannot account for.
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often l e
small
of
sometimes
and
particles
semen or a’found,
bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milk
Ish hue. again < hanging to a dark and turbid appealauce. There are many men who die of this ditlicultv
*
iguorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases pnd a
fall and healthy restoration of the urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot
personally consult the Dr
can do 80 by Willing, In a

MAINE.

1

EUREKAl

afflicted,

a,.Vl

H. Hay.

TRIES

middle-Aged Men.

HASTINGS,

business at

Store of H.

ti

Inside Line to
THREE

Eastport,

young men with the above disease, some »t
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption; and by their friends are supi*osed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

Organs ami Melodeons
No. 15 Chestnut

/clock, P.

wecl£.
l.UO
Freight taken as us ual.
L. BILLINUS, Agent.
May 8,1868-dtt

Or

more

P.

7o’clock

ut 7

Cabin fare,.

Enquire of

hy Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,- a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit n
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a ilay passes but we are consulted by one cr

lor families and

may4d6m

with a large
State Rooms,

Apr 18-dtt

Mow Huy Thailand! Can Testify to V his

Batteries,

INTo. 1G5 Middle St.,
Opopsite

Boston,everyday

Have Confidence.

Electro Medical Instruments.
and Galvanic

follows:

Adamic Wharf, Portlano

Friday.

All who have committed an excess ot any kind
whi tiier it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rjbuke of misplaced confidence in raaturer yean,
SEEK FOR AH ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervoi s
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the cousummatiou that is sure to fo
low; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

C. €. TOLMAN, Agent.

Have resumed

ft Leaving

season as

and India Whan,
M, (Suuuayg excepted.)

HIS

fiursues

Fancy Boxes.

BEAL GERMAN CANARIES,
splendid singers, can be found at No. 29 Market
dim

AT

orable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
jt is a point generally conceded by the best sypiulogr?
dhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The Inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opi>ortunity nor time to mak
himself acquainted with tlieir pathology, common y
one system of treatment, in most cases mating an indisc riminate use of that antiquated and dargerous weapon, the Mercury.

Ware.

May 14.

FOUND

BE

Cuutiou to tMe Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, who. e
preparatory studies tit him tbr all the duties ho mm l
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The untbrtuuate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made mis

E. W, WEIGHT.

11-dim

superior sea-going

‘‘ipat great expense
nuiubt r Of beautiful

1
the

anding

170 Washington 8t., Boston.
Orders respectfully solicited.
Promptness and Satisiaction Warranted.

WM.

...

will run

Devoting

Of the latest improved Style and Tone, Manufactured by

REFRIGERATORS,

noddtt

WHERE

Fittings,

TUBERS AND DEALERS

and

new

And Intermediate Landings.

be can be consulted privately, and wl h
the utmost contideuce by tbe
at
hours daily, and lrom 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are guttering under tie
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or tbe terrible vice of selt-abusc.
bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
s
or recently contracted,
entirely removing tl e
dregs ot disease from the system, and making a perfect and permanent cure.
Ho would call the attention of the attiictod to tie
I act of his long-standing and well-ear nad reputaticn
f lrnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

NOVELTY PAPER BOX CO.

use

The

J0WN BROOKS, and
MONTKKAL. having been fitted

Street,

busi-

as

Arrangement/

SiS2S£f#

Neil the Preble House,

be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most lashionable styles.
We invito persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.
C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland, Me.
September 12. dtf

the best in
sale by

Summer

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, International
Steamship Co
Ho. 14 Preble

Philosophical Instruments !

SENSE

R. R.

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

1,1866

CAN

can

Mar 21-dtf

COMMON

our

Oratiugs, Pumps, Ac., Ac.,
prepared to furnish them as low

May

for boston.

ARRAN orJSMENT.

DR. J. B. HUGHS.

DREW, Agent.

are now

Magnetic

Free street.

Nov.

IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

MANUFA

mJtrr-

May

W. I). LITTLE iC CO.,

nBnSffffgan On and after Monday, April 15th.
%%yiMI|§a>wrurrent. trains will leave Portland loi
Bangor and all intermediate station on this Tine, a
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at
7.40 A. M.
nr*Freight trains for Waterville and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at8.25 A.M,
Train Iroin Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M
In season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.

Gas Fixtures !

Steam and Gas

and

most convenient und com tor table route lor travelers
between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Boom $5. Cabin Passage |4,
Meals extra.
Goo s forwarded to and from Mont
veal, Quebec,
Halilax. St. John, and all part# of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their
height to the Steamers
a» earty us 4 p. n, ou the days
they le ive Portland.
For freight or passa e
apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait’s Wharl, Port laud.
K R- Kew YurkAME8’

dtr

cess.

PAKLOU SUITS,
Spring Beds and Bedding

Lounge^

SPRING

1351-2, Middle street, Portland Me.

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with
ness of

fe27d3mis

Advances made on Goods to the
Island ol Cuba.

GEO. W.

see us.

2

Gas Fixtures!

TIMOTHY,

8,000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
lOO
150
50
lOO

This Machine is warrante 1 to execute to the highest degree ot perfection all kinds ol Stitching, Hemming, Felling, 'Tucking, Braiding, Quilting, Gathering and Seictng, etc., and all kinds of work done
on any other Machine.
It also worVs a beautiful
Button-hole, embroiders over the edge of fabrics,
works Eye-let holes and makes the over-seaming
stitch, by which sheets and pillow-cases are made as
by hand, feats which no other machine can do, hence
us we can do every kind ol sewing all oth-rs can d»
and several kinds none others can, ours is unquestion
ably tar in advance of any othtr Machine in the market, and is the best to buv.we have establish d a permanent agency at 135 1-2
Mi die stieet (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody in the city and vicinity call an I see these
wonderful Machines. Examine into their merits—
see what beautitul work they will do—and get a sample ot the work.
The lady in charge ot the Machines will take pleasure in showing and explaining them to all who may
favor her with a call, and we earnestly invite all to
call and see them in operation before purchasing. A
Sewing Machine is to last a lile time, and hence the
one that will do the greatest range of work, and do
it the best, is the one to buy.
We have sold nearly a hundred of these Machines
in Concord, N. H., and vicinity, and every one speaks
in tlie highest praise of them. Call and get a circular of recommendations.
All kinds ot silk and cotton thread, and the best
Machine nil lor sale.
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
all who purchase Machines.
All kinds ot plain and fancy stitching done to or-

der.
Call and

Dirigoaiui Franconia are fitted up with tine
accommodu’ions lor passengers, making this the

Y, Local Superintendent,

MAINE CENTRAL

coun-

try.

in

AND

Straw

THE

The

P. ii.

Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and for Lewiston and statious on the Androscoggin Hoad.
Also
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portiaud at 8.15 P
M, for Bath and Angusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8.80 A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowhegun every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through lo
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Bt 1fast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train in nr
Bostou, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, A use r
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake tl
Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro' at Vassalboro': for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s,
and tor Canaan at Pisnon’s Ferry.
W. HATCH, Hnperialfnthnu
nov12dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5,1867.

M. & A. P. DARLING

Goods l
to

Invention.

notice.

FIXTURES

«“»

THURSDAY,

m.

Winter Arrangement, Ffnr. 11, 18417.

PORTLAND.

NTREGT,

SoS^^aTfiu£XT*^,'p^!;&vi^
M0‘Ni)AT
a1?e4VM.rkl

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

Machine !

Sewing

8.00

Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

KINSMAN,

EXCHANGE
April 30-dti

Square.

the line ot

II. BA1LK

Wonderful

Piping

follows;

Portland May 12,1 68.
m.

I*

Line

paid

_

AMERICAN

Kinds !

at Mhort

Steamship Company.

On and alter the lKtli ingl. the fli o
d|l»8teainer Dirigo and Fruiieonia, will
until tunher notice, mu as

^ Ct

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and t hat pern ritor at the rate ct
al) unless notice is giveu, and
one passenger for every $500 additiona value.
C. J. Bit YDGES, Managing Director•

Price*.

dtt

OF

Wounds;

Coughs, Colds, Inflammation, &c.,

Local Train trom South Paris and Intermediate statons, at

Gas Fixtures
All

Waterville, Bangor, Montreal, Que-

Trains will arrive as tollows:—
From Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.10 ▲.
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa2.15 p,
terville, &c., at

No. 186 Fore Street, Portland, Me.,

AND

market,
Portland, 16 Dec. 1867,

Cuts

Mail Train lor

bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate stations, at 5,P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after time

LORING,

THE

dtf

Semi-Weekly

_

Bouton

1868.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

run as

A. M.

-AMD-

CHANDELIERS,

Maine

RAILWAY I

follows:—
Express Train lor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.4C

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming

sT

Portland, May 13,

above stated.

at

eyory Tnrmduy and FriIviuingH, m lo o'. I.m k or

<»ay

arrival of Express train iron?
(Won, tor Mu, hitouching at Rocklaml, CMtlne, I .cor lalo.
Stnlgwick, lit. In’sert. Millliridge :iud Jou.'.nort
Returning, will leave Mucliiuport every .Vloudny
and Tliua-Mday Morning, at 5o'clock.
The Lewiston usually .connects with Sand lord's
Boston and Bangor steam or at Kockland.
BOSS & ST UKDYI ANT, Gener; 1 Agents,
179 Commercial Street.
aswft

CANADA.

wil1

quiries addressed to

Furnished

WEEK.

favorite steamer LEW1S.r’r*}«
‘GN Chas.
Deering, Master, wil
Kai'road
Wharl. foot ol St;ite
\Ji'*ve

...

on

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Not. 11,1867

citizens of Portland and vicinity
that they have established au agency in Portland for
All orders and enthe sale of the above goot s.

May 8,

'.

TlursCREK

_

mmimiumn

to inform the

The Trade

-v

rr\\

leave Portland daily

TRUNK
OF

Block Tin and Spelter,

II.

TWO

M,

GRAND

Tinners’ Tools & Machines,
Beg

Route.

SUJU MKIl A K RAN GEM ENT.

and 2.55 and 6.00 P 51.
Leave Boston ior Portland at 7.30 A. 51., and 3.00
and 6.00 P M.
BMdeiord tor Portland at 7.30 A, M., returning at
5.20 P. 51.
Portsmouth for Port hand at 9.20 and 10.00 A.M.,
and 5 30 and 8.00 P. M.
The train leaving Portsmouth ior Portland at 10.00
A. 51 does not stop at intermediate stations.
On 5Li inlays. Wedu« sdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Bostou
& Maine K. It., stopping only at Saco, Biddetord,
Kennehunk, South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Law rence.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Biddetord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, New bury port, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS CH AS L. soot.
Portland, April 25, 18€8.
apr28<ltt

ALSO

——

Trains

Junction,

go-

Metals, Galvanized Iron,

BLOCK.dtt

«- JL

or

Will receive prompt attention.

Has Removed to
BROWN’S NEW

be found loose

P*8*enger

Boston, importers and dealers in

ol

Corner of Brown and Congress Streets,

jalfi

dog shall

any

Inland

excepted) for South Berwick
iJgg^30^(Siiudays
Portsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A.

forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
All persons are hereby notified that I shall cause
all dogs to he destroyed Which shall be found at large
within the city, In violation ot the above ordinance,
unless the owner or keeper shall have procured a license on or betore the 20th day ol May.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.
Marshal’s Office, Apr. 30,1868.-tt

CMFVORI),

II.

ca>c

Belting,

8eed 8 to re

a

Sec. 7.—In

SUMM ER ARRANOKM ENT,
Coniui«aciu«( Monday, May 4'b, 1S«

Tin Plate and Sheet Iron, Copper,
Yellow Metal and Zinc.

9a MIDDLE STREET,

R E M

StCO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

ing at large, contrary to any of the foregoing provisions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the head ol the
Jarmly, or keeper ot the house, store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall

.

WEB,

Manufacturer of Leather

Portlaud

is used both

IT the purposes externally
lor which

POKTLAND

RICHARDS & CO.

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

and Flower seeds at

FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

REDDY. Proprietor.

dog shall be pernrtted to go at large
or loose, iu any street, lane, alley, court or traveled way, or in any inclosed or public, place in this
city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the
head of thi family, or the keeper ot the house, store,
shop, office, or other place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
dollars tor a license for such dog to go at large.

No. 262 Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot ol
feblSdtf
High Street,

ATWOOD9 S

Pain

thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call Is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o

St-C.l.—No

buildings

term of years the

Hobson’s

NT JEW

Rubber Goods.
O^White Rubber Cloth for family purpo'es.^aa
HEAVY RUBBER APR0NS FOR CURRIERS

®-Siagesconnect at 6; narn for Wast Gorham,
B landish, Btosp Falls. Bale win, Denmark, Sebago,
Brldgton, Lovell, Quoin, Browndeld, Fryoburg,
O >away, Bartlett, Jaokson. Limingtoo, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. Q.
It Bnxton Center Tor West Buxton Bonny-Eagle
B>uth Llmington. rdmingtOE. IAmeriek, Bewfleld,
PsrsoasOeld and Dssinee.
At Saoearsypa for Couth Windham, Windham Hill
Gad (forth Windham, dally.
By order oi the President.
mar 25-dtt
Portland, March 19, 1868.

Ordinance Against Dogs.
leased for

Mxcbuuge

On and altar Wednesday. March 25,
H'8 trains will run us fallows:
trains
leave Saco Kiver lor Portland at
Passenger
5.30 and 9.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
ior Saco Kiver 7.15 4. M., 2.0 and 8.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav. Saco Kiver 6-00. A M.: Pori land
12.15 P. M.

of the finest assortment of

M. H.

fcr

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1MERES, &c., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods

the same.
janfldtf

•’clock F. M.

Cabin passuge. with State room, 87. Meals extra
For further information apply to L. IllLLlNiis'
Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
May 1C, 1368, dBm

West,

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

DEALEE IN

one

at 4

To Mt. Desert and Machias.

W. 1>. LITTLE & Co., Agents.
Dec 14. dtl

CO.,

Oalt's Wl,,..;

trom

NATCRDAY,

n«m«an

North

anti

S.

S3T Returning leave Pryor's Wharf,
Portland, every Tuesday at 4 o’clock P. MHalilax,

all the

Porllilud"

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND

South

JMMWWfc direct,
EVERY

Itailroads,

into copartner-

&

Portlaud to
all points
From

principal Routes, via. Boston null
Worcester to Albnnyand the New Verb
Centrnl Until,,,, la Bulliilo or Niagara
Falls; I he n co by the brent Western or l.nbe
Mhorv
or via New York City anil
the Frie. Alluulic nun brml IVniern and
Pennsylvania « cnirnl Rnilwuyn.
For sale at the Lowest It ales at ihc Only l u°
*’*
*’
SI.,

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.

Embracing

Goods.

Belting, Packing, Hose,Clothing,Springs,
Mats* Spittoons, Tubing, Cushions,
Glares, with a variety of other

By

REDDY,

•

wear.

Rubber

West,

And having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every description ol Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Mo.
G. W. COBB.
I. F. STURDIVANT.
Mar 27-dti
H

BARBOTJB, THIS

No. 8 Exchange st,

COBB

atgi

AT THE

OF

J.

quality.

W.

l,

Vi-aiiffly|iMa

d&wlm

subscribers having entered
under the firm name of

G.

prepared to olier their friends and

are

STORK.
and

tu-u.M-f!

IV.

carlotta, j. w.
|L|> Magune,
i*!!1® suS,"*hiP
Master, will sail tor Aatilax

Tickets

Through

ALBERT WEBB.
W. G. CHAD BOURNE*.

THE
ship

ARCADE,
Where

Straw Goods, <Ec.

Lard

BLANCHARD, Agent.

To Travelers

NOTICE.

COLBY

01 best

and
OILS.

208 FORE ST.
May 5-d&w3mos_

ALvL

Wo. IS Free

dtf

Sperm,

WHITCOMB,

the transaction of a General Produce Commission
and have taken tne store and stand
No. S Market Street,
formerly occupied by H. H. HATCH.
All persons Indebted to or holding demands
against H. H. Hatch are requested to make immediate settlement.
H. H. HATCH,
W. H. WHITCOMB.
mayl8d2w
Portland, May 1, 1868.

Business,

Porllaud May 18,1868.

ment of

All Leading

ALSO, Oils SO A I*, a superior and cheap article lor woolen manufacturers’ use.

AUG.

MAHIJFACT (JEERS,

has at her Rooms, No. 4 Cotton Street, a good assort-

OIL

THE

•won Balts

Line

—

Halifax,

.

Via Boston, New York
Central, Buflalo and Detroit.
For information apply
* at 282
rnn „al 8t*
0t
~82 Con«re88
Grand
Tiunk Ticket Offlct
)n3'68d&wly D. M.

formed a Copartsubscribers have this
for the
of
g on the
under the firm nam of
&
at
175 Commercial St.

MILLINERY!

May 12.

“*

undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership under the Ann name and style of

-add-

Land for Sale.
ofthe late MaryS. Lunt’s Estate, Dear
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire in person or by letter of
JAMES JOHNSON,
Stroudwater, Westbrook Adm’r of said Estate with
will annexed.
oot 22-d&wtf
PART

l

Steamship
TO

T

S

E

LESS
LBIlH'ihtJ..|Thaii by any other Route, trom Maine
»« Points
West, via the
GRAND
TRUNK RAILWAY

Corn and

ter.
This is a very pleasant location and one that should
not be overlooked by any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride from the
business part of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, under Lancaster Hall, or to the
subscriber on the premises,
THOS L HASKELL.
mayl- dtf

SPINDLE,
MACHINERY,

Cheapest

Portland preSs Office,

VARNEY & BAXTER,
aprlleow2w&w2m

A tine

Hat

ELAINE,

-AT THE-

Apply
WM. H. JEEBIS.

ddw

On Back Cove Road.

consisting of Ribbon**, from Ho. 3
Plain, Roiled and Watered.

PA Alt AFFINE,

&c

BARNES,
Surge0“ Gcnel al> U- S- A

stone in tlie cellar on the
and Franklin Street, will

Suburban Residence for Sale

Millinery

L ULRICA TING,

J. K.

V—yy

OILS.

or

Mar 6—till Juno «.

about
n acre ot strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly four acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The buildings—a
fine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza rouud three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price of $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on tlie premises, or ot WH1TTEMORE & STARBIRD, on
Commercial street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
of Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtf

—AT THE—

OILS,

Tickets,

retidrnci’

n

BY

WITH

Address Cards,

wgular

U. S. Army, and must state the full
name,
and date and pla< e of birth of the candidate. aence*
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
must
e furnished.
If the applicant has been in the
medical service of the Army during the late War
the fact should be stated, together with bis former
rank, and date and place of service, aud testimonials from officers with whom he has served should
also lie forwarded.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing examination, as it is an indispensible
prerequisite to appointment. The number ol'TacanWe<lical Corps of the Army
is

,,

eod6t

TABLES,

MANUFACTURED

list

THE
'°Mayl8.

Washington St.

JSORTOIV.

Work!

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

21iSS?*

gra"uilt<;;

Summer,

cor.

J. E. CAME & CO.,

Lieut.Coi.,

Sayco1tege8311na’

THE

Ache; Sore Throat;
Diphtheria; Frostbites;

LOVEJOY & CO.,

BILLIARD

Book

National Bank.

Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald Head; Tooth

AND

Moore* Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Asslstant burgeon A. A.
Woodhtill, Brevet
1 ‘D
Ywrk Ci1}' 011 tllc
Ot
Af’nv
exanaination ot AesistantSurgeons,
U. “.Army, loi promotion, and ot r'inriirfa.toH tnr
into
the
admission
Medical Staff of the U S Annv
A pplicants must he between
a,‘a

Ihrimf

J.
may 18

&3T,Prepared only by J. C. HURSELL & CO.,
No6 Chatham Row, Boston.
may 8 ThSTuly
War

_At 2d

CYRUS F. DAVIS, continues tlie business and
the accounts at 145 Middle St.
may25dlw*

Copartnership.
WALTER COREY & CO,
day
THEnership
earryii
purpose
Furniture
Dealers ! Albert
Flour business,
Webb
Co
No.

Has removed to

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
beautiihl residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Gove road, known by the name of the Machigonne
Villa, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and gooseberries;

Extra Heavy Brussels.

Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Al-

kalies, and may be used with entire safety.
Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES,
(Signed)
State Assayer tor Massachusetts.

Moquettes,

Queen Victoria Velvets,

Blanks,

which it is made.
This preparation contains
ingredient*-which give
to it the desirable characters ot a superior hair dress-

or

Extra Eng. Velvets,

Catalogues,

Messrs. Hursell,
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell** Purity for
the Hair and am familiar with the formula with

Is free from

JUST RECEIVED, A FRESH ASSORTMENT OF

Bill-Heads,

20 State
Wood & Co,,

ing.

sale by
10, 1868.-tf

Feb

CARPETS.

com-

d6\v

REMOVAL!

eight

and

Thomas streets, lor
Emery,
W. H. STEPHENSON,
and

5!^“*Order8 received for all descriptions of Rubber
Goods, and promptly executed

CLEMSIYG.
A.

was ever

House Lots.
State .Street,

on Congress near
rpWO
i. lots on
Lewis

AND BRICK-MAKERS.

Posters, CARPET

At,L

JSo article

subscriber offers for sale two new houses,
built in the most substantial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near the corner ot
Congress and North streets, two stories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unfailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent teadily at large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner o! Congress and North sts.
GEORGE HEARN.
Portland, March 25, 1868.-dtf

Goods!

Sold very Cheap for Cash I

IflilllllUOflft

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

it,

WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agsnt.

mar3ldtl

J. & C. J.

and just manufactured, and to bo

our

Build-

And Removed to the

next to the Methodist Meeting House.
Buildings
all in complete repair, having been recently painted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay. Plenty
of wood and water.
This is one of the most pleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a tine view
of Portland on one side,, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the main stage road to Yaimouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply to

be

Furnishing

new

LAWYER,
Has removed to No. 24
Exchange st., Thomas
apr 23
ing, over Merchants Exchange.

•.

three acres land, in Falmouth, (tore side), seven //l!k\li\
miles from Portlani—is«dBHHaK»

CALL AND EXAMINE

IIUItSELL’S

BY

Gents.
All

home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direction
necessary
to a rapid advancement in iheir
studies, and exer-

cise such care aud guardianship as
For particulars address

and
'Vests I
found in the market.
Among these are several styles of Fabrics recently
imported, which are considered very tine
D^AlI which will be made up at the very lowest
prices.
([[^“Particular attention paid to cutting garments
to be made up elsewhere.
mayl2-d4w

the art, and

On the Most Reasonable Terms.

“For*!

tbe

as

AND

Pantaloons
can

Jr.,

LIBRARY,

anda large shop suitable tor any Hi d of a mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; line yard
in front and very tine garden.
A. W. ANDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

Millinery,

Spring Over-Coats.
BUSINESS and DRESS SUITS,

CLOTHOG
Thorough

Family & Day School,

ant

property known

AND

EATON

Norridgewock,

—FOB—

Tbe

"

settles

<&

DIRECT

Hail

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

1808.

Copartnership

STEAMERS.

THROUGH TICKETS

dissolved by
GEYER.
F. DAVIS.

tor

W.

niKISO-ROOM SUITS,

Stand,” consisting of a large 2 story
house, recently put in complete repair and made couvenient tor twe
tenements; good porch and ban

is

A.
C.

May,

HATCH

REMOVAL.
THOMAS,

W.

favorable terms.

For Sale at Gray Corner.

MBS.

CLOTHS S

That

rnHE Summer term of this Institution will eomJL
mence May 25, and continue 10 weeks.
Particular attention given to each Student.
The evening school, connected with the above, will
be open May 18, when instruction will he
given in
Book-keeping, Writing &c., Terms ot evening
school $2.00 per monih. For turthcr particulars,
address
P. J. LARBABEE, A. B. Prin.
Box 1)33.
May 13 dlw then eodtf

on

22d

TO

Cotton St., near Commercial.
Cy By careiul attention to business he hopes to
merit a share of public patronage. All work warranted satisfactory or no charge.
may 15-d3w

WM. H. JERRIS.
Real Eslate Agent.

aprl8dtt

and most

Gentlemen’s

may» d<&w3w

Middle Street, boundStreets, being the

on

Franklin and Fore
It will he sold
corner.

Portland,

HAVE REMOVED TO

ol
mile Irom
INand three-fourths
Falmouth. Paid farm

FOB

Academy. Wood and metal

Portland

PUPILS
cipals

Styles

BAS REMOVED

GEYER & CO.,

A.

No. 1

Street,

supplied himself with the choicest
desirable
HAS

departments.

And
Ship-Smith.
Cy Carriage and Sleigh ironing and Hegairing.

St.

Farm lor Sale at a Bargain,
Falmouth, four and a halt miles irom Portland,

A

Tailor,

03?^ Competent Assistants secured for tbe various
S£P“ Text Books tarnished by tbe Principal at
Portland prices.
CsSf* Board in the vicinity at realisable rates.

Spring,

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

POSTER,

A.

IV.

Tuesday, May 26, 1868,
M.,

price, and postage.
$1.00, Postage 6 cents.

27
5.00,
Twelve packages, 9.00,
48
It is sold by all wholesale aiul retail dealers in
drugs and medicines throughout the United States
and by

Exchange St,

109

ot Jere10 acres

lav.d, together with Ihe Mansion House, Stable,
Carriage House, etc. This property is pleasantly situated on Grove street, and will be sold low and on

appro-

CO., Sole Proprietors*
157 Tremont St., Boston, Mass
May 12-2tawly

Academy.

THE BUMMER TERM OF Till* IN^ STITUTION
will commence

PHYSICIANS,
and unqualified

TURNER &

practical Penmanship daily.
Entrance 149 1-2 Middle street. Hopkins* Block.
U. W, NOYES, Principal.
may 20-dlw

JOHN G, WIGHT,

NERVOUS

One package,
Six packages,

Physical, Mental, and Aloral culture will each receive it.j share of attention. Special instruction in

Bridgton

AND

who give it their unanimous
val.
Sent by mail on receipt ot

-AND-

SELECT

NEURALGIA,
ALL

MOST EMINENT

SCHOOLS.

Forest

FOR

Its Effects are

Sheppard Ganby.
Rob’t C. Fergussou.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President,

the rebelsI”

Cure

Speedy

Win.H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

PaulSpollord,

dark.

AND

Fred’k Chauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,

James Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,
Daniel S. Miller,

CERTAIN,

firm

®S552Sa“5a55!5S55!!!5*!!!!!!!!5^

RAILROAlws,

Copartnership,

Dissolution ol
of
THE
mutual consent.

—

THE

A. SAFE,
S

Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,
Benj. Bab jock,
Fletcher Westray,
Robt. B. Minturii, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,

Wm. C. Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russel],
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

:

Sturgis,

Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,

Henry Coit,

“Were you ever arrested?”
“Yes.”

Attorney

Wm.

~lT~

A

Blacksmith, Horse-Shoer, Jobber;

Keal Estate lor Sale.

Raymond’** Village.
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.

TRUSTERS:

JoLdD. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

French

new

^

Ikc8.

Insures against Marine and Inland Navi*
gat ion Risks.

A

Atf™§iLr
raa iI'tjaii JI

Daneorth House, D. Dan forth. Proprietor.

L. Fox.

O V

COPAKTNEKSHIP NOTICES.

SHEPARD YOUNG,

Middle

First Class House for Sale.

Apply to

Naples.

Mutual Insurance

mar

southerly

Elm House, Nathan Church & Sou?, Propriesors

comer ot

Middle and 128 feet on
toe Fox lot.
Also the lot on the southerly comer of
Exchange
and Federal streets,
measuring about 100 feet on Exchange and 165 teet on Federal streets.
Also the brick store No 192 Fore
head of
Central Whart, and now occupied bystreet,
KufuB Stanley
J
«Son
Enquire of
on

_

District Attorney asked

westerly

th-

on

R E M

SALE.
about 82 fret
Exchange streets, known

Leach, Proprietor.

J. B

REMOVALS.

THE
and Exchange streets, measuring

Leach’s Hovel, Comer of Front and Vine streets,

Proprietors.

CONN.

the Oldest, Largest and most Reliable Comthe country.

Accumulated

Exchange,

-.---

Grant.”

lot of land

pi letor.

CONNECTICUT

of
panies in

company, when he stepped from the ranks,
threw off his jacket, and challenged the captain to light. Abbott tells the story as follows :
Such a challenge could not be declined; ail
the company looked eagerly on; the captain
soon succumbed beneath the sturdy and swilt
tailing blows of Grant, and cried lor quarter,
lie had been very soundly whipped before his
pride would permit him to yield.
Tbe young champion not at all fatigued,
and showing no excitement over his victory,
turned to the lieutenant, and said very blaudly to him:
“It is now, Lieutenant, your turn. Perhaps you would like to try to revenge the caplai.i. I shall be happy to meet you.”
The Lieutenant, who liad taken an active
part in tlie insolent joke upon the young cadet, couid not in honor refuse. To have
shown a coward’s discretion would have exposed him to the endless jeers of bis comrades. Grant made short work with him and
gave him a very thorough thrashing.
He then, with apparently as much
composure as if he had simply attenued to
ordinary
duties, turned to his companions in line, and
said :
„Who comes next? I want peace, hut I
am willing to tight the whole
company, one
by one, if that is necessary to gain peace.”
His comrades now greeted him with thiee
enthusiastic cheers. They came forward tumultuously and shook him by the hand, declaring that one possessed of so mnch pluck
should uo longer be subject to their annoyance.
It was in reference to this otter to tight
the whole company that he received the
nickname of “Company Grant.” This name
lie retained until on a memorable occa-uon
he changed it (or “Unconditional Surrender

FOR
as

< >ue

Gen. Grant on his Muscle.—While at
West Point, Grant was “run on” by the older
scholars, according lo the custom of that institution. He endured a good deal without
resentment, until one day, being on mock parade, he wis insulted by the captain of the

Directory.

Auburn.
Elm House, Com]. St. W. S. Young, Proprietor.

Beautiful violet! welcome thou art,
Bringing sweet thoughts to a weary heart;
For with memories full thy ctm ug seems,
And gazing upon thee, hack come the dreams
That haunted me once in love’s bright
When life and life’s hopes were

REAL ESTATE.

W. (I. 1*11 I I, t 11*».
Commercial St., loot ol Park St.

Portland, Aug 28,-dt

